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ABSTRAC':' 
The modernizatlon of a vacuum gratlng i nfrared spec-
trometer is described. Experiments using this spectrometer 
on l';-methyl forrnamide i n the vapor phase are descrlbed, and 
the results are interpreted in terms of the position , shape, 
and lntensity change with temperature of the vibration bands 
of this substance. It is concluded that k-~ethyl forrnarnide 
exists in two isomeric forms in the vapor phase. The less 
abundant form 1s the cis isomer which lies 1.4 kca1. above 
the trans isomer. 
An echel1e-type grating used with this spectrometer 
is shown to have an unusually wide and flat efficiency 
curve. This is asoribed to a scattering phenomenon i n 
which both faces of a groove participate. Mathematioal 
analyses based on both the Kirchhoff theory and on the 
Rayleigh theory are shown to predict the broad reglon of 
high efficiency for this grating. 
An amplifier which 1s intended to be used with a novel 
double-beam ratio detection system is described. 
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SECTION I 
THE Mlabffi~fwAqflk OF AN I NFRARED SPECTROMETER 
INTRODUCTION 
This section of the thesis will deal with work in-
volved in modernizing the vacuum grating spectrometer 
described by Badger, Zumwalt, and Giguere in 1948. (1) 
The many novel features of this instrument make it par-
ticularly well suited to infrared spectroscopy of a 
research nature as opposed to that of a routine nature for 
analytical purposes. The instrument employs a diffraction 
grating as the primary dispersive element instead of the 
more common prism. It has been designed for the use of a 
rather large grating (200 mm. x 150 mm.) allowing one to 
employ narrow slits for high resolution. It has been de-
signed as a monochromator rather than as a spectrometer or 
spectrophotometer, allowing a great deal of flexibility in 
its use. With suitable accessories, it can provide a mono-
chromatic source of radiation, measure the intensity of 
each wavelength of a given source, or compare the absorption 
or emission spectra of two substances. It has been de-
signed to operate in a vacuum to allow freedom from inter-
ference of absorption bands due to water and carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere. 
-2-
The instrument has performed well in a large nucber 
of studies requiring high dispersion, (2) but pro~ress in 
infrared techniques() has d1ctated that certain lmprove-
ments be made. It was desired to make these ,improvements 
while retaining the above mentioned advantages of high 
dispersion, flexibility, and freedom from atmospheric in-
terference. 
To maintain the highest possible resolution, it is 
necessary to use the most sensit1ve detector available 
in order that the slit width may be reduced to the min1mum 
consistent with a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. (4) 
In tr~ shorter wavelength regions of the spectrum, photo-
conductors with relatively wide band-gaps such as PbS, 
PbSe, or PbTe will be used.(S) At longer wavelengths, 
one can change to other photooonduotors with smaller band-
gaps and operated at lower temperatures, or change to a 
thermal-type detector. Of the thermal deteotors, (thermo-
(6) 
oouple. bolometer, and Golay detector ) the Golay detec-
tor 1s the most pract1cal at this time in an application 
directed toward high resolution. 
In any grating monochromator, means must be provided 
for separating the desired grating order from the other 
orders which are present. It is usually P02sible to accom-
plish this with fllters if the orders are not too close to 
-J-
eacl. other and if individual scans do not cover too Great 
B. span hi ,vaveler-8th . Wi tr. the conventional echelette 
crating used in the infrared, this is the case. With ti'l€ 
6rating described in Section III, however , a different 
situation is encounter~dK ~his grating can be described 
as one which has an effective blaze which covers nearly 
the entire rar.ge of gratiL€ ar~leK ?his means two t hir:gs. 
First, at any grating angle several orders will be strong , 
ar:d these may be quite close to[,:ether iT: wavelength--much 
too close for separation by filters. Second, this unique 
feature of the gra~int rives one the capability of making 
laue continuous scans without changing gratir:E orders. 
Such a capability 1s deSirable, for example, in survey 
work. In order to take advantage of this capab1lity without 
stopping several times during the scan to change filters, 
a foreprlsm monochromator ~:::; needed. r::'his must be of suf-
ficiently high resolution to separate orders. It must also 
be coupled i n some i'/ay \'lith the grating drive so that it 
will be at the correct settinG corresponding to the par-
ticular l'lavelel:gtr. and gratinG order at which one 1s 
kor~irKKgK 
In order to take advantage of the ffiodern detectors 
DOiJ available, and to ta~:e advantage of the properties of 
t t e Grating, the follo~ir~g chal1..ges were made in the spec-
-4-
trometer: A Golay detector was obtained, and provis ion was 
made for the use of other detectors when desired. A fore-
prism monochromator was added. An extra range was added 
to allow the grating to be used at high grating angles. 
Finally several minor mechanical and optical chang~s had 
to be made in connection with these other changes. The 
various portions of the spectrometer will n ow be dealt with 
individually in more detail. 
GRATING MONOCHROMATOR OPTICS 
The main dispersive element in the instrument is a 
Littrow-mounted diffraction grating. The collimator is an 
off-axis paraboloid of 100 om. focal length, roughly 2)0 x 
180 rom. 'Ihe mounting in this instrument is somewhat unusual 
in that the collimator paraboloid 1s cut and mounted so 
that its axis passes approximately through the center of 
the lower edge of the grating. The Newtonian mirrors thus 
are close to the center line of the optical system and near 
the lower edge of the grating (figure 1). 
In the original instrument the entrance and exit slits 
were in the same vertical plane and used the same mechanical 
slit. A single Newtonian mirror was used. Although this 
arrangement had considerable optical advantage, it Buffered 
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from tr.e dravJoock that provision had to L'€ rr:ade to prever:t 
overlapping of incoming and oatcoir~ beams. ?his presented 
some difficulty due to space limitations imposed by the 
vaCUUr:l housing of the instru.rr!ent, but was accomplished by 
tLe use of two field lenses, one for each beam, located at 
the slit and so offset in the vertical directior. that iY.'" 
coming and outeoir:g beams were separated by the prismatic 
effect. 
The new space problems introduced by the addition of 
the foreprlsrr; monochromator and the various detectors to 
be used necessitated a more complete separation of incomlr.c 
and outf,oing beams. 'This .-ras most easily a ccomplished by 
locatine the entranoe al1..a. exit slits on opposite sides of 
the spectrometer. 
~his cpznge in the entrance slit position required a 
second l:ewtonian mirror. Space limitations p r ecl uded tte 
installation of t:rro separa.te :D:e~1tonlans together vii th their 
associated adjusting mechanisrr;s. Instead, a 900 prism was 
silvered and used for tt,e tHO ;:e''l'tonians. It 1s required 
tl:z.t the ti~o !~ewtonian mirrors be placed at an ar.gl e with 
respect to each other of approxili~tely 90° . The paraboloid 
axis must bisect this angle. ~his is automatically fulfilled 
by tl1e use of the prism with its right-angl e edge on the 
axis and the plane opposite this edge perpendicul ar to the 
axis. 'The pr1sm 1s mounted or: a table \'/hict can be til te(l 
and rotated for mak1ng the necessary ad~ustmerKtsK 
'Ihe exit optics are si:.,llar to the image redJ;.cer de-
scribed by Greenler. (7) 'Ihe exit slit is about one inc;-, 
ber.ind the larger mirror, rather than at 1ts surface 8.S i [~ 
Greenler's system. This moves the real 1mage formed b~D tl;e 
sma ller mirror farther beh1nd its s~rface and thus reduces 
tl~ demagnificatlon. ~he optical diagram is shown i n 
figure 2. 
The more usual arr£lDcen;er.t ~;rIen using a Golay detector 
WOuld effiPloy a toroidal mirror. 'Ih1s produces a rather 
d iffuse image, but this could be tolerated with the Golay. 
'w" lth a photoconductive detector , r:owever , the sensitiv1ty 
varies as llarea, and there 1s an advantage in havine the 
smallest image of the best quality possible. This systeG 
allows one to obtain a very high quality i :;:ag6 \</ith a derr.a,s-
niflcation of 1: 8 '.,/hile us~ng h:expensive sp:~erical mirrors. 
Greenler has shown that spherical aberrat ion is eliminated 
(to the third order) and that coma is insignificant with 
this syste:n. 
~he actual arraneemen t uses a 7" mirror from an arc 
;notion picture projector l &mp for t-tl and an a lurninized 
ophthalmic lens for M2 • !\ is UloJ;.nted on the sp6ctrometer 
carriaee and 1s adjusted l aterally by repos1tion ing the 
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carriace. It can be rotated about the horizontal and vert-
ical axes by adjusting screws. M2 is attached to a s hor t 
side arm welded to the casing <figure J). This ~lrror con-
stitutes part of the vacuu~ seal. A 7 m~K hole is drilled 
i n trie center and the potasslUIIi bromide exit window cemented 
over the hole. It has been found that the slight alteratiOi:: 
of the focus of thls mirror due to evacuating the casing is 
i nsignificant. 'Ihe mirror ltounting is provided with threads 
which screw into a plate and provide for adjustment of the 
focus. Upon reaching proper focus the threads are sealed 
;~ ith Glyptal varnish. ':'he plate f1ts against the end of 
t he s ide am. a:cd can be moved a bou t over its "0" ring 
seal to provlde for adjustment i n the vertical plane. 
~he Golay detector rests on a small bracket attached 
to this side arm. Its entrance window is placed in contact 
with the exit wlndow. The position of the detector is 
adjusted horizontally by moving: screws in slotted holes, 
and vertically by a set of shilts. 
In passing, it should be noted that certain difflculties 
have been noticed with this detector. There is wide varia-
tion in performance between apparently satisfactory detec-
tor heads. Also, the adjustment provided for focusing the 
grid inside the detector upon itself depends pr1mar11y on 
imperfections in tr.ach1nl ng for providing the necessary 
SLIDING ADJUSTMENT 
OVER 110" RING SEAL 
-10-
CLAMP 
GLYPTAL SEAL 
SPECTACLE LENS 
.----- KBR EXIT WINDO W 
~ 
'CANTED TO ALLO W 
FOR DOWNWARD 
TILT OF BEAM DUE 
TO OFF - AXIS 
COLLIMATOR 
MOUNT FOR M2 
FIGURE 3 
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transla tion of the grid. ~ls results in an extrerrel;y 
difficult adjustment to make--one best described as hi t or 
miss. 'Ine manufacturers (Eppley Laboratories) have recentl y 
offered a u:ounting of improved design which unfortunatel y 
cannot be used with the detector heads supplied with the 
old mounting. 
FOREPRISM OPTICS 
The original design of the instrument prov1ded for 
the future addition of a forepr1sm monochromator 1n a 
iVadsworth mounting in the sidetube containing the detector 
and entrance optics. This WOuld create the problem of 
aligning two parts of the spectrometer on individual mount-
ings. \ii th the exercise of some ingenuity it was found 
possible to accommodate a foreprism monochromator witt 
Littrow mounting on the same carriage as the grating mono-
chromator. 70 accomplish this in the limited space avail-
able it was necessary to locate the prism monochromator on 
a level below the grating monochromator and to fold the 
optical path at one pOint. The optical arrangement is 
shown in figure 4. Tne collimator, M2 , is a 40 crno spher-
ical mirror. M) is a flat plate mirror installed to fold 
the optical path. The slit images are 11.5 cm. above the 
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- 13-
horizontal plane containin[ the axis of the colliffiated 
beam. ~hls is necessary to allow the prlsffi monochromator 
to be placed below the gratlng ~oaochromatorI but has, a s 
a consequence, a rotation of the slit lffiages wlth respect 
to each other. 
70 study the aberratlons l ntroduced by using the col11-
mator so far off-axls, a prelimlnary model of the monochrom-
ator was made and tested. It was decided that a resolution 
11ffilt 0.1 micron at J microns would be requlred to properly 
isolate the grating orders. It was found tr£t aberrations 
became serlous if a much smaller resolution 11mlt was attemp-
ted, but that for 0.1 micron, they woul d not be lmportant. 
MJ can be replaced by a correctlon plate lf lt should ever 
become necessary to improve the resolutlon. In practlce, 
the potaSSium bromlde prlsm can resol ve the yellow doublet 
o 
of the mercury spectrum at 5769-5790 A. 
Space limltations caused by the large concave mirror 
in the exit optics made it convenient to place the foreprlsm 
before the gratlng monochromator i:: the optical path. Space 
11ffii tations caused by the narrov, carrlage on whicr: it was 
wlshed to mount the foreprism dlctated that lt be designed 
so that lts resolution i'lould add to that of the grat i ng. 
There will be occasions cn which lt is desirable to remove 
the foreprlsm from the optical path and substitute filters 
to increase the energy available. Consequently, tte 
intermediate and exit slits of the double monoctromator 
r{el"e made so that they could function as a unit \'/i th tte 
Eratlng monochromator wten the foreprism is not being used. 
Since only one of the two slits of a foreprism need be 
precisely made when the resolutions add, the entrance slit 
of the foreprism was designed to be a fixed slit. Several 
slits of various sizes are provided mounted on plates \ihicL 
can be rapidly substituted. 
':'he above design considerations were made primarily 
on the basis of mechanical convenience, but they do have 
an important bearing on the performance of the instrument 
which is worthwhile to point out . If the intermediate 
slit were r.Jade the ';Tide slit of the t\ .. o foreprism slits, 
tte wavelength which was passed by tbe instrument would 
depend on the coupling bebleen the two monochrornators as 
well as on their exnct wavelength settings . Nlth the s l its 
arranged with the primary slit the wide one as is tl1e case 
with this instru~entI no such requirement exists on the 
coupling between the tvlO n:onochromators. This is fortunate, 
since the wavelength calibration can then depend onl y upon 
the setting of the grating, and the grating mounting is 
by far the most precise element in the systen;. 
In general, a potassium bromide pr-ism is used because 
of its wide waveler~th range which corresponds closely to 
that of the echelle gratir~K In the event that its r e l a-
.tively low d ispersion and high scatter1ng should become 
object1onable at short wavelengths, prisms of sodium chlor-
ide or glass are available. Each prism is mounted on 1ts 
indiv1dual table. The potassium bromide prism ~~ble is 
adjusted for height and tilt tiith adjusting screws in t he 
optical bench. When these screws are set, screws in each 
of t he other two prism tables are adjusted to Cll1ror~ to 
t he potassiuc bromide table. In this way each table can 
be individually adjusted, wDile the more precise adjust-
ments in the optical bench can be left set for the potas-
sium bromide prism. 
Ideally, each prism should be rotated about t~e 
vertical ~~is to produce minimum deviation at t he midpoint 
of its wavelength rUne~K It has been found more convenient 
to make this adjustment using the mercury green line. This 
can be done visually by oeserving the position of the ~reen 
line and rotating the prism until the line is at its ~ax­
imum deflection. ~he loss of resolution due to this is 
neglig i ble. 
MbCeAK ~fCAi DETAILS 
The grating drive i ncorporates a sine screw mechanism 
-16-
to produce a movement of the grating table proportional 
to the sine of the movement of the drive shaft. This results 
in a scale which is linear in wavelength without t he use of 
a cam (figure 5). The sine screw mechanism consists of a 
flat surface attached to a nut which travels on a very 
precisely-made screw. The flat 1s oriented on the nut so 
that the plane containing its surface passes through the 
axis of the grating table when the nut is in the zero pos-
ition. This co~~ition is necessary and sufficient for 
produCing the sine function. 
The mechanism worked well for an echelette grating 
where the angular range in which the grating is used is 
small, but, for the echelle-type grating to be described 
below, a longer range 1s required. A second range slightlJ 
overlapping the first ~~d extending to larger gratine angles 
was consequently added by maklng the followlng changes 
(figure 5): A seco-ad flat was attached to the slne-screw 
nut, facing the first, and making an angle of about 400 
with it. The original ball follower was replaced by a 
barrel-shaped roller with its axis vertical. It could be 
caused to bear alternatively on either flat. The roller 
is connected to a pinion which meshes with a rack on either 
flat to insure that the roller actually rolls on the flat 
and does not slide. The clearances are such that the roller 
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rests on the flat, and the rack and pinion mechanism ffierel~ 
turns the roller. With some care the rack and pinion can 
be engaged so that the same portion of the roller is used 
each time. 'Ihis arrangement has the additional advantage 
that the rubbing of the ball on the flat is eliminated and 
calibration s hould not change on account of wear at this 
point. 
To correspond to the angle which the two flats make 
with each other it was necessary to provide for two alter-
native locations of the grat1ng and 1ts holder on the grat-
ing table, differing by a rotat1on through this same angle. 
Since the grating holder is mounted in kinematic fashion 
with three feet resting in appropriate cavities in the 
face of the grating table, this was easily accomplished by 
providing the grating holder with three additional feet. 
It was mentioned in the paper describing the original 
instrument that irregularities exist in the screw. To 
investigate these a Bayleigh interferometer \'las set up on 
the grating table as shown in fieure 6. As the table ro-
tates, the path lengths through the two plates change rela-
tive to one another, causing the fringes to move across the 
field of the microscope. The plates ideally should have 
beveled edges so they can be placed close together at the 
apex. This type of plate was not available and the rectan-
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gular plates used made it difficult to obtain consistent 
fringes. One would observe several well - defined fringes 
followed by a region in which the fringes Nere either very 
poorly defined or missing altoeether. This condition could 
be a l leviated to sorr.e extent by very careful adjustrr.ent of 
the slits with respect to the flats. Because of the poor 
quality of the frir.ges, the resul ts obtained should be re-
garded as il1dications rather than precise measurements. 
It \lias assumed that, for small differences in table 
position , the number of fringes passing the field of the 
microscope was proportional to the angle of rotation of t he 
table. A typical set of results is shown in fieure 7. 7fle 
Veeder-Root counter Which gives the position of the grating 
drlve was observed , and the number of counts corresponding 
to t en fringes passing through the field of the observatlon 
microscope was recorded. This was repeated until about two 
turns of the d.rive screw had been completed. 'The number 
of counts for each observation was averaged for the full 
two turns of the screw, and the deviation of each obser-
vation from this average was computed. These deviations 
are plotted as the ordinate in figure 7. 'Ihe abscissa is 
t he rotation of the screw. 
The data in figure 7 are the average of several experi-
u.ents made on the same portion of the screw (about t\'iO revo-
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lu_tl0{lS) • ':he dKevi~tioyK::; between separate exper1;r_el::ts 
-:Jere 8;.,a11 el~oudi to ass",re one that t:-.e errors observeo. 
;-lere ctnracteristic of tl.e screN and not due to statis-
:1 .. e :lost obvious feature 11;' fifure f/ 
is the cor.:plex forIT, of ti:e curve . It is certainly not 
periodic in any inte[ra1 nu:r:ber of revolutions as IL1Eht be 
eXgected if tr.e irreGUlarl ties i-jere due to so~;e def~ct .. -~K-
tLe lathe or. whicr. tr.e screw /{as cut. Cne can ILake an 
estir.:ate of 0 . 06 counts for an averare error . ''::-his corres-
I / -4 pOI,ds to an error of 6,v:A 00) :r.: 10 'Ilr,lcr. is satisfac tory 
for rM1gKtir~e ::".ensure:r.ents. For !Lore precise o:;easurements 
[in interfero:.eter rrie;tt be incorporated lY.. the gr atlne 
IY:onocr.ro,r.ator to produce calibration frir.ges on the recorder 
traclag. Attempts to elicr.lnate ttis error by callbratiol': 
\.;1 t.t L110"'-1: spectral lines are a9t to be frustrated by the 
8:::011 period of tr)e error in co:r.parison "i1 ti: the spacinc: 
of sUituble calibration lines. 
<':'-oe grating drive shaft :;J8sses through an "0" ring 
seal .1n tLe vacuurr: casing to a ce~rlKcxK =:;"he grating drive 
eotor is rr;ounted, tOfetrler ~liti its reductlon Lear , on 
v l braticr.less IT_cunts on top of the vac\.<um casing, and 1s 
clv~iected to tbe r:eurbox through l.,m1 versal ~oir:tsK At 
tr.e {It,g-test drive speed, 1.0 effec-;; is discerr.ible in the 
Ov.t:put of the spectrometer Que to vlbratiol: frau: the dr ive 
-2;-
:£:oto;.' • 
at ~ied~lctio1: ratios of 2L are avallable Wf.02e 
1 ') C 
-t~_ DDDDD·DD--if T·siY..C ti.e U.Lr,est speed, the s:;ectrt.:.rl; CUY. 
B('l.E.l: .. -.·ed qt +'/'e r"'''"e of 0 r.; AL I'""i''' 
- ,-, - "'. '" ... • -' / - - 1.. " • 
. C.r. inter'loG}: systen is ~lrovided to prever;:; overrc;t:!r,1":.[ 
the r:.ecr.an1cal 11rr.its of the dratiq~[ sere·.... '.:.'h18 is aet1v::-
ted t:, tAO rr.icroswi tGnes ~KoyKKmted at e1 ther er.d of the sere;,. 
:. rr.anual overl'ide is pro'!1ded to rett,!,!: the r.ut past the 
actuatiO!i :"'01:·i., of tr.e sy~ltcb (Ihen reversir.g directlor.. 
/o.. ;;ip:?er systerr: is provided for keep1nz t.rack of the 
t~rat~tDDDDDI£ ,:::sitior. 0-;--: t:~"Ke recorder crart. r s;"i teh 1s rr.ot::er-
tc;rlly c102ed cc. ec:eL :-evolutio:. of the r.:ratlr.r ::ri ve phcIf ~gD 
j, 3eco;,d s\':lter: is arranCed to eitter oper. or close or eecl. 
ter.ti, revol:;.':;ic1! . "hese tVJO switcr.es are CO!·.r.ected 111 
\'!":er. bot!'. swl teLes 
nre el.osed -::'1".e potentiometer adds u sn:al1 r..e[utl ve SiCna1 
to tLE out::;ut of the detector a..'T.pllfler. D~iDKK;sI GJ. series of 
Lei:,""2tive pips ap-;:e£:'I' 0,'; the recorder tracir:c. .cependin£: 
~Dor- e&o .. r€volutlor, exce~t the ter:tr, or for eaeL te:1tr, 
r·evolyKKKKtio~ . 
'_,,6 lDe:iesi~qKed s11 t 11.ecr.ar,lsm for' tr.e lrter-u:ed1ate ar .. o 
exil; slits 1s s llo;rr. in fi['Ure S. E~Dhe slits are rroul:ted er.. 
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L.e e:::.ds of t...-o bars pi voted to for;r. a sclssors [rec:.m.lstr. 
';"te scissors are operated by a can: actlLg on followers at 
or~e end of the ar:r.s. '7{"e developffiellt of this can: ls a,; 
isosceles trlsy.gle "ILic!: 1s wrapped. around the cirCyKlrr:fer~:KcKc 
of a i'iheel ar.d tr.us rr:oves eacn arm e<;.ually. 'Ehe ir:di vld.Lal 
jaws are attached to their supports by screws passinG tbro~<~rI 
er.lar[ed holes to allo~ for adjustrrent. 
~he drive shafts for the sIlt meCh~lisn and for the 
foreprism Li ttro,'1 mirror pass through "0" ring seals hI 
the vacc;.uu, casing to the gear box. The gear box contalris 
the rrIec~lanlcal and electrical compor:ents of the e lectr1c 
syster~s \ihich synchronize the forepr1sm and slit drives 
with the grating drive. 
An electric cam performs electrically exactly the same 
function as a ::nechu!"ical cam--lmpart1ng a r.-:otion i n u slave 
mechanism lihicn is some rr:atbematlcal function of the c ove-
ment 1n a Claster mechanlsrrl. rt;echanical ca:;~s are difficul t 
and expensive to build and, once finished, car~1Mt be eas1lJ 
readjusted. An electric emn can be bull t easily from star.d-
ard con'ponents, ar.d is easily adjusted. In addltior:., tIie 
functlor; [er-er'ated can conver,iently be shifted or ffiultipllD~K:l 
by a constm:t factor. 'l.his can only be accomplished t;;ecr.ar:1·, 
call;)' 'c:: eOlLplicated l1nkaCes. 
A sln~lified diagram of an e l ectric carJ is phl~a in 
-2C,-
f1C1.,re 9. '':'he O::1;Jlif1er 1s C01:,"(;ected so that a~iy si~D;!al 
appear~ni 'cetvleen the t .. w fl~ ovable contacts of the poter:c1or..-
sters \'lill 'ce aJ.::plifled. !;md app11ed to the l~otor 1" proper 
"rnse t~ Dr~ ;-' e 1 '- tl ' +0 decrepse the p .. ~ v Cl _ve "n save po ... en orr.ecer v '-> 
".:.1:e :::otor "Ilal ru~: ur.til trie b-,put to tte a:r:pll-
fier is belo;'/ son"6 thresbold dependll:g on the [p,ln of the 
an:pl i.fler, a::ld tr.er: stop. 
~K:KtiIout ti:e loadine yet-work tl;is would operate as a 
:_o~Ial fo:lo;"I-yD;D~I ':.he slave drive reprodt;cing t.he r:.aster 
dri 'Ie :-~oveD ei, t. "'il th t(,e loadinG l~eDK;work 1 however, the 
vol taee a"Dove '::',rcl,...l:1 o"!: the [.lovable orr;: of the slave po-
'\,';e:1tio;:)eter car: ce rr.ac1e to closely 33.)prox1mate any cO!:tir.u-
aUG r;oDotonic fur-ction of tte rco'!elCler-t of tLe arn:. 'l'he 
only requirel!ler:t is a sufficient nur:iber of lees in the 
loadi:::g;:::et\'lOri-:. Sino".:! tl1e 8.ffi1)lifier ar.d IT.otor still tel~ci 
to ~;Mer; t!D~e vol tareD on the t;"l0 movable arrros equal J the 
slave drive v:ill ::ove an amount 'ihich is a function of t;,e 
master drive !:lovea;ent. r;::~is f~ction depends or. the settiq 
of the load 1.:1[; net,..-or:': t and car. be var1ed ut III ill. By 
placlng varyinG reslst::;:rlces between a potentlol.Geter and 
i3round a constant factor can be added to the drive frl-Ictlo~IK 
By cimngirif, tr.e total vol tace across the loadlr,g network 
ar:d slave poteT:tioILeter, a small portion of the slave car. 
be ::;:ade to corl'espond to the entire le1.gt!l of the u:aster, 
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and thus the drive function can be multiplied by a constant 
factor. 
The circuit diagram for the slit cam is shown in 
figure 10. As can be seen, the function is linear. The 
absolute slit opening is controlled by the two variable 
resistors in the slit potentiometer circuit. The rate of 
opening is controlled by the switches in the master poten-
tiometer circuit. ThiS, of course, is only a very rough 
approximation to the required function, but has been found 
adequate. 
The prism cam (figure 11) has a drive function corres-
ponding to the prism dispersion. It is provided with a 
six-position switch for adjusting the relative voltages on 
the two potentiometers. At present, four positions are 
used--three for the lower range of grating travel in first, 
second, and third grating orders, and one for the high 
range in first order. 
The loading network consists of a series of potenti-
ometers connected to two busses by fixed resistors. The 
taps of the network are taken from the variable arms of the 
potentiometers. The total resistances in the slave potenti-
ometer and the loading network are chosen so that approxi-
mately 170 times as much current floWS in the loading net-
work as in the potentiometer. This has the effect of making 
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1,.d.eper:de::.:t _ It e-lco serves to ~rotec:D tLe po-c;e:'.;:;ic:,t::'O· 
_ Le tHo ~Mrvo <.:!',plifiers are pr:::.cticall;/ iclm: tlc::.2. t,.;. 
:':.e :1'0,,;,;.; :?ote:,:',tlon:eter recor-G.ar a:::plifier-. A copy of ti-.,:: 
currer.t "cl.ere is '::C need fDl!~ tile cl:opper cot::noy, to potel:l.i 
oper3te it froT e J: source. 
-)2-
operatiOl: 0;1 a1 terr-atine currey,t, the chopper is rerr.oved 
8nc. a shortlY!!; plue, whicb cakes the necessary circuit 
ci"lanees sutsti tuted in the soc){et. A seccEd pl1.lC; on w(,ic: ; 
is D.o1..:.nted an on-off at:-::. a reversinr s lii tch cc:.n be sub-
sti tuted to provide for !Lar:t;ul oileration . 
Ir.. setting up the instrument, the grat ing mor.ochrorr-
ator was aliened first. '.:"r.e collimator was adjusted as 
well as ;ossible visually about the transverse axis (the 
!lOrizontal axis perpendicular to tte lone dirr:er.sior: of tLe 
carriare) . ::ext, a plurr:b bob \'las suspel-,ded over tr.e cer.te::: 
of tr-:e gratine table and its leare observed i":1 the co11i-
n:ator. '.::11e final &djustU!ent of the collirr:ator acout its 
vertical axis was rr:ade by causln£ the plumb bob and its 
lrr:a[e to coincide when viewed from approxlrr:ately cr..e meter 
behir:d the grating table. 
A flat was then installed on the cratine table and t.,[ 'f? 
table set at zero. '.:"he flat was carefully adj~sted to lie 
in a vertical plar.e ''ii th the aid of a spir1 t level. ',:r.e 
i rriace of a mercury lamp \>1as focused on the exl t 611 t. :he 
collin:ator Wu S ti1er. glven a riD.al adjustment about the trars-
verse axis to illtm.lnate the eratln[ . It was noted at tbi£ 
-33-
:::ator coincided ir. tLe vertical direction and that tr.e 
ill1,.;.rr::lr.ated portions of the :"ewtor.ian mirrors had tIle sa;:,.e 
elen.tior.. '.i'hese t\-JO obS8rvations were taker; as final evi-
C .. ence ;:01' tl':e corr~ct ad~ustn:ent of tte collin:ator mirr'or. 
'':' r,e ::edtoi,lar: prise;. Nas g1ver. 1ts final adjustrr;er.t 
about the lor:["ltw:rr~al axis b:f derr;andlr:g that the illv.r:.i-
r:a ted por·t ion of the entrorce 811 t correspoy.d 1 r: a vertlcal 
directioL wi t~-K the illl.cll.'iT.oted portier, of the exit slit a£ 
rr.easured. ... i th 8. scale. F'1r;1311y, a 8ecor:d larr.p i~as foc1,.;.sed 
on tl':6 Emtr"rnce slit, arlO. ti18 !'evltcniar: pris,,-, ,'illS adjt:.sted 
atout the vertical axis to ~roduce a sy~metrical pattern 
or: -:"Le collixo.tor. 
;.'it{, t:-:e gratlr.g rr:onochro:::utor properly o.djusted, t::e 
r::11rrors of the foreprlsfL Here adjusted. installed, 
2:;0. ti:~e c;r·ating exit slit illun:ir.ated. A card ~laS t!:en 
used to fOllm" tile 11CLt peth thrOUCI-l ';l:e ~onochrotr;ator K 
''':ile u:irrors I'lere adj'clsted until a spectrurr; was obtained at 
tbe er:trance pup 11 of t:.e i'orepr-isIr.. 
':l1e colliu:ator ~i~p adjusted to 1:.rinc tLe Spectrurr: to 
a focus at the poi:::t calculate;} for the prirr.ary slit. :::lth 
this pr-elirr.i:cary adjustrrer.t; n:ade t the iffia.::;e of tLe flat 
replacir.i3 tl~e zratir:.:; \'HlS observed visually at the er.trance 
pupil. 1:-.e var101,.;.S mirrors of tl:e forepris:r n:onochromator 
-34-
were adjusted until this image was not cut off by any object 
in the foreprism. Finally, the first Newtonian, Mi , was 
adjusted to place the entrance beam in a horizontal plane 
and perpendicular to the carriage of the instrument. With 
the instrument in the casing, the entrance slit was installed 
and adjusted to conform to the spectrum. 
The above adjustments must all be made with the exit 
optics removed in order to illuminate the exit slit. vJith 
the entrance slit adjusted and the exit optics in place, a 
beam through the foreprism can be obtained for lining up 
exterior optics by removing the grating and focusing the 
image of a mercury lamp on the intermediate slit with the 
grating collimator. The prism Littrow mirror is then adjus-
ted to place the green line on the entrance slit. 
The grating monochromator was calibrated with the wide_ 
range grating described below. A light from a mercury lamp 
was focused on the intermediate slit and the grating scan-
ned throughout its range. The lines listed in Table r(8) 
were used for the calibration. They could be observed, 
except where overlapped by other lines, in all orders of 
the grating range. From the spacing of the lines on the 
tracing and the grating constant, the grating angle could 
be expressed as a function of grating driveshaft rotation. 
The function was linear within experimental error in the 
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:.':' .. e exterior op~ics ~D1ere lnte:lded to l..'e as fl~xi blc 
possible to acco:;rrnodate differeLt experlrr:ental set-ups. 
Lasically 1 t is orKl~D necesse.ry to illumlY.ate the eT.tra..:ce 
s11 t .. i tl·, rad.lutlor. ;r.od1.;l.s:.ted ~t ~he arr;pllfier frelK~;;KelDKc~:K 
fcrrr.zrr:lde are n1-,0 ... ·1! :1.1'. r if.:-ures 12 ::.Y_d 13. 
an absorption cell ec:~K::lstil~ of ~ steel t .... ';:;e 4" 1:: J.iar::e'...e:;:· 
A shroud extei:d::s be:;oLd ti:e ~gi1KdoyIrs to 
;-orotect ti1ern frau: drafts, tc conf ine the DI~i trOteY'l used. to 
flust: c'</ay atmospheric rr.olstt:re c.r.d CO2 , and to suppor·t 
the 450 ::111'1'01'. ':'he chopper and SOl.U'ce ~Dlere ;IKot~rKted at ,- . ....... ·c 
er.d of a short 7/3" tube soldered in to:: side of ti':e shro .... cl. 
A plate or, the o~Fposite c!:d Eupports a 40 Cl;. corle ave :: ir':'{)l' 
ax provides E; clecr:-cut port. ':.[.e entire cell, inclt::li ' L 
t •. e sLro,-<cl, 1::; ::eated by c. ref.:istm:ce 'iil:dhl[" lr.Stllated. 
''I1th asbestos paper. ':'he L.lrror end of tl-le cell 1s Live::l 
uddi t1ot:81 Leat b:: z. lC00 ~lK heath:.£.: rrKall~le to prever;t 
cO:1densaticll on t:.e :::1rro:c. 
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more closely than t he main portion to prevent condensat ion 
on t he windows. 
The second set-up was built when more precise temper&-
t ure and pressure control beoame important. A glass tube 
'tlaS used with a Single potassium bromide Window on t he e-''1d. 
This fitted into a steel tube wound with a reSistance wir e 
for a furnace. An auxiliary tube heated ar~ protect ed the 
window, and a heat lamp heated the mirror. The mirror was 
held by a brass fitting clamped to a flange on the end of 
the glass tube. Contact with the glass was made by "0" 
rings to allow for differenoes in expansion. Gases were 
admitted and removed through a glass tube passing through a 
seal in the end plate and through a hole in the center of 
t he concave m1rror. 
The source, ohopper, and exterior part of the optical 
path of both set-ups were enolosed by a pOlyethylene film, 
the interior of which was flushed with nitrogen . With t he 
steel tube, passing dry nitrogen first through the shroud 
and then out t hrough the 7/8" tube to the interior of t he 
polyethylene enclosure praotically removed the effects of 
atmospheriC absorptiol'l bands. The strongest water lIne In 
the 7/k band gave 95% transmission as opposed. to 5% with-
out flushing. Because of poorer n1trogen flow, the glass 
cell did not give this performance. 
-40-
CONCLUSION 
The instrument with its modifications is shown i n 
figures 14 and 15. It is believed that the task of bring-
ing the instrument up to date while retaining its advan-
tages of high resolution, flexibility, and freedom from 
atmospheric interference has been accomplished. 
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SEC':'IO;': II 
A S'I'UDY OF :;-ME7HYL FOilNAMIDE VAPOR E 'YtIE EPRABED 
'].'hi8 section of the thesis wlll present a study of 
N-methyl formamlde in the vapor phase. The purpose of t~c 
study is to elucidate certain features in the structure a~:Ki 
infrared spectrum of molecules in the vapor phase i-lh1c]:: CO!:" 
tain the N-substltuted. amide group. It is important to do 
this for two reasons: In the first place, the ld~utlfl-
cation and characterization of the amide group in a molecul e 
by chemical meallS 1s difficult. 011 the other hand, it bas 
been shmm (9) that the infrared spectrum due to this croup 
in a molecule is one of the most stable and re~roducible 
in the condensed phases. In the vapor phase of the ~:-sub-
stltuted amides, one might expect the spectrum to be quite 
d1fferent, but it 1s not cl ear exactly what the difference 
will be. ~husK an understanding of the infrared spectr~~ 
of a molecule containing the !\-substi tuted amide g.t'oup i n 
the vapor phase is important frorr: an analytical standpOint . 
Of even greater importance is the understanding of the 
structure of the N-substituted amide group in terms of its 
biological Significance. A protein molecul e consists of 
amino acids linked together throueh peptide linl{ages. The 
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simplest molecules containing the peptide l1nkage are 
the N-subst1tuted amides. Certain features of the infra-
red spectrum have been shown to be common to the condensed 
phases of the !,-substituted amides, the polypeptides, and 
the proteins. The presence of these features in simple 
molecules greatly facilitates the understand1ng of the 
same features in the more co~plicated molecules. For this 
reason, there has been a great deal of effort devoted to 
the study of the condensed phases of the N-substituted 
id (10-13) am es. :{h11e the understanding of the condensed 
phases may be said to be quite far advanced, this 1s by 
no means true of the vapor phase. 
It certainly is not to be argued that the structure 
of the N-subst1tuted am1de group in the vapor phase has a 
direct b101ogical signifioance. One very definite benefit 
can be expected, however, from a thorough study in the 
vapor phase of a small molecule conta1ning the group. As 
will be brought out beloW, the baSis for the present under-
standing of the structure of the amide group in the liquid 
phase and in solution is not nearly as well established as 
some authors seem to be11eve. Many of the previous experi-
ments, which were intended to establish certain features of 
the structure, were based on faulty reasoning and need to 
be re-examined. It is hoped that information obtained fro~ 
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this study, and from other stud1es wh1ch it may suggest, 
will facilitate th1s re-examinatlon, and thus contr1bute 
to t he understandlng of biological problems which lnvolve 
the structure of the peptide linkage. 
This study, then, is directed toward obtalning a 
better understanding of the 1nfrared spectrum and structure 
of the r{-substi tuted amlde group 1n the vapor phase. Thls 
understanding wl11 be helpful in extending the usefUlness of 
infrared tecrm1ques to the qualitative and quantitat1ve an-
alysis of molecules contain1ng the amlde group in the vapor 
phase, and 1n 1mproving the understanding of the condensed 
phases of molecules contain1ng the pept1de linkage. 
The d1scussion w~ll beg1n w1th a review of the current 
understanding of the amide group. wlth partlcular emphas1s 
on the N-substituted amide group, in each of the three 
phases. Experiments will then be descr1bed whlch were 
performed with the vacuum grating spectrometer described 
1n Sect10n I. Finally, a discussion of the results of 
these experlments 1n terms of the pos1tion, envelope, and 
ber~vlor with changes of temperature of the var10us bands 
wl11 lead to the conclUSion that the N-methyl formam ide 
molecule exists in two isomeric forms in the vapor phase. 
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'IRE AMIDE GROUP 
'I'he isolated amide group is cornrr.only represented in 
elementary texts as having the structure shown in fig~re 
16A. On the basis of this structure, barring steric hind-
rance, one would expect the molecule to be pyramidal about 
the nitroeen atom in a manner similiar to affimonia. One 
would expect the carbon-nitrogen distance to be approximately 
1.47 ~ on the basis of X-ray data from crystals of other 
compounds containing a carbon-nitrogen single bond. (14) 
The most reliable data with which to check these predictions 
come from X-ray stud1es of crystalline compounds containing 
the amide group. corey(15) rev1ewed this field in 1948. 
The carbon-nitrogen distance in the amide linkage in a 
crystal is found. to be much closer to 1.)0 i. The confif,"Ur-
ation of the atoms about the nitrogen atom is planar, or 
nearly so, rather than pyram1dal. The l1terature which has 
appeared s1nce Corey's review does not make any essential 
change in this p1cture, although, 1n a study of formam1de, 
Ladell and post(16) found a deviation from planarity of 
around ten degrees. 
The above d1screpancy between the predictions based 
on figure 16A and the observations on crystal11ne compounds 
were reconciled by pauling(17) with the suggestion that a 
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second form of the group, shown in fibUre 16B, makes an 
appreciable resonance contribution to t he structure. A 
contribution of the struoture shown in figure 16B would 
have the effect of making the molecule more planar about the 
n itrocen atom ar~ of shortening the carbon-n itrogen bond 
distance. This contribution would also have the effect of 
greatly hindering rotation about the carbon-nitrogen bond. 
(Flgure 17). If the two groups attaohed to the nitrogen 
atom (li in flgure 17) are dlfferent, this hindered ro-
tation will result in two geometrical isomers of the 
molecule being possible . In the N-substituted amides, it 
is customary to refer to the ~~o isomers as cis and trans 
according to whether the and the C-O bonds are in roughly 
the same, or in opposite directions, respectively. (Figures 
18 and 19). 
The X-ray data referred to above show that in the 
crystalline state, molecules having the N-substituted 
amide group all exist in the trans configuration. The 
molecules are linked together in long chains through hy-
dro£en bonds between the carbonyl oxygen of one molecule 
and the amide hydrogen of the next. 
If the structure of the linkage is understood in the 
crystal, and if suitable force constants can be obtained, 
it stould be pOSSible, in prinCiple, to calculate the 
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normal modes of the linkage. With information regarding 
the dipole moment as a function of bond distance, the chani~ 
in d1pole moment due to the molecular vibration in a given 
normal tr.ode could then be calculated. Th1s information 
could be correlated with infrared polarization data on actual 
crystals, in order to obtain the orientation of certain 
bonds in the crystal. This would be particularly useful 
in de';;ermining the positions of hydrogen atoms, which can-
not be located in the crystal with the use of X-rays. A 
(1 8-20) great deal of work has been done along these lines. 
Because of the lack ' of suitable data on which to base 
the calculations outlined above, most of this work has been 
done using an empir1cal approach. Directions of cr~nge in 
dipole moment are measured experimentally for simple struc-
tures which have been determined accurately, and then an 
attempt is made to transfer this data to other more COm-
plicated structures. 
The problem is compllcated by the fact that the normal 
modes of the peptide linkage are by no means the simple 
ones one would expect from a consideration of the posltions 
of the bands in an infrared spectrum of a molecule contain-
lng the linkage. For example, there is a band near 1500 cm;l 
which one would ordinarily assign to the carbon-nitrogen 
stretch. It is observed, however , that the direction of the 
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transition moment is not along the oarbon-nitrogen bond, 
but is inc11ned at some angle to it 1n molecules contair.-
lug this 11nkage. In addition, if the nltrogen atom is 
deuterated, the band shlfts markedly in frequenoy,(21) 
indicating a contribution of the hydrogen bend to the 
normal ~ode of th~ band. (22) 
Two studies have been reported which attempt a quan-
titative discussion of the normal modes of the amide link-
age. A Japanese group(23,24 , 25) attempted to calculate 
the normal modes and their frequencies by transferrlng 
force constant data from other molecules. Some objections 
can be made to this work, and these are discussed in detall 
below. 'l'he 'best data on the normal modes seem to be tr.ose 
obtained by Eadger(26) with the aid of a mechanical model. 
The force oonstants of springs linking steel spheres rep-
resenting the atoms of the linkaee were altered so as to 
produce a set of modes whose frequencies bore the same 
relations to each other as the frequencies observed 1n the 
infrared spectra of molecules containing the linkage. 
It is hoped that this study will improve the under-
standing of the normal modes. ',Vi th a detailed knowledge 
of the normal modes and of the electronic structure of 
the molecule, lt should be posslble to make theoretlcal 
predictlons regarding the direction of charlge in d lpole 
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moment for the various infrared bands, and thus to ~~ke 
more useful the polarlzed lnfrared studies on protelns. 
In the liquid phase, the exlste Dce of hlndered ro-
tation about the C-!\ bond has been es tablished by nuclear 
magnetic resonance studles. The difference in energy levels 
between the two pcsslble spin states of a hydrogen atom 1n 
a magnetlc fleld 1s of the order of radl0 frequencies. If 
hydrogen atorr.s are placed ln a sultable magnetlc field, it 
is found that energy will be absorbed at the frequency cor-
responding to the transition from one spin state to the 
other. This frequency is accurately known for a free hydro-
gen atom, but, in general, is different ln a molecule. One 
effeot whioh changes the frequency in a molecule ls the 
shielding by the remainder of the molecule of the fleld 
seen by the proton. This results in a shift of the fre-
quency of resonance in a given field whioh is known as the 
chemical shift. This shlft can be shown to be proportional 
to the applied magnettc fleld.(27) 
Conslder a di-methyl amlde. Tne six methyl hydrogens 
wlll all show the same resonanoe except for the effect of 
the carbonyl oxygen atom on the three which are close to 
the oxygen atom. If the three hydrogen atoms are near the 
oxygen atom for an appreciable perlod of tlme, the effect 
will be a small splitting of the methyl hydrogen peak. If 
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there is rapid exchange of the hydrogenst as, for example, 
due to free rotation about the c-~ bond, each of the six 
hydrogen atoms will see the same average field and there 
will be no spl1tting. Phl11ipS(28) and Gutowsky and Holm(2S) 
have studied di-methy1 formam ide and have observed the 
field-dependent splitting. Phill1ps calculated frem the 
mSQ1itude of the splitt1ng that the exchange rate for the 
two methyl groups could be no greater than )8 sec.-1• 
It has been shown(JOt)l) that molecules contain1ng the 
unsubst1tuted amide linkage ex1st in solut1on as dlmers. 
Tbese dimers conta1n e1gbt-membered r1ngs formed by two 
hydrogen bonds ratber tban long chains formed by many hy-
dror;ell bonds. This does not seem to be the case with.mole-
cules contain1ng the ~:-substituted l1nkage. Hu1sgen and 
;'!alz (J2 ,JJ) have done the most sign1ficant work on this 
pOint. ?hey report a study of lectarns containing various 
numbers of atoms in the ring. A lac tern is a molecule cm1-
talning the amide linkage in which the group attached to 
the carbonyl carbon is also attached to the nitrogen, thus 
forrnlr..g a r1ng. If the ring 1s small enough, the molecule 
must have the c1s configuration about the carbon-nltro£en 
bond. In solutions of lactarns, these workers observed a 
marked change in the behavior of dielectric constant with 
dilution and a change in the infrared spectrum as the length 
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of the ring reached nine atoms. These changes were in-
terpreted as resulting from the conversion from the cis 
form in the small ring compounds to the trans form in the 
large ring compounds. The reason for this oonversion seems 
to be the preference of the compound to exist in t he trans 
form when free to do so. 
A similar preference for the trans form seems to exist 
in all N-substituted amides in the liquid and in not-to-
dilute solution. The best evidence for this preference 
is the similarity in behavior of these compounds to the 
large ring laotams observed by Huisgen ~A Walz. There 
are many other works i n the literature, of more or less 
merit, whict. support thls contenslon. 
Leader and Gormley(34 ) studied the dielectric constant 
of liquid amides. They found a large difference between 
the dielectric constant for molecules which they believed 
to have the cis form and molecules which they believed to 
have the trans form. The latter included the N-substituted 
amldes. Their l'lork wi th l~-methyl formamide is open to some 
criticism. They noted that samples of this compound had 
abnormally high conductivities which they attributed to the 
presence of methyl ammonium formate. Using a resin column, 
they converted the methyl ammonium formate to formic acld. 
On the basis of an observation on aoetlc acld in formamlde 
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solution, they believed this would have no effect on the 
dielectric const ant of the ::,; -methyl formamlde. 
Hizushima and co-workers(2J) report a study of K-
methyl acetamide using several different methods. They 
compared the position of the absorption in the ultraviolet 
of N-methyl acetamide to the position of the siffiilar absorp-
tion of acetone. Their argument \'1a6 that, if only the 
structure of figure 16A ltade an appreciable contribution 
to the structure of the molecule, the position of the ul -
traViolet absorption due to the carbon-oxygen double bond 
should coincide with a similar absorption in the spectrum 
of acetone. Experimental observation showed the absorption 
to be shifted toward shorter wavelengths in N- methyl acet-
amide. This would indicate that the form of the l1nlcage 
in figure 163 contributes to the structure of the molecule, 
and thus implies hindered rotation about the carbon-nitroeen 
bond in the liquid. Only in highly acidic solutions, i n 
which only the presence of the form shown in fig~re 16C 
was postulated, dld the ultraviolet absorption coinclde 
with that of acetone. 
These workers measured the dipole moment of :J-methyl 
acetamide and found it to coinCide with the value which 
they calculated for the trans form of the molecule, but 
not with the value calculated for the cis form. This 
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portion of the work is highly questionable. In the first 
place, the measurement of the dipole moment involves the 
extrapolation of the data to infinite dilution. This ex-
trapolation is an extremely difficult one to make because 
of its nonlinearity. In the published work no commen t is 
made on how, or with what accuracy the extrapolation is made. 
Further, it is stated that a "s1mple vector calculation" was 
used to obtain the calculated values of the dipole moments. 
No details were given of this caloulation. In particular, 
it is not explained how the partial double bond oharacter 
of the carbon-nitror,en bond is taken into consideration . 
The dipole moment of such a bond is certainly not tabulated 
in l1sts of bond mou:ents (;5) which are usually used for B.uch 
calculations. Finally, it is stated that the contr1bution 
of the solvent to the dipole moment is one Debye. Xo very 
good reason is given for this estimate, and one can only 
notice that it is exactly one Debye which is needed to make 
the value of the uncorrected dipole moment correspond to the 
observed value. 
'l'he Japanese group studied the infrared and Raman 
spectra of N-methyl acetamide. These were compared to 
normal coordinate calculations made for both the cis and 
trans form, and it was shown that the correspondence be-
tween observed and calculated frequencies was closer for 
the trans form than for the cis fOrffi. ~he ~ormal co-or~i-
r~te calcul ation was done assuming the methyl and the NH 
groups to be pOint masses . This approximation can scarcely 
be j~stifled in view of the contribution of the !;E bend to 
several of the amide modes. 
A pair of papers published later, one by Miyazawa, 
Shimanouch1, and M1zush1ma( 24 ) on the trans from of N-
methyl acetamide, and one by MiyaZawa( 2 5) on the cis fo~I 
attempts to correct this objection to the normal co-ordi-
nate calculations. In these papers , the proble~ is treated 
as a six-body problem, only the methyl group being treated 
as a peint mass. It seems likely that even this is too 
creat an approximation. The question is whe ther the methyl 
frequencies mix with the frequencies of the remainder of t he 
molecule. While one does not like to state flatly t hat the 
stretching frequencies of the methyl group will, or will 
not, mix with the frequencies of the remainder of the mole-
cule, it seems probable that the methyl deformation fre-
quencies will definitely m1x with the skeletal modes of 
the amide l1nkage. 7h1s fact 1n 1tself would open th1s 
work to serious critic1sm. 
The calculat10ns themselves could have been improved. 
In construct1ng the potential function for the molecule, 
three force constants were cor~s1dered; the stretching force 
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constant between two atoms, the bendinc force constant 
which tends to maintain the angle between two adjacent 
bonds constant, and a repulsive force constant which acts 
between atoms at the far ends of pairs of adjacent bonds. 
As 1s usual in these problems, the values for these force 
constants were taken from other molecules for which normal 
co-ordinate calculations have been ~adeI and which bear 
some resemblance to the structure of N-methyl acetamide. 
In some cases the resemblance was faint indeed. For ex-
ample, the bending and repulsive force constants for the 
group C-K-C' (Le .• the angle between the bonds from the 
ni troge11 atom to the carbonyl and the methyl carbons) ar:d 
for F-C-C" are taken from the propane molecule and the 
acetate ion, respectively, ne1ther of which has a nitroGen 
atom. 
A normal co-ordinate calculation was first made for 
di-formylhydrazine Which can be regarded as two formsmide 
molecules joined together by a bond connecting the two 
nitrogen atoms. This is a simpler problem because of the 
higher symmetry of this molecule, and the results could 
have been useful in choosing values of the foroe constants 
for the calculation of the normal modes of K-methyl acet-
amide. To be useful, the force constants used in the calou-
lation for the di-formylhydrazlne problem should have been 
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corrected to bring the observed and calculated values fo r 
the normal modes of this molecule into closer agreement. 
It was evidently felt that this was not necessary, for the 
comment was made that the force constants were transferred 
without corrections, despite the fact that some of the de-
viation s between calculated and observed frequencies were 
nearly 100 cm.- 1 
The question of the structure of the di-formylhydra-
zine molecule also arises. The statement was made that 
this molecule has the trans structure and is planar. The 
evidence for this statement came from X-ray data obtained 
from crystals. The environment in the liquid phase. and 
also possibly the structure, could be quite different. 
It cannot be said that the structure of the K-substi-
tuted amide group in the liquid phase or in solution has 
been definitely established, although in view of the work 
of Huisgen and ~lalzI it is highly probable that the mole-
cule exists primarily in the trans configuration. From a 
consideration of the evidenoe for the two resonance forms 
of the molecule, it is probable that the amide group is 
nearly planar. ~everthelessK these statements must be 
regarded as only probable. 
While there may be some justification for saying that 
the liquid phase and the solutions of the amides should 
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resemble the crystalline phase, which is fairly well char-
aoterized, nothing at all can be said on this basis about 
tr.e structure in the vapor phase. Here the effects of 1nter-
molecular hydrogen bond1ng which are so 1mportant 1n t he 
crystal and in the liquid are completely absent, and each 
molecule acts independently. A consideration of the cis 
structure in figure 19 suggests that the intramolecular 
hydrogen bond might stabilize this structure enough to 
permit its existence in the vapor. Such a s1tuation has 
been observed for ortho-chlaro phenol. ()6,J7) 
The work 1n t he literature devoted to obtaining a 
better understanding of the amide group in the vapor phase 
is disappointing. One exception to this is the paper by 
Costaln and aotllr~EFUF on a microwave study of gaseous 
formamide. By obtaining the rotational constants for the 
molecule with ten different combinations of isotopes they 
are able to determine quite accurately the internuclear 
distances and bond angles. The C-II: bond is found to be 
somewhat shortened due to partial double bond character. 
A deviat10n from plar£rity about the nitrogen atom of around 
ten degrees is observed. It is interesting to compare these 
results to those of Ladell and Post on crystalline formamlde. 
In a study of the N-substituted amides 1n the vapor 
phase, the logical molecule to choose is K-U!ethy1 formamide, 
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because of its relatively low molecular >'/eight and hi eh 
vapor pressure. ~:ost of the studies reported i:-: the 11 t -
erature nave dealt with this trolecule. Evans(39) studied 
I': - lLetbyl formam ide in connection with his graduate vwrk at 
t he University of Wales. Rubalcavn,(40) in his PhD t Le :.::is 
submitted to the California Institute, r eports a study of 
N-methyl f ormamide in the vapor phase. Some vibrational 
assignments were given by him. DeGraaf and Sutherland(41 ) 
and DeGraaf(42) report studies in the vapor phase, but 
neither of these works is particularly useful except as a 
background for more extensive work. Jones (43) has made t he 
most serious atte~t to reach an understanding of t he struc-
ture in the vapor. ~nis work will be discussed at greater 
length below, but here it may be said that he erroneously 
assigned the cis structure to the molecule larGely on t he 
basis of a faulty interpretation of the envelopes of vari-
ous bands. 
The structure of the ~i -substituted amides is best 
understood in the case of molecules i n crystalline forrr 
for Which X-ray data exists. A number of papers have been 
published supporting the trans planar structure in the l iq-
uid and in solution. ~"ith the important exception of t r,e 
two papers by Huisgen and ;4alz. none of these can be said 
to establish a structure for the group. In the vapor phase , 
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the \vorl, by Costain and al~vli1}[; is irrportar..t in outlining 
the problerr f or the ::-substituted e.mides, but cannot £11'1 -
S,'Jer the questicn of tLe structure of the Y-substi tuted 
group directly. 
In viel-' of thls situation, it was tho1.<ght that a 
study of 811 :<-substi tuted amide in the vapor phase n;iEht 
be a useful first study for the spectrometer descri'L'ed i n 
Sectlor: I. ?~ important reason for the choice of this in-
strument lies 1n Jones' work. He based his hypotheSiS of 
the cis structure on a study of the envelopes of those 
bands 1.n '>'1hic11 he was able to distinguish r, Q, and H 
branctes \..;itt his prism instrument. \i1th the grating 
spectrometer, the band envelopes could be studied with 
higher reso]llt ion, thus incree.sinc the chances of re80l v-
ing their structure. In addition, those bands lying in 
reglons of atmospheric interference could also be studied 
;-/i th greater facl1i ty. t: -methyl formam ide was selected 
for this study because of its relatively hifh vapor pres-
sure for an amide, and its low molecular weicht which i n -
creases the likeliLood that the structure of the various 
bands could t€ resolved. 
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Eastrr:.an :D~ -rr:etr_yl for",amide was used as obtained. ':i.'he 
onl y evidence of illr9urities was the appearance of extra 
water absorptio~ upon allowing the vapor to stand for more 
tl:an one hour at tem!,)eratures above 1000 C. Presumably 
this was accompanied by other decomposition products, but 
these were not f}up~K 
The two absor!,)tion cells used are described in Section 
I. 'Thermocouples were embedded in the windings of each 
absorption cell to measure ' the temperature of the gas on 
the inSide. In several of the runs with the steel.absorp-
tion cell, the pressure in equilibrium at a g ivel'l temper-
ature was determined as follows: 'Ebe rate of flow of air 
into the system through a small leak in the packing of valve 
D (refer to figure 20) could be balanced against the rate 
of removal of air from the system by the vacuum puu:.p. This 
allowed one to maintain the manometer at any deSired pres-
sure. ~he cell was completely evacuated, the liquid intro-
duced, and the pressure allowed to come to equilibriurr: with 
valve A closed. The leak was adjusted to maintain the u:.a-
nometer at the approximate presBure of the vapor inside the 
cell, and valve A was opened momentarily. The procedure 
was repeated, and the pressure on the outs1de of the cell 
TO VACUUM 
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was adjusted with valve B until no change was observed on 
tbe manometer upon opening valve A. 'ihe final n;anorneter 
reading was tal:en as the vapor pressure at the given teu.-
perature. It is estimated that the pressures are accurate 
o to within 5 mm. of mercury at temperatures below 90 C. 
The data obtained in this way were used along with 
tr:e one datum of D' Alelio and Beid (44) to construct a Cox 
C~artE4RF fro~K 'i 1'1 tk t th t t es u u . wn c •• e pressures a 0 er empera ur . 
could be read. The Cox cl~rt is shown in fig~re 21. 
Since the automatlc prism and sIlt drlves on the 
erating spectrometer had not been installed at the time 
this work was done, it was inconvenient to make long survey 
scans on the grating instrument. ~he glass cell was used 
on the Beckman IE? spectrometer to make a rapid survey of 
the spectrum to assure that there were no bands present 
which had not previously been reported. lne optical syste~ 
used 1s shown in figure 22. Due to maladjustments 1n the 
optiCS, extra reflectlons, and scattering from the cell 
window, the energy ln the sample beam was less than 1M~ 
of that in the reference beam. Accordingly, a screen with 
transmisSion of 10% was placed in the reference beam. With 
thls screen, the energy in the two beams with tt.e cell emp ty 
could be balanced, and the scale caused. to read directly i n 
absorption or transmission. This was, however, done at the 
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expense of introducing a great deal of noise. A)O second 
time constant was used and the spectrum was run at the low-
est possible speed. 
':he difference in path length t hrough the atmosphere 
resulted i n the superpos1tion of the carbon dioxide and 
water spectra on the E-trethyl formam ide spectruffi . 'Ihis, 
of course, could have been avoided by using an identical 
cell in the reference beam. It was not felt, however, that 
the added trouble was justified for obtaining a survey spec-
trum. The des1red result \tias obtained with this arrangement, 
namely, that there were no unreported bands in the speclmen 
of X- methyl formam ide being used. 
The work on the grating spectrometer was doue with 
the two absorption cells described in Section T. I n a 
typical ru'r1, the foreprism was set at approximately the 
center of the desired region of the spectrum, and the gratil~ 
was adjusted to the grating angle calculated from the re-
ported positlon of the band to be studied. The prism was 
scanned across the region of the band to assure that over-
lapp i ng gratlng orders were not present. Finally the prism 
was adjusted to glve maximum intensity. 4'ne slit was ad-
justed to give the desired. resolution , and the galn and 
time constant on the Golay amplifier were adjustsd to give 
the desired. galn and signal-to-nolse ratio. 
- 68-
'ihe polyethylene envelope was thoroughly flushed with 
dry tank nitrogen and a srrall stream set to give a positive 
pressure within the envel ope. The cell was evacuated and 
the background measured by scanning the grating across the 
reglon of tr.e band w1th the prism fixed. 
About 2 mI. of liqu1d 1D~-n:ethy1 formam1de were then 
added to the cell a~ flushed ins1de with a sn:all amount of 
n1trogen. 7ae cell was slowly heated and spectra run con-
tinuously. Usually about ten spectra were run as the cell 
heated from 25° to 1500 C. The temperature reported for 
each spectrum was that observed upon passing the center of 
the band. 
Upon reaching 1500 C, 1f a temperature effect was to 
be studied, the grating was set on the middle of the band. 
':he gas was pumped from the cell until the absorption had 
fallen slightly below the level recorded ear11er for the 
lower of the two temperatures at which 1t was desired to 
study the band. The cell was allowed to come to equ11ibri~I 
and the procedure was repeated. Due to the excess liquid 
usually present at the 'beginning, this procedure had to be 
repeated at least three times to assure that finally only 
vapor was present. 'uhen the intenSity had remained constant 
for at least )0 minutes, the h1gh temperature scan was rWl 
three t1mes, and the cell was allowed to cool down to the 
- 69-
selected lower temperature. ~Dhe spectrurr. at this tecpera-
ture w&.s run three times, and t he cell was pun:ped out aLd 
flushed tl:orouGhly vlitb ni trogen. Fi::ally, tr.e baci':crot;.Ld 
spectrum was repeated . 
In a successful run, t he ttll'O backgroU1':ds acreed to 
l'i1 thin In all but four bands, which are discussed 
belo,i, the scan at hieh and low temperature agreed to 
within g:~ K 
In a fei'l i nstances, i'.:; was desired to scan a lon€;er 
region than the pass-cand of tr.e forepr1sm would allow. 
these cases, a program of prism settin[S \-ias deterrr:ined ·o'Jr.icl-, 
al lm'led the foreprls n to be maintained in synctronizatlon 
wi t h the gratinc. '.:'he program was fo110;.;ed by mal<:in[; tLe 
adjustments manually durin€" each scan. Care \'18S t aken to 
insure that the spacin£,: between l ndi:vidual adjustments 
vms suc h that tr.e effect of each adjust~ent .. JaS not noticE)-
able on tiie recorder traCing. 
Of the tyiO cells, t he steel one ,'18S built and u sed. 
first. It proved to be more convenient irl reciotls of atn:os-
pheric absorption dt,e to t r.e shroud arou'nd t he exterior 
optical path. This made flushing with dry nitrogen u:uc h 
more efficient. It soon became eviden t, however, that it 
would not be con venient to do temperature effect studies 
in this cell because of its large t!',ermal mass and several 
-70-
small leaks. :'he glass cell ,vas desicned and 'bull t to 
overcome these difficulties. but it proved difficult to 
flush the exterior completely with nitroGen i;. order to 
remove atr:Jospher1c moisture. 
Because of the error-ourve shape of the foreprislL 
puss-bend and occasional \<lood anorr:e11es. the backcround 
often made it difficult to determine the shape of weak 
ba,1ds. ',-l1th each band. the caCkgrOUlld and spectru!:l were 
plotted point-oy- point or: seml-loGBrithm1c paper. The 
distance between the two curves was taken off by d1viders. 
and plotted at closely- spaced wuvelenctt 1ntervals. ':'(118 
resul ts in a plot of logeri thldc absorption rather U.an 
percent transmission. Tn some of the spectra this absorp-
tion plot was used , and in some. when the shape was espe·· 
cia11y clear, a tracir~ of the recorder chart itself was 
used. 
F.:ESUr,r:::S A:,,"D DISCUSS IO:: 
1. Observed Spectra 
The observed spectra are presented in fii~~e 23 . :he 
experimental conditions for each are summarized in Table II. 
':.:'able III presents the 17 bands observed in this study to-
[ether with the assignments Liven by Rubalcava. Jones. aT'.d 
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NOTES FOR TABLE II 
a. B.L. is Eausch and Lomb echelle grating; J.H. is 
7500 1ines/mm. echelette ruled on the Johns Hopkins 
engine. 
b. These bar4s are traced directly from recorder charts. 
All others are taken from logarithmic plots described 
in the text. 
c. These spectra were run with manually adjusted prism. 
d. These gas samples were not in equilibrium with liquid. 
e. Temperature effects were studied. 
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NOTES FOR TABLE III 
a. A, B, and C refer to three, two, or one branches, 
respectively. 
b. See figures 24 and 25 for meaning of atomic symbols. 
c. Not observed. 
d. Predominantly C character, but shows some structure. 
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this study. In general, the assignments of this study 
agree with those of Jones. A number of previously unresolved 
bands can be seen from this study to have the PQll structure 
with approximately the 20 cm.-1 P-R spacing found by Jones 
in the bands at 1201 and 946 em. -1 These 1nclude 3491, 
2845, 2748, 1704, 1490, 1294 and 746 om.- 1 The observa-
tion of a Q branch in the 1294 cm.-1 band supports the 
ass1gnment by Jones of this band to the wagg1r~ mode of 
eB3 • At the same time, the lack of such a structure in 
the band at 1411 cm.-1 makes it d1fficult to ass1gn this 
band to the symmetrical methyl deformation as Jones did. 
A much better assignment, because of the similarity of its 
shape to that of the asymmetrical methyl stretch at 2945 
cm.;l is to the asyrrmetrical methyl deformation. Such a 
frequency is not unreasonable in view of the work by 
Deschamps, Forel , Fuson , and JOSien.(46,47) 
Ttwee bands were observed in this study which have 
not been previously reported in the literature. These 
are at 2420, 2125, and 746 cm.-1 The first two have also 
recently been observed. by Jones. (48) The 746 ,em. -1 band. 
1s discussed beloW. The 2420 and 2125 cm.-1 bands are 
likely the first overtones of 1215 and 1059 cm.- 1 
The presence of the band at 1490 cm.- 1 (amide rIa) 
is worthy of comment. Badger, (23) in his study of t he 
-82-
normal modes of the ~lde group done with the ald of the 
mechanical model, found the nature of thls vibratlon ir.. 
the cls form of the linkage to be such that it would 
probably be of very low intensity in the infrared spec-
trum. This was because of the cancellation of opposing 
dipole moment changes. nuisgen, Brede, Welz , and Glog£er(30 ) 
in the1r study of large ring lactams fou'nd this band mls-
sing 1n the spectra of smaller ring molecules to whioh they 
asslgn the cls form, but present ln the larger ring mole-
oules whlch they belleved to have the trans form. In the 
molecule with a nlne- membered rlng, they found evidence of 
both forms. In the spectrum of this moleoule, the amide 
IIa band showed an intenslty change correspondlng to the 
change ln relative concentratlon of the two types. It ls 
believed that this band would be mlss ing ln the K-methyl 
formamide spectrum lf it were of the cis form. 
2. Eand Envelopes 
A complete determlnation of the structure of N-metbyl 
formamide is not practlcal from an analysis of the rota-
tional spectrum ln the rotatlon-vlbration bands. It would 
not be possible to resolve the rctat10nal spectrum ln the 
infrared because of the hlgh molecular weight and the con-
- 8)-
sequently large values of the moments of inertia. Even if 
the rotational spectrum could be resolved, and the rotational 
constants obtained, several different combinations of iso-
topic substitutions would have to be studied to obtain t he 
complete structure. In their study of formamide, Costair. 
and aowlir~ studied ten different species. Several more 
would be required in the case of N-methyl formamide. Be-
cause of this, one must consider, instead of the rotational 
spectrum, the gross envelopes of the bands to obtain similar 
information. The information obtained from such a consid-
eration, of course, will amount to much less than a com-
plete structure determination. 
From prevlous discusslon of the amide group, it is 
probably correct to say the structure of the N-methyl 
formamlde molecule in the vapor phase is nearly planar 
and is composed of the two resonance forms shown in fig-
ures 16A and 168. On thls basls, it is posslble to make 
some new proposals regarding the structure of the mole-
cule based on the envelopes of the various bands. 
As pOinted out in more detail belOW, the shape of the 
envelop of a vibratlon band depends on the moments of iner-
tla of the molecule. The approach here is to calculate t he 
moments of inertia of each form of the N-methyl formamide 
molecule from the best available informatlon on baed lengths 
-84-
and bond angles. 7hese moments of inertia will then be 
used to obtain the predicted band envelopes for eaoh form 
of the molecule. These band envelopes will then be com-
pared to observed envelopes. 
Two significant differences can be expected between 
the band envelopes of the two forms of the molecule. In 
the first place, the trans form of the molecule is signifi-
cantly different from a s~~metrical rotator, while the cis 
form is nearly symmetrical, and could be expected to give 
rise to bands not greatl y different from those of a sym-
metrical rotator. In the seoond place, while none of the 
bands on either model are pure A or B type there are some 
significant differences to be expected in the relative con-
tribution of A and B character for some of the corresponding 
normal modes in the two forms of the moleoule. For example, 
the ?;-E and C-H' stretches in the cis forro should probably 
give ohanges in dipole moment more nearly parallel to the 
intermediate axis than in the trans forro, and thus give 
rise to a band more nearly pure B type. 
7he molecular parameters used in the calculation of 
the moments of inertia tor the two forms were based on 
those found by Costain and Dowling for formamide. The 
results of this calculation, together with the atomic 00-
ordinates used for eaoh moleoule, are shown in figures 
"5 -G -
24 and 25 for the trans and cis for:u respectively. 
1'1'10 approaches w11l be used in obtaining the predicted 
er:velopes of the bands. First , actual molecules can be 
found whose moments of inertia have nearly t he same ratios 
as those of the two forms of "K - methyl formamide. Since tLe 
shape of the band envelope depends only on the ratio of the 
moments of inertia, and not on the absolute moments of i n -
ertia. the bands of a model n:olecule can be compared \,li th 
the observed bands of :r-; -methyl forman:1de. It is necessary 
to make a change in the frequency scale of the band to cor-
rect for the difference between absolute moments of inertia. 
'Ihe molecules selected for comparison in tM.s study are 
shown in 'i'able IV. 
Table IV gives the Badger-Zumwalt asymmetry parameters 
for each molecule. (49) 1bese are defined in Appe~~ix I, but 
here it may be said that they are a measure of the relative 
asymmetry of a molecule. Band shapes will be Similar in 
molecules with Similar Badger-Zumwalt parameters. Table I V 
gives the observed spacing between the P and R branches for 
each molecule toe-ether with t he spacing corrected for the 
change in frequency scale for :l-met hyl for~amideK Th is 
spacing is a useful quantitative expression for the s hape 
of a band. 'Ihe observed spacing and the spac1ng calculated 
by t he Badger-Zuu:walt rr.ethod described below are also &;iven 
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for both forms of ::-methyl forrnal'nide. 
' .. :he second approach to obtaining tl;.e predicted band 
envelopes is to calculate them from the moments of inertia. 
Band envelopes for sym~etrical rotators were first calcu-
lated. as functions of the moments of inertia by Gerhard ar.d 
Denniso!,.(5 0 ) ~he expression for the intensity of a rota-
tional line i n a vibration band (51) is &iven by 
[ 
Q _E/KTJ I =. LAN: e . 
Eere L is the oscillator strength of the vibrational transi-
tion, A is a factor lnvolvinc the matrix elements for the 
particular rotational transition beir~ considered, and the 
factor in brackets gives the number of molecules in the ro-
tational state from which the transition is being made. 7his 
is the product of l~ I the total number of molecules present; 
r, the rotational partition function; g, the deg-eneracy; and 
e-E/KT tr..e factor where € is t!:e energy of the oriGinal 
rotational level. 
If, as is the case here, cOlliparisons are to be made 
between identical bands in two structures, 1, N, and r may 
be neglected since they cnly contribute to a charoee in 
scale. ~he energy € of the initial rotational level for 
a symmetrical rotator can be written 
where 
0-= 8 rr.l.kTB 
h 
and 
.Q_ b (/ I) 
r- e.".akT ;:;:- B . 
A and B are the unique 8l1d equal moments of inertia, respeo-
ti vely. 1'he value of ft 1n this study is equal to ,4/,- 1n 
the paper by Gerhard and Dennison. It is conven1ent to com-
bine t he expressions for A and g into one expression A'. 
Values for At are g1ven in the paper by Gerhard and Dennison 
for the symmetrical rotator, and Append1x I for the unsg~-
metrical case. 
~lhen substitutions are made for A' and € ,equat1on 
1 becomes a funct10n of the quantum numbers J and K. In 
general, for a given value of the wavelength, there will 
be several comb1nations of J and K. In prinCiple, one 
would sum equat10n lover all values of J and K which con-
tribute to the intenSity of the band at a given wavelength 
and div1de by the spacing between rotation lines at the 
[;iven wavelength to get the average absorption coeffic1ent 
in the given spectral region. When this is done over the 
entire band, the result is the envelope of the absorption 
-$ 1-
coefflcient for the band. For heavy molecules and not-
too-low temperatures, it 1s justlfied, and also much easler, 
to malre approximatIons \ihich become valid when J and K are 
much larger tr~n one. The expression for the total i nten-
s1ty at a particular wavelength is also slmplified by the 
approxi~at1on that the approprlate sums can be replaced by 
integrals. The resultlng eXpresslons for the absorptlon 
coefflclent envelopes of the parallel ar4 perpendlcular 
bands of a symmetrlc rotator are glven by Gerhard and Den-
n ison. It should be noted that the effects of Coriolls In-
teractions in the perpend1cular degenerate vibratlons were 
ignored ln their paper. Consequently, the results for the 
perper~icular band apply only to an accIdentally symmetrical 
rotator whioh does not have degenerate vibrations. 
An approach similar to this was used by Richardson (61) 
in the analys1s of Raman data. Here the problem ls t he 
same except for the values of A which are different for 
the Raman case. oicr~rdson dld an exact calculation on a 
digital computer. The results were helpful in the assign-
ment of indivldual Raman lines to their correct transitlons. 
'Ihey \'l'ere also useful in the refinement of the molecular 
parameters. In uslng the exact summations lnstead of the 
approxImate integrals of Gerhard and Dennlson, Rlchardson 
introduced the problem of determining the exact p01nt at 
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which to break off the summations. Broderson(62) has put-
lished improved criteria for the discontinuance of these 
suomations. Boyd and Edwards(63) have also reported a com-
puter program designed to solve the problem of the envelopes 
of the bands of a sYr:lmetrical rotator. 
~he extension of the ~ethod of Gerhard and Dennison 
to unsg~metrica1 r~tators was r:;ade by Sadger and Zumwalt(49) 
wi th the introduction of certain approximations regardlq:; 
the energy 1e ells and transition probabil1ties. For any 
unsymmetrical :wlecule, the energy levels corresponding to 
a given J were divided into two regions. The enerLY levels 
and transition probabilit1es for the higher energy levels 
are adequately represented by one symmetr1cal rotator approx l -
mation. In a fairly small intermediate transition I'e£1Qn, 
both approximat1ons fail badly, but th1s was ignored in t be 
i3adger-:3un:r>'lal t theory. An abrupt discont1nu1 ty between t he 
two regions above mentioned was assumed. The cases actually 
calculated by 2adger and Zumwalt appear to be in reasonable 
agreement with obser vation , but are for very unsymmetrical 
rotators and oannot be directly compared with X-methyl 
forrnamide , neither form of which is highly unsymmetrical. 
~he approximate expressions for the energy levels re-
ferred to above were obtained frow. an approximate solution 
of the secular determinant of l4ang. (64) If a, b, and c are 
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the reciprocals of ti1e three rnowents of inertia A, 3, and 
C, respectively, w:-;ere A ~ B ~ C then the upper enerGY levels 
can be I'egarded as correspo:ldir.r; to a sYlu;Jetrical rotator 
whose two like reciprocal morr:ents of inertia are equal to 
the mean of b and c. and the lower levels to a symrr:etrical 
rotator whose two like reciprocal moments of inertia are 
equal to the rr:ean of a alld b. ':The final expressions for 
the enerGY levels are identical to the corresponding oues 
for a symmetrical rotator except for correction factors 
'ihlch multiply 0- and tt!I The approximate expressions 
for the factors A are taken directly from the expressions 
for the appropriate symmetrical rotator. 
':'hese approximations are convenient for making calcu-
lations in tbat tr.e 1'e8ul tlng e~resAlons for tr,e enerGY 
levels and the factors A' involve J and K in exactly the 
same manner as the same expressions for the symmetrical 
rotator. :hU6, it 1s possible to substitute directly in 
the formulae of Gerhard and Dennlson once the correction 
factors for the energy levels are obtained. 7ne calculations 
themselves are summarized in Appendlx I. The results are 
presented ln figure 26. 
'ille values of the asymmetry parameters Sand ;D for 
the two forms of ?:-methyl formam ide are too far removed 
from any considered by Badger and Zumwalt to allow any very 
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significant comparison. One oan only note such things as 
the decreasing importance of the ~ g~l branch of the A 
bands in the1r paper as S decreases and ~ increases. The 
beg1nninf, of the appearance of 1ntensity 1n the center of 
the B type band and in the .0 J=O branch of the C band is 
noticed 1n their fi£~e 5. These features dominate the 
shape in the present caloulation. 
In comparing these calculations with the models of 
actual moleoules mentioned above, one sees that, while the 
A and C type bands agree with observation fairly satisfac-
torily, the spacing between the two maxima in the B band is 
considerably greater as oalculated than as observed. 
The only sign of a B type band 1n the observed spectra 
of N-methyl f ormam1de 1s the two shoulders on the side of 
the H- H stretch at 3491 cm.-1 The spac1ng of t hese shoul-
ders agrees n1cely w1th the two model molecules for the 
ciS form. The agreement with calculat10n 1s poor. ~o 
explanat10n 1s offered for thls fact. It is only noted 
that the molecules under consideration here are much more 
symmetrical than any considered thus far by the Badger-
Zumwal t method. 
In his paper proposlr~ the ols structure for the vapor 
phase of ~-methyl formamide, Jones used the approach out-
lined above. He calculated the moments of lnertia, obtained 
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the band contours, ar~ finally compared these to the experi-
mentally observed envelopes. Unfortunately, several errors 
were made i n the procedure. In the first place, the calcu-
lations for the ~omentS of inertia were made assuming point 
masses for t he ::- H, C-H, and CH) groups. 'Ihis made the cis 
form of the molecule seem much more symmetrical than it 
actually is. It Was felt that, since it was nearly a sym-
metrical rotator, it would be a justifiable approximation 
to use the method of Gerhard and Dennison for calculating 
the envelopes of the bands of the cis form. It is not 
stated how the envelopes of the trans form were obtained. 
One imagines that it was by some sort of an extrapolation 
from t he data of Badger and Zumwalt. Both the calculatio~s 
made here and the observations made on model molecules show 
that the work was 1nadequate and gave erroneous results. 
'l'he f1rst thing one notices about the band envelopes 
obtained in this study, either from model molecules or 
from the calculations, is the difficulty of making a de-
clsion between the two forms of the molecule on the basis 
of band envelopes alone. ~be differences between the two 
sets of bands are much too small to permit a definite de-
c1slon between the two fOrllls to be made on tbis basis alone. 
It is necessary to consider all the available data, and 
choose the form of the molecule which corresponds most 
('r 
-,' (-
closely to the entire body of lnformation. 
One more comment about the envelopes of the cis bands 
needs to be made. Although the approximations wade here 
predict a SILoott- shape for the B band, the low moments of 
inertia allow one to predict that the envelope wl11 show 
some structure. On the be.sis of the calculated !Loments of 
inertia, Ole wOuld predict that sub-bands spaced about 
-1 2.95 cm. apart should appear. The failure to notice any 
sucr. structure in any observed band is evldence that the 
ciS form does not predomlnate. On the basls of th1s fact, 
as well as the observat1on of the amide ITa band and the 
comments made below regarding the !~-e stretch, it is con-
cluded that the trans form of the molecule predominates 1n 
the vapor. 
J. Planar1ty of the Molecule 
In view of the work by Costaln and Dewllne, lt was 
one of the aims of thls study to lnvestlgate carefully the 
evldence for or agalnst the planarlty of the u:olecule about 
the n1tI'ogen atom. The best ev1dence WOuld seem to come 
from the l~-e out-of-plane bend1ng vibratlon. On the basis 
of deuteratlol1 data, th1s v1bratlon 1s attributed(41) to 
a band at 714 cm. -1 in the l1quld. With the absence of the 
-~-€-
effects of hydrogen bondine one mle-ht expect it to be shif-
ted to loy~er frequencies provided the r e are no sit:r.ificant 
structural changes in the vapor. It seerr.s probable that it 
is the band observed at around 500 cm.- 1 in the vapor as 
proposed by Jones, but it wo~ld be interesting to have 
deuteration data on the vapor to confirm this. 
Suppose that the molecule is nonplanar about the nltro-
£en atom, and that this is due to a small potential barrier 
in the center of the :\-H o~t-of-plal1e vibration. This was 
the conclusion reached by Costain and Dot-lllng for formamide. 
~he effect of the potent1al barrier would be to increase 
the energy of the even-nurnc~red vibrational states, while 
leav1ng the odd-numbered states relatively constant. The 
effect would be largest on the lower states, and would soon 
disappear as higher states are reached. The effect of th1s 
shift of energy levels on the vibration frequencies WOuld be 
to shift the fundamental EM ~ 1F to longer wavelengths and to 
shift the first "hot band" (1 ~ 2) to shorter wavelengths. 
'':he hot band would then be found i n the re[;ion studied here, 
while the fundamental would be found at longer wavelengths. 
Because of the low energy of the first exc1ted level, it 
WOuld have an abnormally high population, and this would 
contribute to an abnormally hl£h itltenslty for the hot band. 
Thus, it is quite ?oss1ble that the band at 500 cm.- 1 (or 
another band nearby) 1s not a fundamental, but a hot band. 
If this were the case, it would be evidence for the non-
planarity of the molecule. 
If the 500 cm.-1 band were a hot band, 1t would ,be 
expected to show an 1ncrease 1n 1ntens1ty w1th 1ncreas1ng 
temperature. 'l'h1s would reflect the increas1ng populat1on 
of the f1rst excited state. A careful investigat10n of a 
poss1ble temperature effect in this band was made, but none 
could be found w1thin exper1mental error. Experimental 
error 1s estimated at around 5% of the total intensity. 
The reason for th1s large exper1mental error lies in the 
fact that this band had to be scanned by manually adjusting 
the prism at intervals throughout the scan. q~ allow for 
the possibil1ty of an error 1n indentif1cation of the N- H 
out-of-plane vibration, the bands at 790 and 746 cm.-1 were 
also investigated at different temperatures. Temperature 
effects were observed in each of these bands, but were of 
the wrong sign to account for a hot band . The explanation 
for th1s is given below. 
'Ihe 500 cm. -1 band is very broad and diffuse. It 
stretches from 420 to 640 cm.-1 with an 1l1-def1ned cen-
ter at 5JJ cm.-1 Some of the structure 1n the point-by-
polnt plot 1n f1gure 2J is undoubtedly due to the rotat1onal 
spectrum of water. The water l1nes in this region are shown 
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1n the plot.(6S) Jones ascrlbes the broadness of th1s band 
to the h1ndered rotat1on about the C-N bond. Thls seems 
unreasonable 1n view of the hlgh potential barr1er expeoted 
for this rotation of the basis of the resonance structure 
for the molecule. 
4. The Cis Isomer 
From the standpoint of new information whioh thls 
study is able to contr1bute, the most interesting band in 
the spectrum is the band centered at )481 om.- 1 This can 
only be assigned to the N-H stretch mode. Three peaks and 
two shoulders can be observed in this band. All but the 
single most-long-wavelength shoulder have been observed by 
Jones slnce his paper was published. (48) In two spectra 
run on the same specimen of vapor at two different tempera-
tures, the three peaks remained the same intensity, while 
the two shoulders increased in intensity with temperature. 
The three peaks are at the proper wavelength intervals to 
correSpond to the P, Q, and R branches of an A band of either 
molecule. It is true that the intenSity distribution be-
tween the three peaks is unusual, but this could easily be 
explained by a hot band superimposed on the peak at )481 cm.- 1 
If the two forms of the molecule are in equilibrium, 
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one expects the trans band to lie slightly to the short-
wavelength side of the cis band. The reason for this con-
cerns the intra-molecular hydrogen bonding which the mole-
cule can be expected to undergo in the cls form. (See fi£-
ure 19.) This has the effect of weakening the N-H bond and 
shifting this band to a slightly longer wavelength than the 
corresponding trans band in the vapor. The N- H stretch 
band should be much more nearly a pure B type band than the 
trans. This explains the absffi1ce of a Q branch if the two 
shoulders are assigned to the ols form of the moleoule. 
In a similar experiment the band at 790 000.- 1 showed 
a decrease in intensity with increasing temperature. This 
could be explained as due to the conversion of some of the 
trans form to ois with increasing temperature, the oorres-
ponding band for the ois form being either far removed from 
this one, or too weak for observation. On the baSis of this 
assumption, a Simple caloulat10n us1ng the Boltzmann expres-
sion gives an energy differenoe for the two forms of 1.4 koal. 
per mole and an equ1librium mixture at 3000 K of 10% cis and 
90% trans. 
One other bar~ showed a similar temperature effeot. 
This was observed at 746 000.-1 No band has beel1 reported 
in this location by other workers. RUbalCava(40) showed 
a tracing of the vapor speotrum in this region which shows 
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a small shoulder on the KaCl absorption as it begins to 
obscure the spectrum here. Jones (43) reports a weak band 
at 715 cm.-1 which was not observed in this study. One is 
tempted. to assume that these are the same bandS. Jones 
assigned the band to the second overtone of the CO out-of-
plane bend, which seems a reasonable assignment. The PQH 
structure of the band argues for its assignment to either 
an in-plane vibration or an even-numbered overtone of an 
out-or-plane vibration. The most convenient choice is the 
overtone due to CO. 
?he 790 cm.-1 baud shows the Gaussian error curve shape 
expected for a C band, and can only be assigned to t he CH out-
of-plane bend. It shifts very little ou deuteration in t he 
liquid where it is observed at 778 cm.-1 (41) Such behavior 
is expected for the CH out-or-plane bend, and this seems a 
reasonable assignment. It is difficult, then, to understand 
what becomes of the corresponding band in the cis form of 
t he molecule. 'I'here seems no very good reason why it s houl d 
not be quite close, and may indeed overlap the trans band. 
The above is the evidence for t he coexistance of t he 
two forms of the molecule. If it is assumed t hat only the 
N-H stretch band of the cis form of the molecule is intense 
enough for observation under t he condi t ions of this study, 
a consisten t case can be made for the coexlstance of a second 
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speoles w1th an energy level 1.4 koal. above the more 
abundant speoles. From the appearanoe and behavior wl t h 
tempera ture of the band at 3481 em'. -1, it can be concluded 
that the more abundant Species is trans. 
It is 1nterest1ng to consider some observations of 
Russell and Thompson(66) in this conneotion. They report 
seeing a spll tt1ng of the N-H stretch band 1n d1lute CC14 
solut1ons of a considerable number of N-substltuted amides . 
In the case of N-methyl formam1de, the main peak was at 
)466 cm.-1 and a muoh weaker subsid1ary one at )429 cm.-1 
Suoh a subsidiary N-H is common in peptide and am1de spectra 
and a unique interpretation is diffioult. In this case, 
Russell and Thompson attr1bute the satellite band to a ciS 
amide moleoule, though they attempted no observations on 
temperature effeots and offer no really oonvinc1ng proof. 
Thelr interpretation, however. receives support from the 
present study. 
Taking into consideration an expected shift to shorter 
wavelengths on vaporizat1on, the frequency shift observed by 
Russell. and Thompson is not in unreasonable agreement with 
the present observation. In particular, the shUt of the 
band assigned to cis is less than that of trans, as expected. 
on the basis of the hydrogen bonding conSiderations given 
above. It may be mentioned that l>l1yazawa E~ R Fmade a calcu-
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lation using Jones' (incorrect) moments of lnertia and the 
relative abundance given by Bussell and Thompson. He ar-
rlved at a value for the energy difference of 1.6 kcal./mole 
and a relat1ve abundance of 0.14 at 2000 C. 
5. The CH Stretch Reglon 
The higher resolut1on available 1n this study makes 
possible a better understandlng of the bands ln the CH stretch 
region. Three bands are observed 1n this region. The flrst 
is the C type band at 2945 cm.- 1 This is due to the asym-
metrical stretch of the methyl hydrogens. Forel et ale (46, 47 ) 
reported a study of the methyl vibrations 1n a large number 
of molecules. In each molecule the short wavelength band 
is due to the asymmetrical stretch. When the molecule has 
lower symmetry than C3v ' this is split into two bands by 
the lifting of the degeneracy by the lower symmetry of the 
rest of the molecule. The splitting in an N-substituted 
amide might be expected to be of the same magnitude as that 
in a methyl ester, which was found to be around 30 cm.- 1 
The out-of-plane component is always the hlgher frequency 
component and has the greater lntensity. In the present 
case lt seems likely that the band at 2945 cm.- 1 ls the out-
of-plane asymmetrical methyl stretch vibration and that there 
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is an unobserved band near 2915 cm.-1 due to the in-plane 
component of the asymmetrical stretch. 
The band at 2845 cm.-1 is reasonably assigned to the 
CH' stretch due to the hydrogen attached to the carbonyl 
carbon. It shows the expected PQ.R structure for an 1n-
plane vibration of predominantly A character. It is quite 
near the corresponding band (2880 cm.-1) in formam1de. (40) 
The band at 2748 om.- 1 presents a problem. Jones' 
assignment to the symmetrical methyl stretoh seems unrea-
sonable on account of the low frequency, part1cularly in 
view of the work by Forel et al. At the same t1me the as-
s1gnment by Rubalcava to the combination tone of 1508 + 
-1 1270 cm. cannot be correct 1n v1ew of deuteration data 
in the liquid. This band shows 11ttle sh1ft upon deu-
-1 teration, while the 1508 cm. band shifts from 1543 to 
14)6 cm.-1 upon deuterat1on.(41) Overtones of methyl 
deformations have been observed in this region(46,47 ) but 
there is no positive evidence for such an assignment. A 
study of N-methyl formam1de with a deuterated methyl group 
would be very 1nteresting in this connect1on. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A study of l': -methyl formam1de in the vapor phase has 
been made. H1gh resolut10n was used, and the band envel-
opes exam1ned 1n deta1l. The assert10n of Jones that the 
cis form 1s requ1red to account for the observed envelopes 
r~s been shown to be fallac10us. both by a calculat10n of 
the band envelopes and by comparison w1th spectra of known 
molecules. Indeed, it 1s conoluded that for nearly planar 
molecules which do not deviate greatly from symmetrical 
rotators, it 1s not 8a.y to •• timate the degree of asym-
metry trom the band envelopes alone. 
While these observations cannot provide conclus1ve 
proof that the predominant form of N-methyl formam1de 1s 
the trans form 1n the vapor phase. they are oonsistent 
with this oonolusion and WOuld be d1ff1cult to aocount for 
1n ~ in terms of the ois form. Ev1dence for the trans 
form cons1sts of (1) the presence of the amide IIa band, 
(2) the absenoe of strong bands of predominantly B type, 
(J) the failure to resolve rotational structure in any of 
the bands, and (4) the behav10r w1th temperature of the NH 
stretch reg1on. 
Observations of the effeot of temperature on the bands 
in the NH stretch reg10n 1nd1cate the ex1stence of two 180-
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meric forms in equilibrium. Both band contours and fre-
quencies 1ndicate that the predominant form is trans, while 
the ffiinor form is cis. Consideration of the 
changes of intensity with temperature in the 
quantitative 
-1 750 cm. 
reglon indicates that the minor form is approximately 1.4 
kcal. above the major form. 
Ev1dence for the nonplanarity of the molecule was 
sought, but none was found. 
On the basis of the higher resolut1on obtained in th1s 
study, it was found necessary to reass1en several bands. 
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SECTION III 
PROPERTIES OF AN ECHELLE GRATIN"G I N THE I NFRARED 
Because of its high cost and limited availability, 
the diffraction grating was for a long time neglected as a 
dispersive element in infrared spectrometers. In 1949 
strong(67) pointed out the advantages of the grating over 
the prism in a spectrometer in which the performance is 
energy limited rather than diffraction limited. Recently, 
high quality replica gratings have become available, with 
the result that commercial instrument makers now offer, or 
have announced their intention.to offer, infrared spectrom-
eters employing these replicas. 
l..rhile a small group of spectroscopists have built up 
a considerable amount of experience in the use of diffraction 
gratings for high resolution work in small regions bf the 
spectrum, there has been little effort devoted to the prob-
lems involved in extending the wavelength range of grating 
spectrometers. In order to compete commercially, a com-
mercial grating instrument must be able to match the wave-
length range of existing prism instruments --two to sixteen 
microns in the case of rock salt. Successful operation of 
a grating over such a wide wavelength range is far from the 
trivial problem it might seem. Let us consider first some 
- 1 M~ -
characteristiCS of diffraction gratings. 
The simplest grating consists of an array of parallel 
line scatterers separated by the grating spacing. The 
efficiency 
calculated 
of such a grating in its various orders can be 
(68) 
using Huygens' construction with the result 
similar to that shown in figure 27. such a grating shows 
its maximum efficiency in the zero order, i.e., the order 
in which it behaves as a plane mirror and shows zero dis-
persion. The efficiency of the higher orders drops rapidly 
with increasing order number, making it difficult to achieve 
high resolution with such a grating, since it is the higher 
orders which must be used for high resolution. 
Michelson(69) developed the echelon in an effort to 
overcome this problem (figure 28). This instrument is de-
signed to be used in a very high order, and thus g ives ex-
tremely high resolution. Because the echelon can be used 
so that the individual scatterers behave as tiny mirrors 
with angle of incidence equal to angle of reflection, quite 
high efficiency is also possible. The difficulty is that, 
because the instrument is used in a high order, the angular 
separation of neighboring orders is small. This makes the 
echelon most useful in applications where an interferometer 
might be used--where the high resolution is neces s ary and 
another dispersive element can be used to separate the 
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closely spaced orders. 
What is needed for infrared spectroscopy is a compromise 
between the simple grating and the echelon. In the course 
of a study of the effect of groove shape on intensity dis-
tribution, Wood(7 0 ) discovered such a compromise, the echel-
ette grating. This grating has its grooves ruled in steps 
and shows the intensity distribution shown in figure 29· 
Because it achieves its maximum efficiency at a fairly large 
grating angle where it also has fairly good resolution, the 
echelette grating is the grating which is the most widely 
used at the present time in the infrared. The echelette 
grating will show its maximum efficiency at the grating 
angle at which the long sides of the grooves are perpen-
dicular to the bisector of the angle between the incident 
radiation and the diffracted radiation. This grating angle 
is referred to as the blaze angle of the grating. It is an 
unfortunate characteristic of echelette gratings that the 
efficiency falls off rapidly as one departs from the blaze 
angle. As a rule of thumb, the width of the useful region 
about the blaze angle in microns is equal to the wavelength 
of the blaze angle in microns. 
A number of methods are used to overcome this rapid 
fall-off in efficiency. The grating in the Beckman IE? is 
used over as wide an angle as possible. The grating order 
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is then changed to bring the grating back past the blaze 
angle. This may be satisfactory if the slits are programed 
to give constant intensity during these fluctuations, and 
if the user is aware of what is happening to the resolution 
during the excursions of the slit width. Some workers use 
a series of gratings, changing from one to the other as the 
spectrum is scanned. conn(71) has suggested that two 
gratings could be used to advantage by alternating from 
one to the other and changing orders at the same time. 
No matter which solution for the problem of varying 
efficiency is adopted, some mechanical means must be pro-
vided to manipulate the grating through its various orders, 
or to change gratings during the scan. There has been no 
practical mechanical device made 'Vlhich is capable of doing 
this, and still maintains the precision demanded of a 
grating mount in order to achieve the wavelength accuracy 
inherent in the grating. 
Even if a practical mechanical device could be worked 
out which would preserve the wavelength accuracy of the 
grating while it manipulated the grating to provide a long 
scan, another problem exists. One often wishes to make 
comparisons of spectra taken in different parts of the spec-
trum, and wishes to do so under identical resolution con-
ditions. It is well known by users of prism instruments 
- 114-
that this is impossible with a prism because of the widely 
varying dispersion of prism materials. It is also impossible 
on instruments using present-day gratings because of the 
varying efficiency. 
Martin(72 ) has pointed out that if the dispersive ele-
ment in a spectrometer had constant efficiency and dispersion 
with respect to wavelength, then to the extent that the 
Rayl eigh-Jeans law is obeyed, a spectrometer using movable 
entrance and exit slits !''lould give constant wavenumber 
resolution. The argument proceeds as follows: In the 
instrument contemplated, the energy passing through the 
instrument is proportional to the square of the width of 
t he two slits. It is presumed that the entrance and exit 
slits both have the same width. Since the Rayleigh-Jeans 
law predicts a decrease in energy from a black body radiator 
which is proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength, 
the slits must be opened at a rate proportional to the square 
of the wavelength as the spectrum is scanned to maintain 
constant energy at the detector. From ~ = 1/~ one has 
~FF = - /1..-;"6).... . But bA is proportional to the slit width, 
so &'1} =K).2.X·where k is the constant relating ~A to the 
slit width. The wavelength thus cancels out of the expres-
sion for the wavenumber resolution leaving the resolution 
constant with respect to wavelength . 
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From the result of Martin, it is seen that a grating 
with a widely varying efficiency will not show constant 
wavenumber resolution in a spectrometer. Only when con-
stant efficiency is achieved over a large range of grating 
angle will the ideal of constant wavenumber resolution be 
attained. 
This portion of the thesis will deal with the two prob-
lems just mentioned--the problem of making a long scan while 
maintaining wavelength accuracy, and the problem of achiev-
ing the ideal of constant wavenumber resolution during this 
scan. Both problems would be solved if one had a grating 
which showed constant efficiency with respect to grating 
angle. The echelle grating to be described here closely 
approaches this ideal. Instead of a singl e blaze angle, 
it shows a blaze region, a region where the efficiency is 
nearly constant, and is at the same time high enough to be 
useful. The discussion will begin by presenting some back-
gr ound which shows an echelle grating to be a logical choice 
to show the blaze region. Next, three experiments will be 
described which support the contention that the echelle 
should show a blaze region. Following this two mathematical 
analyses will be presented which predict the blaze region 
instead of a single blaze angle. The first analysis, based 
on the Kirchhoff theory, gives a deeper insight into the 
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physics of the blaze region, while the second, based on 
the Rayleigh theory, makes some predictions regarding the 
polarization characteristics of the grating. 
Both the echelon and the echelette achieve their high-
est efficiency when they are used in such a manner that a 
geometrical optics approximation would predict that light 
is being specularly ref[ected from planar scatterers. The 
implication is that highest efficiency is achieved when a 
single scatterer would specularly reflect light coming from 
the entrance slit to the exit slit. This implication is 
supported by simple theory. The Huygens' construction 
(68) 
argument expresses the intensity of diffracted radiation 
as the product of a term characteristic of the periodic 
properties of the grating and a term describing the Fraun-
hofer diffraction pattern of one of the individual scatter-
ing elements. The Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of a 
planar reflecting scatterer reaches its maximum in the direc-
tion predicted by geometrical optics for specular reflection. 
There exists an optical element for which the geomet-
rical optics approximation predicts that incident light 
will be reflected in the same direction regardless of the 
angle in which it is used. This is the roof mirror sho~rrl 
in figure 30. It can be seen that the incident light is 
reflected back parallel to itself. This is very nearly 
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the geometry used i n the Littrow grating mount. The effi-
ciency of a roof mirror scatterer will be nearly constant 
with respect to angle through a considerable angular range. 
Thus, one might expect that a grating constructed of scat-
terers shaped like roof mirrors would show nearly constant 
efficiency in any order when used in a Littrow mount, so 
that incoming and outgoing beams nearly coincide. 
Figure 30 implies a process in which light is being 
doubly reflected in the roof mirror. In an element as small 
as a scattering element in a grating, one certainly does 
not expect reflection to take place in the geometrical op-
tics sense. Nevertheless, the term "double reflection" 
will be re±ained to describe a scattering process in which 
two surfaces participate, as opposed to a process in which 
only one surface partic ipates. The latter process will be 
termed "single reflection" . 
The groove shape of an echelette grating resembles a 
roof mirror, but when the grating is used in its customary 
manner with the long side of the groove doing the scattering, 
the geometry is favorable for the double reflection of a 
roof mirror to take place over only a narrow apgular range. 
If an echelette grat ing, on the other hand, is used on the 
"wrong" Side, i.e., with the narrow side of the groove 
doing the scattering, the conditions for double reflection, 
-11 8 -
similar to that in a roof mirror, are favorable over a 
much wider angular range. 
It was in connection with the " .. /rong" side of an 
echelette grating that a wide blaze region was first observed. 
'diggins and Saksena, (73) in a note on the relative disper-
sion of one-pass and two-pass spectrometers, remark that 
their grating showed a wide blaze region on the opposite 
side from that on which it was designed to be used, i.e., 
the side on which the short groove sides were doing the 
scattering. Rautian(74 ) later observed a wide blaze region 
under these conditions and gave a theoretical discussion 
similar to the Kirchhoff treatment given below to account 
for it. Both of these studies were made in the visible, 
and neither of the authors seems to have noticed the appli-
cation of such a grating to an infrared spectrometer. Prob-
ably because of the poor optical quality of the short sides 
of the grooves in these gratings, the wide blaze region in 
both cases was of much less intensity than the blaze on the 
opposite side, and would not have suggested itself as use-
ful when the other was available. 
In an effort to improve on the echelon, Harrison(75) 
proposed the echelle grating. This is similar to the 
echelette, but is blazed at an angle greater than 600 , and 
is intended for use in a high order in visible light. Two 
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facts about the echelle are of concern here. First, the 
echelle is intended for use with the light reflected from 
the short side of the groove. Second , this grating is in-
tended for use in the visible where the requirements of 
groove perfection are more stringent than in the infrared. 
Since greater care must be taken to rule such a grating, 
there is a good chance that, for the first time, one has a 
grating with two good groove sides at his disposal. One 
might expect, then, that an echelle showing a good secon-
dary blaze (from the long side of the groove) near 900 from 
the primary blaze will behave as an assemblage of very 
narrow roof mirrors and show a wide blaze region rather 
than a single blaze angle as is the case with theechelette. 
To recapitulate, t he intensity characteristics of 
gratings suggest that a condition in which the geometrical 
optics approximation would predict specular reflection 
taking place in the scattering element of the grating is 
important in achieving high efficiency. A grating with 
the scattering elements shaped like roof mirrors fulfills 
this condition, and at the same time should show constant 
intensity of scattered light with respect to grating angle. 
An echelette grating, when used on the "wrong" Side, should 
approx i mate such a grating. 'Iwo papers have been published 
describing a blaze region which was observed on the "wrong" 
-120-
side of echelette gratings . Probably because of poor 
groove shape, this blaze region was in both cases weak and 
not useful. The echelle grat ing , since it is intended to 
be used in the visible region, should have grooves of higher 
quali ty, and might be expected to shlyD~ a much stronger 
blaze region. The following section which describes ex-
periments made on an echelle grating shows this to be 
indeed true. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The echelle used was obtained from Bausch and Lomb. 
It is a replica of a master which was ruled 80 lines/mm. 
over an a rea 194 x 104 mm . The primary blaze is i n the 
41st order of the mercury green line and is observed visu-
ally at 6)°)0' . A secondary blaze · is observed visually near 
27° and is found to correspond to the -15th order of the 
mercury green line. 'The experiments described here were 
done with the spectrometer discussed in p~9tion I. 
'dhen one examines the grating from near either blaze 
angle, one sees an image such as might be seen from a very 
poor-quality mirror . This is similar to the same observa-
tion made on an echelette grating . This grating, hOlvever, 
shows a distinctive effect when viewed from a direction 
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nearly perpendicular to its face. From this direction one 
observes a large amount of light being reflected, but, in 
this case, no suggestion of an image can be seen. Nhen 
mounted in the spectrometer, a strong zero order is obser-
ved. These observations are not unexpected in view of the 
discussion given above of a grating of roof mirrors, but it 
is of some interest that there was no image in the perpen-
dicular direction. It is in this direction that the double 
reflection in the roof mirror is taking place. 
The purpose of the experiments to be described is to 
test the hypothesis that a grating of roof mirrors will 
show a broad blaze region. The experimental procedure is 
to measure the efficiency of the grating as a function of 
grating angle. lt1hile such an experiment is quite simple 
in principle, it is extremely difficult in practice. The 
procedure is to use the grating in the spectrometer with a 
radiation source of known temperature and to measure the 
intensity of light at the detector as a function of wave-
length. From the temperature of the source the intensity 
of incident light is calculated using Planck's formula. 
Thus, the efficiency of the grating can be calculated. The 
difficulty is that several corrections must be applied to 
the data to obtain the true efficiency. 
The corrections which must be applied are as follows: 
-122-
First, the globar used as a source is not a black body, so 
the energy emitted as calculated from Planck's formula 
must be corrected using the emissivity of the globar. 
Second, the mirrors in the spectrometer do not have unit 
reflectivity. Instead, their reflectivity varies as a 
function of wavelength. Thus, the light observed at the 
detector is diminished by the value of the reflectivity of 
aluminum for each single reflection in the spectrometer. 
Third, the light must pass through two potassium bromide 
windows at the entrance and the exit of the spectrometer 
and through a potassium bromide prism in the foreprism 
monochromator. Thus, the data must be corrected for the 
absorption of potassium bromide. Fourth, the light passing 
through the slits is a function of their width. Thus, the 
data must be corrected for the slit width. Fifth, the 
energy as calculated from Planck's formula is expressed as 
proportional to the wavelength interval observed. This 
interval may be a function of the slit width and of the 
dispersion of the t .. l0 dispersive elements. A dispersive 
element of high resolution spreads the spectrum out over a 
wider area than one of lower dispersion. With the same 
energy input, the output through the exit slit will vary 
with the dispersion of the dispersive element. Thus, the 
data must be corrected for the dispersion of both the prism 
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and the grating. Finally, there are two ways of expressing 
the efficiency of a grating . The first is to express the 
efficiency in terms of an infinite grating illuminated by 
a finite beam of light. In this case, all of the light 
reaches the grating regardless of grating angle. The second 
way of expressing the efficiency is in terms of a grating 
of fixed size and a somewhat larger beam of light of fixed 
size. In this case, the amount of light falling upon the 
grating depends on the aspect which the grating presents 
to the collimator. This latter method measures the effi-
ciency of the grating in a spectrometer. For a detailed 
discussion of these corrections, strong(67 ) and Conn(71) 
may be consulted. 
In the first experiment, the corrections described 
above were cancelled out by averaging the data. The pro-
cedure was to measure the intensity of each order of the 
grating for a number of different wavelengths. The available 
lines in the infrared spectrum of a mercury lamp were used 
where possible. At longer wavelengths, an artificial band 
which was the pass-band of the foreprism was used. The 
intensity of a line was taken as proportional to the 
height of the line at its maximum on the recorder tracing 
\'lhen the line appeared to be narrov, with respect to the 
slit width. When a line became of a breadth comparable to 
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the slit width, it was not used. The intensity of an arti-
ficial band was taken as proportional to its area as measured 
on the recorder tracing with a planimeter. When changing 
ranges on the spectrometer a correction had to be made for 
the change of length on the chart paper for unit wavelength. 
This was determined by measuring a portion of a band which 
appeared in both ranges. 
For each wavelength observed, the average was deter-
mined of the intensities in all of the observed orders. 
The intensity of each individual order was divided by this 
average. In a series of measurements of different orders 
of the same wavelength, the only factor varying is the 
grating angle. Each of the corrections described above can 
be expressed as a factor which multiplies the observed inten-
sity. Upon dividing each observed intensity by the average 
of intensities for that wavelength all correction factors 
which do not depend on grating angle, therefore, cancel out 
of the problem. 
The only correction which may depend on the grating 
angle is the correction for the dispersion of the grating. 
This correction does not apply to this particular experi-
ment for the following reason: As explained above, the 
correction to be applied is a function of the wavelength 
interval observed. Because of the way in which the intensity 
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is determined, the wavelength interval observed depends 
solely on the width of the line in the case of the obser-
vations of the mercury spectrum, and on the pass-band of 
the foreprism in the case of the observations on the arti-
ficial band. Thus , the ratio of the observed intensity of 
an order to the average of all orders observed at the same 
wavelength is proportional to the efficiency of the grating 
when mounted in the spectrometer. 
Such a procedure depends on the observation of a large 
number of orders for each wavelength and for this reason is 
best at shorter wavelengths~ It tends to ignore such isola-
ted effects as Wood anomalies or atmospheric bands in a 
single order. These effects would tend to average out if 
a large number of orders were observed, but can become quite 
troublesome at long wavelengths where few orders are obser-
ved. The value of the ratio for the first order is plotted 
in figure )1. 
In the second experiment, an attempt was made to evalu-
ate each of the corrections discussed above. A background 
spectrum was observed in a single grating order over the 
complete range of wavelength available to the spectrometer. 
The energy variations encountered over this range are so 
great that a single slit width would give variations in 
observed intensity which are too large for measurement. 
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Therefore, the slits were varied as required to give a 
satisfactory level of intensity at the detector at all times. 
The intensity observed, together with the slit width used, 
was recorded at closely spaced wavelength intervals. When 
these intensities are corrected properly, they are propor-
tional to the efficiency of the grating. 
The corrections to be applied are as follows: 
1. The intensity is divided by the square of the slit 
width to obtain the intensity for a slit of unit width. 
2. It is div i ded by the absorption of potassium bromide 
to correct for the absorption in the windows and prism. 
J. It is divided by the reflectivity of aluminum to the 
fifteenth power to correct for the fifteen reflections in 
the spectrometer. 
4. The intensity is divided by the linear dispersion of 
potassium bromide. 
S. For the same reason it is divided by the cosine of the 
grating angle to correct for grating dispersion. 
6. It is divided by the intensity of a black body at the 
temperature of the globar, as measured with an optical 
pyrometer, to correct for variation in source intensity. 
7. Finally, the intensity is divided by the emissivity of 
the globar to correct the black body intensity to that of 
the globar. 
-12 8 -
The corrections are presented in Table V and the results 
are plotted in figure 31. Figure 31 represents the per-
formance of the grating in a spectrometer using a Littrow 
mounting and does not contain the correction for aspect 
angle. These results are each divided by the average value 
of the efficiency over the entire range in order to express 
them on a basis similar to the results of the first experi-
ment. 
Both of the above experiments rely heavily on correct-
ions and ?pproxi~ations for their interpretation. Another 
experiment was performed which is much easier to interpret. 
It gives less information about the grating itself, but does 
give a clearer picture of the performance of the spectrometer 
as a whole. In view of Martin's results discussed above 
one would expect the echelle grating to give constant wave-
number resolution over some broad wavelength region. The 
wavenumber resolution was ~easured as follows: Some con-
venient intensity level at the detector is selected. As 
the spectrometer is adjusted to various wavelengths through 
the spectrum, the slit is adjusted to give the selected in-
tensity at the detector. The resultant slit width is used 
to calculate the resolution at each wavelength and this 
resolution is plotted as a function of ,·;avelength. If the 
intensity selected were the minimum intensity which the 
A 
B 
C 
D 
-129-
NOTES FOR TABLE V 
Potassium bromide absorption(76) 
Aluminum reflectivity(77) 
Potassium bromide dispersion(78 ) 
Cos 2 e (caculated) 
E Black body intensity at source temperature (calculated) 
F Globar emissivity(79) 
G Total correction (=AxB15xCxDxExF) 
a. Observed intensity is corrected for slit width and 
divided by G. 
b . Entries in parentheses are estimated. 
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spectrometer could measure,the resolution data would repre-
sent the resolution limit of the spectrometer. The minimum 
intensity which the spectrometer can measure is a somewhat 
subjective term, since it depends upon such things as the 
response time one is willing to tolerate in making the 
measurements. For this reason, some arbitrary higher inten-
sity level was chosen. In this case the resolution observed 
is proportional the resolution limit of the spec trometer. 
Such an experiment was performed with the echelle 
grating and vacuum spectrometer as wel l as with an echelette 
grating and the Beckman IR7 spectrometer . This echelette 
grating is somewhat smaller than the echelle and is ruled 
75 lines/mm. and blazed at 12 microns in the first order. 
The Beckman spectrometer uses a Kernst glower as a source, 
and consequently has a higher source temperature than was 
used with the vacuum spectrometer. For this reascn, it 
must be empha.sized that the comparison to be made here is 
between spectrometers and not primarily between gratings. 
In addition, because of the selection of the arbitrary 
intensity level, absolute resolutions cannot be compared 
between different instruments. The significant result is 
the shape of the resQlution curve as a function of wave-
length. The smaller size of the grating in the Beckman 
spectrometer would tend to lower its resolution limit, 
-132-
while the higher source temperature would tend to increase 
it. Since the constants of the grating in the Beckman spec-
trometer correspond most closely to those of the echelle 
in the second order, an experiment was also performed on 
the echelle in the second order. The results of these 
experiments are presented in figure 32. Resolution for 
the observed slit width is plotted against wavelength. 
THEORETICAL 
Twersky(80) has given an excellent review of the liter-
ature on the theory of diffraction and multiple scattering. 
While the theory is well understood in its principles, there 
are not satisfactory mathematical methods for applying these 
principles. Because of this one must make approximations 
regarding the magnitude of some of the parameters in the 
probl em with the result that the theory will apply only 
to certain ranges of these parameters. Calculations apply-
ing to the intensity distribution of the diffraction pattern 
of a grating which have been reported in the literature are 
nearly all(71,74 , 81-84) based on an analysis presented by 
Rowland. (85) (Analyses pertaining to Wood anomolies are 
not included.) The Rowl and theory is in turn based on the 
Kirchhoff theory developed here, but some authors do not 
seem to be aware of this fact. Any grating used in the 
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first order is in a wavelength range dangerously near the 
limit of validity of the Kirchhoff theory. At a grating 
angle of thirty degrees in a Littrow mount the wavelength 
actually becomes greater than the grating spacing. As will 
be seen below, this evidently does not completely destroy 
the validity of the results, but one should be aware that 
the theory on which they are based no longer applies. Three 
papers have appeared based on other analyses. The first is 
the one by Rautian(74 ) which uses the same method as that 
given below for calculating the diffraction pattern of a 
roof mirror. The second two are the papers by Meecham(86,87) 
on which the Rayle igh theory analysis given below is based. 
Two mathematical analyses are given here. They differ 
in the approximations made and the range of va~ldityK The 
first is based on Kirchhoff's formulation of the Fresnel-
Huygens diffraction theor y which assumes that the wavelength 
is much less than the grating spacing. In this analysis, 
each scatterer is treated separately and the resulting dif-
fraction patterns finally added to obtain the pattern for 
the grating. The second is based on Rayleigh's dynamic 
(88) theory and assumes that the depth of the groove is 
much less than the wavelength . This analysis treats the 
grating as a whole. One expects that the Kirchhoff analysis 
will be most valid at short wavelengths and that the Rayleigh 
-136-
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~ .... 1s 2. iffl c'v.l t to fil ;d iY: one place 111 the literature -v 
Cl cOL.:;>lete treat"Ie~t of th1s tLeory as appl1ed to diffrac-
tion [1'80 th;€::s . 7be or.e L '." 
"' 
BorL and l .. !olf (89) 1s the most 
complete, but there 3re gaps lr- this as applied to the £ra-
ting problec. !t is hoped that this ar.alysis will correct 
this def1cier:.cy. ,. rJe analysis will begin with U.e wave equa-
tiK l~1K '.:'he d-2rj.vation of '-ircbboff's inte.z:ral by Creeq~Ds 
:,!'.eo!'ee , .. fill be p resented, and this inter-ral will be applied 
to tte case of F'ra;;.r.r-.ofer diffract10n b:.r a sircle sIlt. 
':his cruch of tte tr:eory is iT: sta,r:.dard texts, ar..d is pre-
eented. here to exphasize the approxll:'atior:s :l:ade. '-ext [1" 
1ntui tional idea of dHfrac':;iol: by the roof !I.1rror ':lil1 
obtained. b~D cor.slderinE dlffractio~ frorr: t:·10 separate slits 
c:.:1c. ao.G j.n€; tLe ewpll tudes of the resul tir.Z "leves. SquarinG 
these a:r:plitudes a~ld sui tebly nor:;:a11zir:g: tr.€ resul tir.e in-
te!1si ty ~Dlill then ['1 ve tte desired results. 
Follo .... 1ng 30m ar.d ';iOlf one begins with Ule wave 
equation 
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as der1ved from Maxwell's equat1ons. Here ¢ ls one of 
the scalar components of elther the electr1c or' magnetlc 
vectors. Ideally, equatlon 2 should be a vector equat1on, 
but to the extent that the waves under cons1derat1on can 
be regarded as plane waves, a slngle scalar component wlll 
adequately represent them. If ¢ fulfl1ls the cond1tions 
of the Fourier lntegral theorem,(90 ) as lt does ln th1s 
problem, then 
jj+OO dlf....l-#) I _-rw::.(--.:) e.t."W;;(; / / " ; r~ IJ,A, = VJ'77- .: "" , (7 <..v 
where co refers to the angular frequency. 
lnverslon formula 
By the Four1er 
Slnce p satisfies equation 2, ~ wlll satisfy 
/( = .!:::!..L c 
If ~/ also satisfles equation 5, then, by Green's 
theorem , (Sl) 
;:C~ Ds-:lKv~-v/v·rwFc/s 
: -I ('I: g/- y/ ;;YG<J)d $ /.5' W -;)-n ;) n ;J 
where V and ;> are a volume and 1ts enclosing surface, 
(4) 
(6) 
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respectively, within which ~ and y-- / fulfill the conditions 
for Green's theorem. Eere d/~TDg dEnotes differentiation witb 
respect to the inward. normal tn J!. . Since both r w and 1'"'/ 
satisr:!, equation 5 , the left side of equation 6 vanishes a..'I1d 
jF~ rr~ r ~hKF/IR:: o. (7) :s w;)77 'd"n 
Now consider the s1tuation in figure 34. P is the 
point at which the effects of an incident beam originat1ng 
at Po and falling upon aperture A '11111 be calculated. Take 
Y/::;: 5 -I e.-A." K S where s is the d1stance from P to the point 
at which Dr~ is to be evaluated. This funotion has a 
singularity at P Which must be eliminated from the region 
of i n tegration. 'Ihis 1s done by enclosing P in a sphere 
S · w1th center P and radius ~ which is small. 'Ihe value 
of ~I/ 1s now substituted into equation 7 and the limit 
as e ~o taken. 'The integral over S ' beoomes .y 7T ~EKmFg 
ar~ equation 7 beoomes 
In equat10n 8, JVcv 1s only one of the monochromat1c 
components of pi 'Io get the complete expression for 'I , 
subst1tute equation 8 into equation J and change the order 
of integration: 
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FIG. 34 
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If ~ is substituted for its value on the right hand side 
of equation 9 using equation ), 
The similarity between ¢ and the well-known retarded 
potentlal(92) 1s to be noted here. If, instead of choosing 
a component of one of the wave vectors for ¢ 1n equation 
2 one had chosen the scalar potentlal, $6 (s,t-s/c) would 
represent the potential at a distance s due to a wave prop-
aeating with the velocity c. ?his is the starting pOint of 
many treatm~lts such as this one. 
It is now necessary to obtain the expression for c/> on 
the surface over which the integration is to be performed. 
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It 1s assumed that the source P is emitt1n£ spher1cal waves 
o 
of amp 1 i tude un1 ty and wavelengtb ~K:: ::.. A factor e .... ~;C 
w1ll be removed frorr. the express1on. In aperture A (f1cure 
34) 
q~e express10n (u,r) represents the angle between r and the 
normal n to A. It should be noted that equat10n 11 1s r.ot 
str1ctly correct at the edges of the aperture. Th1s is one 
of the reasons for restrict1ng the valid1ty of th1s treat-
ment to wavelengths much shorter than the dimens10ns of A. 
It 1s convenient to make an assumption w}.ich causes the 
1ntegrand to vanish except over A. This 1s easily done 1n 
the case of the screen S by assuming that 1t is perfectly 
opaque. For the rema1nder of the surface I i30rn and ';lolf (93) 
po1nt out that the assumption that the surface 11es at in-
f1n1ty is not adequate because of the presence of s in the 
denom1nator in equat10n 10. They assume that the surface 
1s so large that the wavefront cannot propar;ate to it dur1uf 
the time of an experlment. Subst1tuting equat10n 11 lnto 
equation 10, 
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It ~ill be assumed that rand s are large with respect 
to k- 1 so that the second term of equation 12· can be neglec-
ted in comparison ~lith the f1rst. 'Iihen the roof m1rror 1s 
con sidered, th1s assumption w11lnot be strictly true. ~hen 
11ght 1s reflected from one s1de of the groove to the other, 
r becomes of the order of the groove w1dth, wh1ch can actu-
ally be less than the wavelength. It w1l1 be further assumed 
that the variat10n of the factor 
C05 (??, 5] - Cos (n,)-) 
~p 
( 13) 
is small over the range of integrat10n and that this factor 
cun be taken outside the integral s1gn. There 1t w1l1 be 
l'ir1tten cos E~F/r s where ~ 1s the angle between the normal 
o 0 
to A and the l1ne connecting P and P. The precise def-
o 
1u1t1on of ro and So will be g1ven later, but they are 
some mean value over A of r and s respect1vely. Mak1ng 
these changes, equat10n 12 becoffies 
Equation 14 is Kirchhoff's formulation of Huygens' con-
struction. It assumes that the wave can be represented 
as a scalar, that the representation in equation 11 ex-
presses the field in the aperture with sufficient accuraoy, 
that the seoond term in equation 12 oan be neglected, and 
that the expression in equation 1) can be removed from the 
integral. No provision is made for polarization of the 
light wave. 
A set of co-ordinates is now defined with xy plane 
lying in aperture A and positive z directed toward the 
region containing P. From figure )5 it can be seen that 
the error in writing r=ro+lrx+mrY is of the order of the 
error in taking an angle for its sine when the angle is 
small. Here, ro is the distanoe of Po from the origin 
and lr and mr are the sines of the angles between the normal 
to A and the x and y components of 7. Treating s similarly, 
(r+s) becomes r+s=ro+so+lx+my, where l=lr+ls and m=mr+ms' 
Using these new variables, equation 14 becomes 
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If P is regarded as the image of a source on the same 
o 
side of S as P, S as a perfect absorber, and A as a perfect 
reflector, equation 15 g1ves equally well the f1eld at P 
due to wave s or1ginating at P and reflected from a mirror 
o 
A. It should be noted that this does not include waves 
propagat1ng directly from P to P. 
o 
The extension to a gratir~ is made by adding the effects 
of a series of N 1dentical mirrors of dimensions axb, 
This 
which , on summing and evaluating the integrals, becomes 
,I, : _ ~ la os 0:. e .1.1< <'0+.5.). -1- . (e il<mi>/;l. _ e""A..'K ?rJb/3.) • 
'f'7 '-I7r 1-050 ...<.)r'/K 
• ~ EeKIiDh~~/a _ e--<.KPa I2) ( /- e-<'KN..('d) 
"I..RI' J-e.ck..ed • 
The experimental quantity measured is the intensity, so 
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equation 17 is multiplied by its complex conjugate to Eet 
I /¢ /2 <: osPK~ sln'l(trml>/)j ~"I:1KE1TKKfaK/FKF Slft2(7TN£ti/)..) r- r - ~;e"ro1R: (rrmb/)):J,.· (Tr.A'a/).j3-' Rfh~E1TtDd/FKF <1 U F 
using K::'271'/)... where A.. is the wavelength. As 1'; becomes 
large, the last factor is small except for value s of 1 
for which ~l~do where n is an integer. This is the origin 
in this theory of the grating formula. There are small 
maxima between these values, but these can be negl ected 
for the present purpose. 
Equation 18 is the expression for a grating of K 
plane mirrors of dimensions axb. It will now be used to 
obtain a similar expression for the grating of roof mirrors . 
The fact that it involves the product of a factor describir.£ 
the Fraunhofer diffraction of a narrow slit, 
cos:! b Sin'" (f'T?n#).,1 £//12 (1T,Ro./ ;...) 
)').:1.1-0· 5:' (7r/T1p/ AF~ • (Tr.R a../;...)7I-
and a factor characteristic of the periodicity of the 
grating suggests that the extension to another scatterer 
is to be made by calculating the Fraunhofer patte~l of the 
new scatterer. The Single roof mirror is regarded as equiv-
alent to two mirrors (figure )6). The port1on of the roof 
mirror involved in double reflection is replaced by a mirror 
of width a oriented perpendicular to the incoming beam 
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(Which is assumed here to be planar). lbe portion involved 
1n s1r€le reflection is approximated by b which is perpen-
dicular to the extreme ray involved in double reflection 
and 1s excited by light of intensity proportional to b", 
the portion of the incoming geam involved in single reflec-
tion. It must be remembered that the separate amplitudes 
scattered from these two mirrors are to be added with a 
phase change equivaleLt to A where ~ is tw1ce the distance 
between the midpoints of the two mirrors, measured in the 
direct10n of the 1ncom1ng beam. See figure )6. It is 
convenient to consider two cases separately--that in which 
b 1s a portion of the long groove side. and that in which 
b is a portion of the short groove slde. In the first case. 
b is inolined to the direction of the collimator at such a 
large angle that the radiation scattered from it to the 
collimator can be neglected. The final expression for the 
intenSity is 
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where ~; is a constant factor which will drop out later, A 
is the groove angle, e/ is t he angle shown in figure 36 
o (90 - the usual gratin&:, angle), R t he reflectivity of the 
coating, d the grating spacing , ar,d ~ the angle (A+ Q/ ). 
The first two factors in equation 18 are i ncluded in E. 
Equation 19 is to be multiplied by the last factor i n 
equation 15, but tr,is is equal to one i n the center of an 
order which is the case of interest. 
Calculations have been ffiade for a gratinf Similar to 
the echelle used in the experimental work. A reflectivity 
of 0.90 was assumed. The results are presented i n figure 
31. 'Ihe values calculated from equation 19 at each wave-
length are averaged and each individual calculation divided 
by this average. ~~is has the effect of expressing the 
results on the same basis as the results of t he first t wo 
experiments. 
2. ':'BE RAYLEIGH THEORY 
The above I:!ethod deals \'1i th a single scatteri ng elemen t 
of t he grating and t hen adds the contribution of each scat-
tering elemen t to obtain t he scattered radiation from the 
entire grating. "2he treatment by EaYleigh(88) expands the 
solution to the wave equation i n a series of plane waves 
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whlch correspond to the orders of the grating. 'rhe coef-
ficlents of those plane waves whlch propagate away fro~ the 
grating are then proportlonal to the amplitude of radiatlon 
in each grating order. 
Born and wOlf(94 ) polnt out that any solut1on of the 
wave equat10n 2 can be written 
(20) 
where the path of lntegrat10n and the function f ( 1<.) are 
suitably chosen. This ls equivalent to sayi~g that the 
solutlon can be expanded in a spectrum of plane waves, some 
of which propagate away from the grating and some of which 
are exponentially damped dependir..g on whether the cosine 
term is real or imaginary. m~ylelghDs approach is to ex-
press the integral in equatlon 20 as a sum using only those 
values of ~ whlch oorrespond to grating orders. This is 
probably a good approximation in the far field where only 
dlscrete grating orders are observed, but we are trylng to 
match boundary condltlons in the groove itself. It is prob-
able that waves propagating from a groove surface to another 
groove surface farther lnto the grating w1l1 be important, 
particularly ln the case of a e;rating of roof mirrors. 
Such waves would not have the convenient periodic proper-
ties of the outgoing waves ln the far field, and the integral 
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expression, equation 20, would have to be used to include 
L1ppman(95) has pOinted out this discrepancy with the 
Rayleigh method, and. ln an unpub11shed report,(96) has 
obtalned aL expression for the portion of the fleld repre-
sented by waves travellng lnto the grating. Unfortunately, 
the expresslon does not easily lend itself to numerlcal 
calculations. Meecharo(86) has consldered th1s problem and 
quoted another unpubllshed report by Lippman as glvlng a 
cond1tion which is sufficient for the neglect of th1s 
inward-scattered field. u1is conditlon is that the groove 
depth be much less than a wavelength . The grooves in the 
echelle gratlng are quite deep. but this cond1tion should 
be fa1rly well satlsfled at long wavelengths. S111ce thls 
ls the reglon in which the Y.irchhoff theory ls least valld, 
it seemed well to present an analysis based on the Rayleigh 
theory. 
The equations eiven by Rayleigh are not easy to use. 
7he problem, as deflned by him, consists 1n solv1ng an In-
finite set of algebralc equations, and it is not easy to 
see ln what manner this set shOUld be broken l n to a f1nite 
set which can be solved. Meecham has discussed another 
method which leads to a series that can be terminated at 
any point at which the results are Buff1ciently accurate. 
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I":eecham and Peters(87) have published results of calcula-
tions made with the series method in which the electric 
vector 1s parallel to the grating grooves. In addition 
exper1mental data are presented in th1s latter paper for ar, 
echelette grating. 
',;.\'10 other features of the ~ieechalfl-liayleigh approach 
will be useful. In the Kirchhoff theory, no distinct10n 
is made between waves polarized with the electric vector 
parallel and those polarized with tr.e electric vector per-
pendicular to the grooves of the grating. Peters, Deibel, 
Pursley, and Zipf(97) have reported a study which shows 
that quite radical differences can occur between these two 
polarizations. 'The !lieecham-Bayleigh approach, in writing 
down the material boundary conditions explicitly . includes 
the polarization. Second , the Rayleigh theory predicts 
the Wood-Strong anomalies which are observed 1n this gratin£, 
and which prove troublesome at times. 
To begin, one writes 
where ¢'$ is the time-independent field sought, ~K is t he 
incoming wave, and ¢,.. the scattered field. Ix: particular, 
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where the x axis is perpendicular to the grat1ng groove and 
the z axis perpend1cular to the grating surface. 1he bounda-
ry cond1tions f or equation 2 are 
.--:. 
E II if 
(2)b) 
for the electr1c vector parallel to, and perpendicular to, 
the groove, respect1vely.Here ~ (x) 1s the equation of 
the surface of the grating. The differentiation is normal 
to <-s . It 1s supposed that one can wr1 te 
00 
</';-= - L C JJ e.--<. 'kx. rlh~jF "'-<Kzco$' 9.v (24) 
'll = -"'" 
where k= ~ and eJ> is the grating angle for the -,) th order 
A. 
eiven by the grat1ng equat10n 
In equat10n 25. e~ is the angle of incident radiation . 
The impllcatioll of equat10n 24 1s that the reflected field 
can be expressed as a sum of d1screte waves which corres-
por~ to all real and 1maginary grating orders. Using equa-
tion 22 and equation 24, the boundary conditions become 
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For a grating whose grooves have a triang~lar cross sec-
tlon, the function j' (x) is specified as 
go:KKy:-c:~ 
=- cl(d l- x.) 
where c' is the tangent of the larger groove angle ( f . in 
f1gure )6) and c is the tangent of the other groove angle. 
The value of x where the two sides of t he groove meet 1s 
d t • Clearly r (d') is the groove depth. USing equat10ns 
25 and 27 , and. dividing by a factor eA.Kx slhe~ , equation 
26 becomes 
00 
CPA. - ~f ~ ~ ~ 0 E 1/ Y 
(c pff1~KIi- C~gUKi F~ a~KF 
00 
-lKApEcs;nUl1-cose~ F F1:J ( 2}='O l:DFC~dK/ 
V:/ 
(e l stn~ +Clp9KiF~ 0:..) t 1.. d . 
DO 
- LA 1) ( c lsm 9 i) +CoS' GiJ} ) F;; ( X- ) =0 d"~ X--=-:/ 
;i>= I 
Eere 
and 
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A3=C_1 
A4=C2 
etc. 
(0) 
the subst1tution being made for convenience in adapt1ng 
the problem to e computer. ':'he A)) then represent the 
solution of the problem. Those A 1> for which c.. t) ~ 9J) ~ I 
represent the complex amplitudes of each propaR~t1ng order, 
while the remainder represent the evanescent waves. 
To calculate Ai) Rayleigh solved the set of equations 
28. Meecham proceded by def1n1ng a new set of functions 
which are a linear combination of the c~ 
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and have the orthogonality property 
(! here ",,- is the Kronecl{er delta and the scalar product is 
written 
The integration in equation JJ is over only one groove 
because of the periodicity of the grating, and not because 
only one groove is to be considered. It will be noticed 
that the extra terms which the boundary conditions for the 
perpendicular polarizat1on introduce in equation 28b can 
be included in a factor which multl~lies the scalar products. 
DOing this has the advantage of ~ak1ng the remaining equa-
tions identical for the two polarizations. 
In te~s of the Gk , using equation 28a, 
the B ~ being defined by equation )4. A si~ilar equat10n 
holds for equation 28b. ~he advantage of using the G is 
k 
that the series can be terminated at any terrr N g ivin£ 
US) 
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The Bo( are calculated by using the orthogonal properties 
of the Gk ' One has, from equation 35, 
/of ( G*'-J </>,iN) = ( G«; fCK~ BltGr. t 
or 
(36 ) 
using equation 32, Using equation 31, 
!';ow from equations 31 and 35 
/Y k 
¢:=L BKI tfF-e 
-t:==1 ,(=1 
rI f.I 
= L I Bxr:&. 
~=f 1(=1 
()8) 
Ey analogy with equation 28a, this implies 
II 
Av == I.. r: BK. (39) 
1r;=1 
The (1: are calculated (98) by the Schmidt procedure, 
First, 
(40) 
When the unnormalized quanti ties '6 J have c-eer:. computed for 
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all l~ /(.. , the normalization factor 
is computed. Dividing, one obtains 
r; = 't}'/VNk.. , (42 ) 
These are the equations necessary for the calculation 
of the intensities. One computes the scalar products 
(Fi,F j ), uses them in equations 40, 41 , and 42 to obtain 
the r: ' calculates the E o( from equation 37, and finally 
the Ap from equation 39. 
There are two other relations to be established which 
are useful i n checking the results. The first is the 
energy balance. b~ting that the energy in the incoming 
beam is unity acoording to equation 22 while t hat i n the 
outgoing beams is fA~/~ for each real order, we have, 
using the proper aspect angle for each order and canceling 
equal facto..rs, 
(4) 
where the summation is over all values of~~ for which 
the cosine is real. Also, t he mean square error in matching 
the boundary conditions can be calculated. It 18 expressed 
as 
-1.58-
Using equat10n 33 
Us1ng equat10n 3.5 
H 
=EcAI~-iF- L.-B: 8J:.+8kB;-B:B~ 
.+::=1 
;v 
::: j- L IBK/2.. (44) 
k=1 
The problerr. was programed on the Burroughs 220 digital 
computer. The program was written for a erating with tri-
angular grooves in a L1ttrow mountir~I but, by adding new 
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subroutines, it can be adapted to any mountlne and any 
groove shape for Which the scalar product can be programed . 
The input consists of the grating parameters d, c, and c', 
the wavelength, the order in which the grating 1s to be used, 
and the number of terms (up to 10) to be included in the 
series. The output includes the cosine of the grating angle 
for each order together w1th the real and imaginary parts 
of the A V . At the opt1on of the operator the expressions 
for equations 4) and 44 are also computed. Each individual 
calculation takes about six ~inutesK The program is de-
scribed in more detail in Appendix II. 
Calculations were performed for various wavelengths 
in the first and second orders of the echelle grating and 
are presented in figure )7. The values from the computer 
output were multiplied by the reciprocal of the rieht side 
of equation 4) to correct for any error in energy balance, 
and were divided by the average of all wavelengths to ex-
press them on the srune bas1s as the other results. 
DISCUSSION 
The experiment Which measured the resolution of a 
spectrometer in which the grating is used 1s the most 
straightforward, and is therefore the most easily inter-
preted. When one considers the result of Martin it is 
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quite clear from f1gure 32 that the efficiency of tee t.ra'cL,-_, 
r::ust L'€ Ciu1 te CM1~ sta"D"t over a ... ride range of erath,£: angle. 
I?arti1: , it .lill be remembered, shm~ed that, if the RayleifL-
Jeans 18.':< 1s obeyed, a grating of constant efficiency fii1l 
p~ilii CO (:stUllt \'favenuc·:ber resolutio~ whe"," used ",i th r..ovable 
entrance acd exit slits. ~he comparison made in fi€ure 32 
betwee;c the vacuum ~pectro!:1eter usir.C trle echelle-t;Y"Pe 
[rating and the Beck~an 1£7 s~ectrometer using an echelette 
crating sho· ... s quite clearly the advanta£es of the forn.er 
cratll:[. lX-ot only does one have the mechanical adVaYltage 
of bein8 able to mate a Ion£: scan wi thout changL;g c ratir.g 
or~ersI but also, during this long scan, the resolution of 
tLe it:strun:ent is much more constant . 'This is a real ad-
ventace in a research instrument where the interpretation 
of the spectra depends on the resolution. 
,:hlle the data in figure 32 are perhaps tr;e most inter-
esting from a practical standpoint, they cor~sti tute a de-
scr1ption of an entire spectrometer ar:d not of a .;ratinG 
alone. Cue can leaI'l.:' lwch more about t r.e behavior of tr,e 
grating itself fro::l: tl:e data in figure 31. Three sets of 
data are presented here --tr.e data fro!!: the first experi-
ment lai.:e led"avera.:-.ed orders ex?eri:~o:1nt"I the data frorL .the 
second eXperir.:ent lale led .- corrected lr.ter..si ty e)""-perilf,ent". 
a;lu the data frou: the Yirchhoff calct;.latlor:. ',;hile there 
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are large indivldual discrepancles, the general form of eact 
curve is the same. The efficiency ls low at the short wave-
length limlt, but r ap idly increases to reach a broad maximuoc 
begirilliu£ at about 8-10 m1crons. A mlnimum ls reached at 
16-18 microns which is followed by a second peak at 20-22 
microns. This is followed by a decline in efficiency which 
extends to t he long waveler~thlimit of the grating at 25 
microns (beyond the range shown in figure 31). 
If one remembers that the resolution of a spectrometer 
is i nversely proportional to the efficiency of the grating, 
the same general pattern can also be seen 1n figure 32. An 
additional feature here--the loss in efficiency at eight 
mlcrons--ls explained by absorptlon due to atmospherlc water. 
The general features pOinted out in figure 31 are most 
easily understood in terms of the Klrchhoff analysis. Be-
tween 2 and 14 mio~ons the portion of the grating [roove 
which 113 not involved in double reflection lles on the long 
side of the groove . There ls no contribution to the effi-
ciency from this portlon because of the large angle which 
it makes with the radiation diffrac ted toward the collimator. 
The portion of the grating groove wh1ch is lost as a result 
of s1ngle reflection decreases wlth increas1ng wavelength 
and finally vanishes at 14 microns. This explains the mono-
ton iC (increas ing) eff iciency curve in the rarchhoff resul ts 
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and also the broad maximum in the experimental results. 
Beginning at 14 microns the portion of the groove involved 
in single reflection is on the short side of the groove and 
is i n a favorable angular position to contribute to the dif-
fracted intensity. Between 14 and 16 microns , however, its 
contribution is too small to be noticeable and the efficiency 
curve is still dominated by the contribution of the portion 
of the groove involved in double reflection, which 1s noW de-
creaSing. At 16 m1crons, single reflection becomes domi nant, 
and the grating now behaves as s conventional echelette, 
approaching a max1mum and then declining. The maxitr.um i£: 
displaced sl1t::htly from 1 ts expected position due to lnt(3r-
ference effects between the singly and doubly reflected 
light. 'l'hl s latter effect appears in the calculations as 
a contribution of the last term in equation 19b. 
Some explanations for the individual variations in the 
results presented in figure 31 can be advanoed. The value 
for the effioiency obtained from the corrected intensity 
experiment is likely to be low at the short wavelength end 
of the curve. ~his is due to the scattering of light from 
the surface of the potassium bromide prism and windows. 
This scattering was not considered in making the corrections. 
A Wood anomaly at eight microns may well explain the peak 
here in the everaged order experimen t which 1s not observed 
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i n t he other sets of data. 'rhls peak results fro~ a single 
observation made at the grating angle where t he t hird order 
grazes the surface of the grating. '7his is the necessar'y 
condition for the appearance of a Alood anomaly. It was not 
possible to obtain data on either t he reflectivity of alu-
mi num or the eu:issivity of a globar beyond 14 microns. For 
t his reason, the data from the corrected intensity experi-
ment are in some question in this region. Finally, it must 
be remembered that the averaged orders experiment is expec-
ted to be less reliable at the lor~ wavelength limit because 
of fewer orders over which to average. This accounts for 
the lack of detail in the results from this experimen t be-
yond 16 microns. 
'i'he data presented in fir;ure 31 represent the perfor-
mance of the grating in a I.ittrow mounting in a spectrometer. 
Figure J3 presents the same data used for the plot of the 
corrected intensity data in fi[;UI'e 31, but divided by the 
cosine of the grating angle. These data thus represen t 
the reflectivity of the grating, i.e., the performance of 
an infinlte grating in a flnite beam of light. The inter-
esting feature here 1s the extremely large increase i n eff i-
ciency at long waveler~thsK ?his increase 1s necessary to 
compensate the decrease in efficiency of the Llttrow.moun ted 
grat1ng due to t he cosine of the gratlng mlgle. For corn-
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parison, the calculated effic1ency of an echelette grating 
blazed at the same angle 1s also presented. The difference 
between the two gratings is the shoulder extending from 8-16 
microns in the echelle. It is this shoulder that is respon-
sible for the constant resolution seen in figure 32. 
The data in figure 33 are plotted at shorter wavelengt~ 
intervals resulting in a plot with h1gher "resolution". 
One can see here several Wood anomalies. These occur at 
the Rayleigh wavelengths where a grating order just grazes 
the surface of the grating. 'doed anomalies are of some 
interest in grating theory, because only the more sophis-
ticated theor1es are able to account for them. They are 
of even more practical interest because of the1r appearance 
in the spectra prodUCBa by some gratine instruments. 
The data from the Rayleigh theory calculations are 
presented in figure 37 together With the results of the 
corrected intensity experiment for comparison. ~he striking 
feature here 1s the relation of the experimental data to 
the calculated efficiencies for the two polarizat1ons. It 
1s at once clear that the efficiency for unpolarized light is 
not the average of the efficiencies for the two polarized 
components. From 2-1e microns the experimental curve more 
closely resembles the Curve calculated for the electric 
vector polarized parallel to the £r0oves, while beyond 22 
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microns the experimental curve follows the curve calculated 
for the electric vector polarized perpendicular to the gra-
ting grooves. It should be noticed that. as a result of 
dividing each set of data by its average. the vertical 
scales of individual sets of data may not be the sarr.e. 
It is sl[,-nHicant that the point at which the exper1-
Qental data crosses over from the parallel polarization 
curve to the perpendicular polarization curve is also the 
point at which the dom1nant contr1bution to the diffracted 
beam changes from doubly-reflected to singly-reflected 
light. ~he explanation is that double reflection tends 
to polarize the light parallel to the groove while Single 
reflection tends to polarize the light perpendicular to 
the groove. 
The above remark regarding the effect of double re-
fleotion on the resulting polarization is made on the basis 
of a comparison between experiment and theory. and 1s not 
supported by experimental work done on the echelle thus 
far. 'I'here are deta on echelette gratings, however, that 
do lend it support. Table VI presents data from the report 
by Peters, ~ibelI Pursley, and Zipf in which an echelette 
[;rating is studied. in the microwave region. The data show 
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essentially the same polarization behavior as is observed 
here. Figure)8 shows a tracing taken by a Beckman IE? 
spectrometer with a polarizer ln one of the double beams. 
The two curves represent the parallel and perpendicular 
polarizations. It can be seen that the perpendicular polar l -
ti i t 1 th b 600 -1 hi' th za on s s ranger n e laze, near cm. W ~e ,e 
parallel polarization becomes more strong in the Wood anomaly 
at 1100 cm.- 1 • Thls again ls simllar to the results ln 
figure )7. 
cm:CLUSION 
It has been shown that a gratlng carefully ruled with 
both sides of the grooves flat and at right angles to each 
other, used ln a 1.i ttrow mounting, wl1l shew an extremely 
wide blaze reglon. Indeed, it can be thought of as nearly 
constant ln its efficiency throughout the range of atlgles 
in which the entire groove is illuminated. Such a grating, 
when used in a practical spectrometer, gives nearly constant 
wavelength resolution througt a wide wavelength range. ~hls 
''Jide waveler.gtb range is scanned in a single order, maklng 
it unnecessary to change orders or to change eratings dur-
ing the scan. 
~bree experlments have been performed to determine the 
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eff1c1ency of such a grat1ng. In the f1rst, the correc-
t10ns to the observed intens1ty were eliminated by an 
averag1ng process. In the second, these correct1ons were 
evaluated. In the third, the resolut1on performance of t he 
spectro~eter itself was observed. ~he three experiments 
agree that there is a wide range of reasonably constant 
eff1ciency. 
calculat10ns based on two different theoretical treat-
ments have been made. The f1rst treatment 1s based on the 
Kirchhoff formulat1on of the Fresnel-Huygens d1ffract1on 
theory. It 1s in general agreement w1th the exper1ments, 
but cannot predict all details. The second is based on 
Rayle1gh's dynamic theory of the grat1ng. The results of 
this calculat10n imply that quite strong polarization ex1sts 
in most parts of the spectrum and that this pOlar1zation 
changes over the range of grating angles. 
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SECTION' TV 
AN IHFRABED abqbCqfl~ SYSTEM 
INTBODUCTIOr; 
Since the infrared spectroscopist does not enjoy the 
advantages of photography in recording his spectra. it is 
natural tr~t he should be more conscious of electrical de-
tection systems than those spectroscopists who specialize 
in the visible or ultraviolet regions. From the time the 
first galvanometer was attached to a thermocouple to the 
present day, one of the main parts of the infrared spec-
troscopist's endeavors has been to improve the detection 
system. Lately, with the rise of spectro~hotometryI the 
visible and ultraviolet spectroscopists have also joined 
in this endeavor. 
It is the purpose of this section to describe an am-
plifier which is the key co~onent of a new infrared de-
tect10n system. The term "detection system" will refer 
here to the entire system including the detector, amplifier, 
recorder. and any associated components. This system com-
bines desirable features found only in several different 
systems at present. It is deSigned to use photoconductive 
detectors. but could be adapted to any detector with the 
appropriate time constant. The d1scussion will begin with 
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a description of several existing systems. It is believed 
that this set of existing systems 1s complete from the 
standpoirlt of different physical principles involved, but 
no attempt has been made to cover all possible variations 
of these. For a more complete discussion, the review of 
Willierr.s(99) may be consulted. The discussion is intended 
to show the position of the new system in the speotrutr. of 
all possible systems, and to point out its advantages over 
existing systems. 
EXISTING SYSTEMS 
7he simplest detection syst~ oonsists of a trans-
ducer attaohed to a galvanometer w1th an optioal lever for 
determ1ning the SWing. It is assumed throughout the dis-
cussion that the transduoer produoes a voltage which ls, 
to a good approximatlon, proportional to the lntensity of 
the light falling on it. Thls is true of the t hermocouple, 
Golay cell, and photovo1talc detector. In the case of the 
bolometer or photooonduotor, t he voltage is produced across 
a load reSistor or bridge olrouit as the result of the 
change of resistance ln the detector as the 11ght falls 
upon it. The effect for the purposes of the detection 
system 1s essentially the same. 
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':'he galvanometer system shows several in;portant defects. 
One is the long time constant of the system. Because of the 
low amount of energy available to the system from the trans-
ducer, very delicate galvanometers must be employed. 7hese 
take a long time to reach their new rest point when n chanGe 
in current is applied to their coils. Another drawback is 
the tender.cy of the system to drift. Changes in source in-
tensity, monochromator characteristics, transducer charac-
teristics, or galvanon;eter ~ounting all contribute drifts 
which cannot be separated from the observed data. A ffiore 
important source of drift in this type of system lies in 
the tbermocouple. In order to achieve high sensitivity, 
it is common to make the two junctions unsymmetrical. 'Ine 
sensit1ve junotion is made with very low heat capacity, while 
the cold junction has high heat capacity. Consequently, if 
the temperature of the surroundings changes. the two junc-
tions will be affected at unequal rates and drifts will 
result. 
Although the drift drawback is still present. the 
next system to be discussed represents a significant advauce. 
Ey inserting a DC amplifier between the transducer and the 
galvanometer, sufficient energy is now made available to 
operate any indicating or recording device. The amplifier 
will likely be a chopper-stabilized amplifier. Such an;pl1-
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fiers possess greater stability which is important here in 
the elimination of drift. ,fhat d1stinguishes this system 
from the AC systems described below is the DC output of the 
transducer. 
It can be shown that the DC system is considerably 
more sensit1ve than the AC system to be descr1bed below. 
'.:'here are times when the a.dvantages of this extra sensi-
tivity will outweigh the d1sadvantages of the system's in-
herent dr1ft. For example, when an experiment is severely 
energY-limited, one rr:~y be content to obtain the best spec-
trum possible under the circumstances, and will accept a 
certain amount of drift in the background. At other times, 
however, the drift makes the work impossible. In a study 
such as the one in Section II on :J-methyl formamlde, it was 
necessary to scan the background of the reg10n of 1nterest 
and then scan the same reg10n with the vapor in the light 
path. Any Chal~ in deteotor system character1stics would 
be reflected as a change in intensity or shape of the par-
ticular band envelope under consideration. 
The answer to such a problem is to change to an AC 
detection system. In such a system, some portion of the 
deteot1on system 1s made sensitive to only one particular 
frequency. Any signal falling on the detector can be re-
solved into a set of Fourier components of various frequen-
cies. ~he detection system then selects only the component, 
or the small group near the given frequency, to which the 
system is sensitive. If the light bean; is modulated in such 
a manner that the strongest Fourier component will be that 
to whic!', the detection system is sensitive, the output of 
the detection system will be the information contained in 
the intensity of the beam. 
In considering the drift performance of such a system, 
consider a thermocouple. The sarr.e argument will apply to 
other detectors with appropriate changes. For a given in-
tensity falling on the thermocouple, the junction will be 
at a given temperature. 'Nhen the beam is chopped, the in-
tenSity fallir.g on the detector will. in general, vary be-
tween two temperatures. These two temperatures will cor-
respond to two particular voltages across the thermocouple. 
If the sensitivity of the thermocouple char~st the absolute 
values of these voltages will change, but, if the sensitivity 
is linear and the intensity falling on the hot junction has 
not changed, the difference between the two VOltages will 
not change. It is this difference to which the detector 
system is sensitive. 
The usual application of such a system modulates the 
beam by chopping it mechanically. The beam is then passed 
through the mOllochrometer and sample to the detector. 
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Upon detection, the information included in the spectrum 
of the sample plus the background of the optical system is 
recorded. 
A somewhat different application was used by Dickey 
and Hoffman. (100) They wished to study the absorption due 
to the OH radical which was obscured by absorpt1on due to 
water 1ll the region of interest. They modulated the con-
centration of OE by observing it in a flame whose fuel 
supply was varied by a rotat1ng gas valve. The modulated 
concentration resulted 1n a modulated intenSity of the OB 
spectrum. The water concentration 1n the flame did not 
vary, and th1s allowed them to "look through" the water 
vapor absorpt1on at the OE rad1cal. 
There are var10us means of making the detect10n system 
sensitive to only the modulation frequency. These can be 
classified as synchronous and nonsynchronous rectif1ers. 
A synchronous rectifier is a SWitch which 1s opened and 
closed 1n synchronization with the modulation of the beam. 
In the Simplest mechanical system the beam 1s modulated by 
a rotat1ng chopper w1th teeth cut into it which alternately 
stop and pass the beam. Attached to the shaft of the chopper 
is a set of switches wh1ch are placed in the output circuit 
of the amplif1er where they accomp11sh either full-wave or 
half-wave rectificat10n of the alternating output voltage 
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which 1s proportional to the light falling on the trans-
ducer. 
A Slightly more complicated system is used in the 
amplifier supplied with the Golay detector. Here a photo-
cell ru1d lamp are placed so that the lamp beam 1s chopped 
at the same rate as the spectrometer beam. The voltage 
from the photocell is used to open and close an electronic 
switch with the same effect as before. 
Either of the two synchronous rectifier systems passes 
a portion of the white noise spectrum which is assumed to 
exist in the beam. The bandwidth of noise passed ls the 
reciprocal of the time constant of the detection system. 
Thus, the noise is that portlon of the noise spectrum from 
W= 0 to r..v= Vrwhere r is the time constant of the output 
fl1ter. In general, this t1me constant is dete~~ined by 
a EC filter in the output circuit. 
The non synchronous rect1fier is s1mply a diode tube 
whlch rectifies the alternating voltage from the detector. 
To w~ke it sensit1ve to the modulat1on frequency, a tuned 
fl1ter is inserted in the amplifier before the rectifier. 
If it were possible to make the bandwidth of the tuned 
filter zero, only the portion of the noise spectrum with 
exactly the san;e frequency as the desired slgnal would be 
passed by the amplifier. For two reasons, this is impossible 
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practlcally. Flrst, a bandwidth of zero would imply an 
inflnite time constant. Second, and more important, the 
filter must be able to pass any excursions of the modula-
tion frequency. It is easy to see the effect of such a 
syste~ operating OL the sharp slope of the bandpass charac-
teristic. Any small change of modulation frequency WOuld 
be presented to the output as a large change in apparent 
slgnal lntensity. 
Since the fllter must have finite Width, a considerable 
bandwidth of noise will be passed. This means that any 
frequency component of noise in the bandwidth will have 
a considerable Side-band present which will result in the 
presence of low frequency components in the output. These 
lm'i frequency components will be slightly larger than in 
the case of the synchronous rectifler system. This 1s 
because only the portion of the noise spectrum which 1s in 
phase with the signal is passed by a synctronous rectlfier, 
while in this system the full range of phases is presented 
to the output. As before, the frequency range of noise 
passed ls 0= w~vr butK ln addition there is a constant com-
ponent added to the background representing tte noise at 
the modulation frequency. 
The systems described above are all single-beam systems. 
'l'hey provide no means of allowing for drift in the components 
which produce this single beam. For example. the mono-
chromator can change 1ts character1stics w1th temperature. 
the source can change ln intensity over a period of time. 
atmospherlc absorption can change. or the slope of the de-
tector sensitlvity curve can change. To make allowance 
for these cr£nges. one must employ a double-beam system. 
Tne second beam is used to monltor the lntensity of the 
source. The double-beam system has the advantage that the 
reference beam can also be used to keep track of addltional 
informatlon as well as the apparent intens1ty of the source. 
It would have been convenient. for example. to make the 
temperature effect stud1es described ln Sectlon II by plac1ng 
ldentical samples of vapor 1n the two beams of a double-
beam system. One sample WOuld be at the lower temperature 
and one at the h1gher temperature. The system would measure 
the difference between the two beams and thus the difference 
between the 1ntens1ty of 11ght pass1ng through the vapor at 
the two temperatures. 
There are various means ava11able for determining the 
d1fference between the two beams. The f1rst ls a hybrid 
between a single-beam system and a double-beam system. One 
makes a s1ngle-beam scan of the background and records the 
results on magnet1c tape. Then one 1ntroduces the sample 
and repeats the scan. this t1me using the tape recording of 
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the previous scan to correct the results for variations in 
the background as a function of wavelength. This system has 
the disadvantage that it cannot compensate for changes in 
the system with time. 
A second approach uses two complete beams. Light 
from tbe monochromator is split into two beams, either by 
(101 102) (103) 
a static beam splitter, ' by rotating mirrors, 
b . b t . i ( 104 ) or y Vl ra lng m rrors. One beam is used for the 
reference information and one for the sample information. 
Two complete systems are commonly used--separate optics, 
separate detectors, and separate amplifiers. The system 
requires either exactly matched components in the tvlJO beams, 
which is impossible in practice, or some' means of compen-
sating for differences which will exist. Typical compen-
sating methods are the loaded potentiometers of the Applied 
Physics Model 14 Spectrophotometer or the graphic recording 
method of Cook and Smith. (1°5) The important feature of a 
compensating method is that it must be convenient, as it 
will be necessary to apply it often. Even then one cannot 
be certain that nevJ changes have not crept into the system 
" since the last compensating run was made. 
A third approach splits the two beams with a rotating 
mirror, but recombines them later with a second rotating 
mirror. The information in the two beams is thus separated 
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in phase. A synchronous rectifier allows the amplifier to 
separate this information and obtain a signal proportional 
to the difference in intensity between the two beams. This 
signal is used to drive a servo motor which controls an 
attenuator in the reference beam . The system operates to 
adjust the intensity in the reference beam with the aid of 
the attenuator until it is equal to t hat in the sample beam. 
The recorder pen is also driven by the same servo and thus 
gives a record of the i n tensity in the sample beam divided 
by the intensity in t he reference beam. The noise passed 
by the system is determined by the time con stant of the 
loop~ K It is this system that is commonly used in commercial 
spectrometers in the infrared. This system has the disadvan-
tage that varying amounts of energy fallon the detector de-
pending on the intensity of t he sample beam . This results 
in a varying response for t he system. In addition, it is 
difficult to build a perfectly linear attenuator. The de-
fects in the attenuator may be difficult to separate from 
features in the spectrum. 
A fourth double-beam s ystem splits and recombines t he 
two beams as before, but does not attenuate either beam. 
The information in each beam is separated by some means in 
the amplifier. This information 1s used to compute the ratio 
between the intensities of t he t wo beams, which is presented 
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ae output. Such a system allows greater flexibility in 
designing the optical system. For example, Ahlers and 
Freedman(106) were interested in differences of absorption 
between two samples of liquid. These were placed in cells 
which could be placed on the chopper blade. Upon rotation, 
the two samples were alternately placed in the beam. A 
system of switches was used to allow the amp11f1er to decode 
the 1nformation in the beam. The rat10 was tir~lly computed 
and presented as output on a recorder. 
The two beams can be d1st1nguished by mak1ng use e1ther 
of their difference in frequency(107) or their difference in 
h (108,109) p ase. If they are to be distinguished by their 
frequency difference, the beams are separated by a static 
mirror or beam splitter and each is chopped at a different 
frequency. Their information is separated in the amplifier 
by tuned filters. In the phase-difference system, the two 
beams are presented to the detector, usually by rotating or 
vibrating mirrors, at different portions of the same cycle. 
The usual means of separating the information at the output 
of the amp11fier 1s by mechanical switches operating as a 
synchronous rectifier. 
Various means of computing the ratio after the infor-
mation is decoded are used. When a photomultiplier detec-
tor or some other detector whose response can be varied elec-
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(102,104) 
tr10ally 1s used, or where it 1s poss1ble to vary 
the intens1ty coming from the monochromator, (10) the in-
format1on in the reference beam can be used to ma1nta1n the 
energy input to the amplif1er constant 1n the absence of a 
sample. m~r1haran and Br~11aE11MF have descr1bed the use 
of a logar1thm1c amplif1er 1n wh1ch the two s1gnals are sub-
tracted from each other at the output, thus giving the loga-
rithm of the ratio of the two signals. The most widely used 
method 1s to apply the reference 1nformation to the slide-
wire of a potent1ometer recorder. The sample information 
is applied to the movable oontaot through the recorder am-
p11fier and the recorder reoords the ratio of the two sig-
nals. 
The ratio system has the advantage of compensating for 
dr1fts in all components common to the two beams. If care 
is used in keeping the two beams 1denti~1K except for the 
sample, only the desired signal plus some random no1se 
should appear at the output. No1se components arising 1n 
components common to the two beams wh1ch are coherent over 
the period of beam alternat10n will be removed by the system. 
A large portlon of the remaining no1se will be removed by 
the output fl1ter. 
The question of synchronous or asynchronous rect1f1-
cat10n ar1ses in the double-beam ratio system just as 1n 
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the case of the single- beam system. :';either system of 
rectification is phase sensitive in the sense that the 
expression is applied to microwave spectroscopy. ~he 
optical equivalent of th1s would be an interferometer. 
~he question here seems to be between taking the ratio of 
noise observed over a short portion of a cycle in the case 
of the synchronous rectifier, or over the entire cycle i1:: 
the case of the asynchronous rectifier. There seems, then, 
to be little difference between the two rectifiers in a 
practical sense. Any sreall advantage of the synchronous 
rectifier in noise is outweighed by the added complications 
of mechanical switches or phasing signals. 
The various approaches to an infrared detect10n system 
have been described. Of these, only the single- bea:n AC 
system, the double-beam optical nul l system, and the double-
beam ratio system f ind widespread use at present. The se-
lection of a detection system to be used should be made on 
the basis of its intended use. The uses to which the system 
will be put fall into two cate gories . First, there is rou-
tine analytical work. Either the absorption of a sample 
or the ratio of intensity of Ught passing through two 
samples is to be determined . The reqUirements are quite 
routine and standard. The worker using this type of eqUip-
ment will not be patient with complicated systems which are 
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deslgned for a flexlblllty for wh10h he has no use. The 
double-beam null system 1s probably the most stra1ght-
forward for th1s appl1oatlon. If the effeots of the chang-
lng 1ntens1ty 1n the system and the oharacter1st1os of the 
attenuator used are understood, th1s system ls qu1te satis-
faotory. 
The researoh speotrosoop1st's requ1rements are another 
matter. The greatest requ1rement here 1s one of flexib1lity. 
A detectlon system 1s needed wh1ch oan readlly be adapted 
from one experlment to another. The most flex1ble system 
1s probably a single-beam AC system. If the disadvantages 
of souroe dr1ft and diff1culty in adapting to modulat1on 
techniques oan be tolerated, there is little reason to 
ohange to another system. When, however, the system sta~ 
bil1ty beg1ns to l1m1t the exper1ment, or the only way of 
perform1ng an exper1ment is to use modulation teohnlques, 
lt 1s neoessary to oontemplate some more complicated system. 
It seems that such a system wlll be some form of double-
beam ratl0 system. 
The system described here, it is hoped, wlll allow 
the use of these more soph1sticated techniques, and at the 
same tlme retain as muoh flexlbility as is possible. The 
system ls deslgned around an amplifier which has been bu1lt 
and tested w1th a mock-up of the system, but not w1th a 
-186-
speotrometer. The double-beam ratio system is used with 
the two beams separated by 1800 in phase at a frequenoy of 
90 ops. The system drlft is oompensated by chopping both 
beams at 420 cps. and using the information from these two 
frequencles to obtain the ratio at the output. The frequen-
cles are separated by LC tuned circuits in a regenerative 
amplifler. If the double-beam system is not necessary in 
a particular exper1ment, e1ther of the two frequency ohan-
nels can be used separately as a slngle-beam system. 
The mock-up used to test the amplif1er (figure )9) 
used a rotating mirror to alternate the two beams, but this 
oan be changed. Any optical system can be used which pre-
sents alternately the reference signal and the sample signal 
at 90 cps. and ohops both in phase with each other at 420 
cps. To eliminate cross talk between the two channels, 
1 t is required that the 420 cps. and 90 cps. signals be 
properly phased. The requirement 1s that the abrupt change 
1n 1ntensity as the beams are switched must not be seen by 
the detector. This requirement is easily met if synchronous 
motors are used. 
AMPLIFIEB 
The circuit of the ampl1fier is presented in figure 40. 
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It is taken from a deslgn of a s1ngle-beam amplifier by 
W1lson(111) whloh was bullt and operated suooessfully ln 
th1s laboratory previously. The lnput from a preamplifier 
is appl1ed to the 6SJ7 tube through a stepped galn oontrol, 
S1. The output of the 6SJ7 tube is appl1ed to one s1de of 
a 6SN7 tube wlred as a phase 1nverter. The plate signal 
from the phase inverter is the lnput to the 420 ops. ohan-
nel, while the oathode signal is the input to the 90 ops. 
ohannel. Eaoh ohannel ls identloal except for necessary 
changes ln ooupling condensers and tuning oomponents for 
the two frequenoies. 
The first two stages in eaoh ind1v1dual channel provide 
the seleot1vlty. They are lsolated from the galn oontrol 
by the 6SJ7 tube and the 6SN7 phase 1nverter. No ev1denoe 
of interaot1on between channels due to varying the band 
wldth 1n one ohannel was noted. A tuned LC clrcuit 1s 
plaoed in the grid of the first seotlon of the 6SN7. The 
two seotions or thls tube are oonneoted in cascade with 
negatlve feedbaok from the plate of the seoond section to 
the cathode of the flrst, and wlth posltive feedback from 
the plate of the seoond sectlon to the grld of the flrst. 
The posltlve feedbaok can be controlled wlth a1 or B2 to 
vary the negatlve resistance presented to the LC clrcult 
by the tube. Thls varles the Q of the olrcult and thus the 
-1$0-
selectivity. It is possible to present a high enough nega-
tive resistance to the LC circuit to send the circuit into 
osoillation. The sharpest tuning is reaohed just before this 
pOint, and it is here that it was found best to operate with 
the ratio system. This point seems quite stable. No trouble 
was noted with the cirouit going into spontaneous oso111ation 
when properly adjusted. The gain of the ohannel depends on 
the setting of the feedbaok oontrol, but this stays fixed 
when using the amplif1er 1n the ratio mode. 
One of the condensers in the LC cirouit (Cl or C2) is 
variable. This is used to tune the cirou1t to exaotly the 
frequenoy of the signal wh10h is determined by the frequenoy 
of the ohopper or rotating mirror. Sinoe these usually oper-
ate from synohronous motors, the system must be used on a 
power supply of quite oonstant frequenoy. A small variation 
in chopping frequenoy is reflected as a large ohange in ap-
parent signal strength in an asynohronous rectif1er system 
such as this. For th1s reason the band w1dth must be large 
enough to include any variation in ohopping frequency. At 
the same time it must be small enough to reject all of the 
opposite frequenoy in this system. Us1ng the oross talk 
oompensat1ng ciroult desoribed below, it was found poss1ble 
to meet these two oond1tions. 
The next 6SN7 tube and the 6AL5 constitute a vaouum 
-lS1-
tube voltmeter. Stability and linearity are improved by 
the negative feedback provided by returning the AC to the 
cathode of the first stage of the Sm~TK 1bis results in 
a sharp saturation wh1ch tends to protect the computing and 
recording circuits 1n the event of overload. Wilson states 
that h1s circuit was linear from 0 to 1 mao and saturated 
at 1.5 rna. 
From the vacuum tube voltmeter circuits, the two chan-
nels are fed to a computer circuit which determines the 1n-
tenSity ratio. A simplified version of this circuit is shown 
in figure 41. The two signals are subtracted acros~ a VOl-
tage d1vider, ABC. The two 500 ohm potent1ometers 1n the 
voltage dlvider are the two sections of a dual three-turn 
He11pot mounted on the frame of a Brown recorder. The 
shaft of the Helipot 1s dr1ven by the pen drive of the 
recorder w1th the arms mov1ng as indicated by the arrows. 
These arms are connected to the grids of a difference am-
plifier. The output of the difference amplifier is connec-
ted directly to the input of the amplifier of the recorder, 
eliminating the slidewire. ~be difference amplifier serves 
as an isolating and impedance-matching device. The system 
is connected so that the pen drive will run in the direction 
necessary to reduce the difference of potent~al between the 
potentiometer arms and will stop when this difference 1s 
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zero. 
The 90 cps. component of the 1nput signal is propor-
t10nal to the d1fference 1n intens1ty between the two beams. 
When each beam has the same 1ntens1ty, th1s component will 
be zero and when one beam 1s completely missing (100% absorp-
t1on) this component will be a maximum. The 420 ops. com-
ponent of the signal is proportional to the sum of the in-
tensities of the two beams, or, oonsequently, to the average 
1ntensity. Assume that the proportionality factors are the 
same for each component and let x represent the fraction of 
full scale at which the pen drive stops. For the time being 
assume a and b are zero. If I and I represent the standard 
o s 
and sample beam intensities, respectively, and R is the un1 t 
of res1stance indicated 1n figure 41, we have, when the pen 
drive stops, 
where V is the difference 1n potent1al between D and B etc . 
DB 
Solving for X, 
x= Is 
Io ' 
Thus, in this somewhat simplified situation, it 1s seen 
that the pen of the recorder indicates the per oent trans-
-194-
mission. 
Suppose the computer is arranged as shown in figure 42 . 
Here, the relation at balance is 
{<(I-X) (1 +I )- R (2+")1:) (I - I.) 3R 0 $- 3A 6 s. 
pllvir~ for X we have 
;t-~ .Is _...!. 
- :2 I& 2.' 
Now if we assume that 1s/Io=0.33 corresponds to X=O and 
I s/I o=1. 0 corresponds to X=l we again have X=Is/Io: The 
scale has simply been expanded and the lower third discarded. 
If the moveable tap is changed to the position indicated by 
the dotted lines in figure 42, a similar analysis yields 
X=Is/Io for the full range. 
Up to this point the possibility that the slgnals may 
not be completely separated by the tuned circuits has been 
neglected. Suppose that the 420 cps. component actually is 
proportional to (10 +Is) + /-3 (Io-Is) and the 90 cps. com-
ponent to 6'(lo-Is) + 0<'(10+1s) where b represents the 
ratio of gain in the 420 cps. channel to that in the 90 cps. 
channel. Let E=a+1 and D=b+1 where a and b are indlcated 
in figure 41, and suppose that a and b are so small that 
liE ~ liD. Now at balance 
R (f1 _ Po. bEa"D~g r-. 
R(E+I) £-F:h~+fs¥gEfo<fsFg- R( );>1-1) L1o-Is+ol(r6+ 1sJ],;? 
-195-
a:: 
a:: 
, 
, 
, 
a: 
and 
-1%-
_Io. [t (tH J) (P-fl ) - (if) (£+1) (ot+O] + Tr[E(tNt)(I-;<9)f t'O(c+l)(I - o<)] 
'X--I ,[(D+I){fii-') + f (E +1) (0<+1 Fg~gKpiEl+fF{f-4F- o(E+I)(I - o(J]. 
:< ow, if 
[C D+!)(fl+ I )- ¢D(Efl)(O<+I):::O 
(f)+I)(I -/.S )- [( £fl) (/-0() ;: 0 
X=IS/Io 
as before. Solving equation 45 f or E, D, and & ,we have 
E 1+0< "'" = -- r--J / -t-). to( ;: I + a-/-0< 
/+,4 b D:.- Z 1+2./3 = IT 1-/3 
6 = J 
:':e can see that, if the gain in the two channels 1s the same, 
and a and b are properly adjusted , the effect of cross talk 
betl"een channels has been e l iminated. 
One particularly serious source of cross talk frow 
the 90 cps. channel to the 420 cps . channel exists which 
can easily be eliocluated . The fifth harmonic of SO cps. 
is 450 cps. It is found that when it is strong, the fifth 
t.armonic ~-i1not be cOlLpletely rejected by the 420 cps. tuned 
circuit. If the detector observes the abrupt change in in-
-1 $7 -
tens1ty as the two beams are sw1tched, th1s harmon1c 1s 
part10ularly strong. The motors, as p01nted out above, are 
synohronous, and they can be phased so that th1s change ooours 
when the 420 ops. seotor covers the deteotor. Th1s was 
found to reduoe cross talk by 60%. 
Test oirou1try 18 prov1ded us1ng pos1t10n 2 of the funo-
t10n sw1toh, S2, and the test sw1toh, S4, to measure the 
amount of unoompensated oross talk between the two ohannels. 
The oirou1try also allows the unbalanoe of the d1fferenoe 
amplifier to be measured. Seot10n E of S2 oontrols a relay 
on the reoorder ohass1s wh10h transfers the reoorder 1nput 
d1reotly to the amplif1er, bypass1ng the s11dew1re oirouit 
in pos1t1on 1 or 2. Th1s is necessary to the operation of 
the ratio oomputer as stated above. In the oase of the test 
o1rcuit, this bypassing has the effeot of mak1ng the reoorder 
a muoh more sens1tive ind1oator of an unbalanoe. The un-
balanoe 1s 1nd1oated by any motion of the pen dr1ve, while 
the balanoed oondit10n is 1nd1oated by a mot10nless pen 
dr1ve. 
In sett1ng up the oomputer oirou1t, 32 1s set to 
posit10n 2 and 54 1s 1n 1ts normal oenter pos1t10n. The 
d1fferenoe amp11f1er 1s balanoed w1th the a1d of BS. A 
90 ops. s1gnal 1s then fed to the amplif1er and 54 turned 
to position 1 wh1le any oross talk to the 420 ops. ohannel 
-198-
ls compensated wlth RJ. Next a 420 cps. slgnal ls fed to 
the ampllfler and, wlth 54 in positlon J, cross talk to 
the 90 cps. channel 1s compensated with R4. 
It should be noted that the 420 cps. component is a 
convenient source of a servo signal for a slit drive. It 
was with tbis in mind that provislon was made for a DC in-
put to the sIlt-drive servo described in Sect10n I. This 
servo would ma1nta1n the average beam intens1ty constant 
and thus provide constant response in the detector system. 
Operation as a single-beam 1nstrument using either 
channel is provided by S2. In the slngle-beam mode, the 
relay on the recorder chassis restores the sl1dew1re to the 
reoorder clrcuit. The recorder input is taken from aoross 
e1ther Helipot dependlng on the channel selected. 
The h1gh voltage supply for the amp11fier 1s obtained 
from a oommero1ally built power supply and is filtered 
again 1n the amplifier. It was found impossible to use AC 
on the heaters beoause of the seventh harmonio feeding into 
the 420 cps. channel. An Edison storage battery floating 
across a six volt DC supply worked quite satisfactorily as 
a heater supply. 
Stab1lity and linearity tests on the amplifier have 
been made in eaoh of its three modes using the mook-up in 
figure )9. calibrated wire screens were used for attenua-
- 199-
tors. For the stab111ty tests, the light was adjusted to 
g1ve a read1ng near the m1ddle of the recorder scale and 
the drift per hour was recorded. For the l1nearity tests 
the light was adjusted to g1ve 100% transm1ss1on. A w1re 
screen wh1ch gave a transmiss10n of about 67% was placed 
in the sample beam. The recorder readir.g was recorded and 
the light in the sample beam adjusted with an attenuator 
to give this reading without the screen. The same screen 
was again introduced and another reading was taken. Th1s 
procedure was repeated several t1mes unt1l the recorder 
reading had dropped to around 2% transmission. The per-
centage of l1ght removed by the screen each time the screen 
was 1ntroduced was averaged. If the system 1s perfectly 
l1near, the deviation of each reading from this average 
w1ll be zero. Thus, regardless or the level of 1ntens1ty 
1n the beam, 1ntroducing the screen reduces the apparent 
intensity ' by the same factor. In an actual system, the 
deviation of each reading will show a non-zero value, and 
this value 1s taken as a measure of the nonl1nearity of the 
system. It is reported as the percentage of the deviation 
from the absolute reading. The results of these tests are 
presented in Table VII. It can be seen that the system 1s 
l1near in the higher ranges, but that the characteristio 
round-ofr of diode deteotors occurs toward the bottom of the 
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scale. 
CONCLUSION 
A new deteot1on system has been desoribed. It oom-
b1nes the flex1b1l1ty of an AC s1ngle-beam asynohronous 
reot1f1er system and the oonven1enoe of a double-beam ratio 
system. The amp11fier wh10h 1s the heart of the system has 
been oompleted and tested. It is found to work well and to 
show sat1sfaotory l1near1ty and stability oharaoteristios. 
- i., 
APPENDIX I 
BAND ENVELOPE CALCULATIONS 
A great deal of trouble can be experlenced ln settlng 
up a band envelope calculatlon such as the one described ln 
Section II. It is with the hope that subsequent investiga-
tors may avo1d this that the following summary of formulas 
used is 1ncluded. The notation of Gerhard and DenniSon and 
of Badger and Zumwalt ls used as far as possible. 
The lnitlal parameters used are as follows: 
Princlpal moments of inertla ln gm. cm. 2 
Badger-Zumwalt parameters 
~=¥ 
S =2b-a-c 
a-c 
a:=l/IA 
b=l/IB 
C=l/IC 
Energy/kT for rotatlonal level (J,K) 
W == J ( J + I) (T -f k;1"B 
Note that this;!3 ls 141fT 1n Gerhard and Dennison. 
-203 -
upper levels 
pi::: h~Kb K [IeE!T-/iKjR-f-R-;DlKg 
/-' ~q ~EP- S) 
lower levels 
a ll - f-?- ,/ .f- I: {/7+/'-I5 + 5)) ] 
j-J - rJ77' 2 kT D 8(3 1-5) 
8j;T ::: 13'-12 X /0-'11 for T=300°f(. 
Cutoff parameters for Gerhard and Dennison 1ntegrals 
4/ =1=r fan-J [ /?- c g~ 
a-b 
.d..:'/ = /-~ 
Rotational l1ne spacing in 8ec.-1 
/_ h (b-l'C) 
0< - If 7T'J- -:2-
upper levels 
lower levels 
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The intensities for the pseudo-symmetric molecules 
(upper and lower levels) are as follows: (The constant 
factor is neglected) 
~<oF 
-205-
-206-
,.. 
perpr _ r J 
ILlJ:,Q; ) - 2" -C 
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These are the 1ntens1 t1es of the L:t.J::o andLJ.J::j branohes 
of the parallel and perpend1cular bands at the d1stance~ 
from the center of the band. l~j:-l 1s a s1ngle Q. branch 
and appears as a l1ne 1n th1s approx1mation. 
It 1s conven1ent to make the total 1ntens1ty of a 
band unity. This is accomplished by divid1ng the inten-
s1ties by the following express10ns for r, the rotational 
-208-
partition function: 
In principle, r and r are equal. The fact that para. perpr. 
they are not equal ls due to the approxlmat1ons of the 
Badger-Zumwalt theory. 
The band contours of the real molecule are expressed 
1n terms of absorption by multiplying by the rotational 
line separation. (The Q branohes must stll1 be expressed 
in terms of their intensity which is conoentrated in a 
single line.) The express10ns for the absorptions are: 
-209-
refers to the intensity of the~ J=O branch 
of the parallel band of the upper level pseudo-symmetrical 
molecule. The A's are the absorptions of the A JeO and 
A J=l branches of the A, B, and C type bands at a d1stance 
~ (in sec.-i) from the center of the band. The first term 
for theA J=O branoh of the A and C bands is the Q branch 
intensity. 
The ~ here are in sec.-1 They may be converted to 
-1 
om. by dividing by c, the velooity of l1eht. In this 
case the results will refer to a spec1fic molecule at 
T;JOOoK. In the event that other temperatures are required, 
or other molecules with the same ratio of moments of inertia 
are of 1nterest, it is more convenient to express the re-
sults 1n terms of the dimens10nless parameter x of Badger 
and. Zumwalt by mul tlply1ng ,\) by ~ ,r.;-1 The resul ts 
I' ISOKVJ/J' 
-210-
can then be used for any temperature and for any absolute 
value of the intermed1ate moment of inertia. 
The integrals 1n all but the last expression for the 
intens1 ty of the pseudo-symmetr1es.l molecule bands can be 
found in standard tables of functions. Gerhard and Dennison 
give an express10n for the last integral (wh1ch contains 
several typographical errors). Because of the added com-
plication of the lower limits, and the fact that one term 
in the resulting expression must still be integrated nu-
merically, it was felt that the problem would be s1mpli-
fled by leavlng the expresslon in the form glven here. 
Each term can be expressed as 
r h (C+dr.}:L -tr( c+exFDgIK-/PzK~ / 
,/a. c + e): e ciX 
A computer program, described 1n Appendix II, has been 
written for the Burroughs 220 dlgital computer for the 
evaluation of this integral. The program is a straight-
forward app11cat1on of a standard S1mpson's rule subroutlne. 
-2 11 -
APPENDIX II 
COMPTJ'IEB PROGRAMS 
The two computer programs used in the work described 
in the thesis are described in this appendix. The descrip-
tions are intended primarily to serve as a gu1de to a user 
of the program. They presuppose some familiarity with the 
Burroughs 220 computer and 1ts operation. 
1. Integral Program 
'?his program evaluates the integral 
which arises 1n the Gerhard-Dennison theory for tbe ab-
sorpt1on-oonstant envelope of an infrared band of a sym-
metrical molecule. ~he program is written to apply Simp-
son's rule using ten 1ntervals in the range of integration. 
If it is desired to cbange the number of intervals, this 
can be done by inserting for the number of intervals any 
~ number in floating point in locat1on (0045). 
In the case of integrals 1nvolving infinity as a limit, 
the value of b was made successively larger in a series of 
-212-
calculat1ons. Since the integrand cannot be negative, the 
largest of the results was taken for the value of the in-
tegral. In principle, the value of the integral should 
continuously increase with b, but because of errors in 
evaluating the exponential in the integrand and in applying 
Simpson's rule, this was not true in practice. 
A set of input data consists of eight words. These 
are the variables a, b, c, d, e, ~ , andr3 in floating 
point notation, plus a caption word to identify the par-
ticular set of data. Any number of such sets of data can 
be calculated on one rur.. The machine reads in a group of 
eight words, performs the caloulation, prints out the result 
along with the caption word, and reads the next set of data. 
In the preparation of the input tape, the first word 
1s 6 0000 04 0199. This is followed by the first set of 
eight data words. After the first set of data only, the 
word 6 0000 )0 0002 is punched. The remaining sets of 
data are punched consecutively, taking care that each con-
tains eight words. It is convenient to leave a few inches 
of blank tape between each set. In the event that only the 
first few words in a set are to be changed, it is possible 
to punch the new data and the word 6 0011 0) 0206 followed 
by the capt10n word. This command overr1des the command to 
read e1ght words of data and leaves the remaining words of 
-213-
the data set unchanged in memory. The caption word is 
entered in its proper location. 
~wo error halts are programed. One is the result of 
attempting to apply Simpson's rule to an uneven number of 
intervals. This usually is the result of a being larger 
than b. The other error halt is the result of attempting 
to find the exponential function of a number larger than 
110. In the event the machine halts on either error it is 
convenient to restart by pressing the reset-and-transfer 
switch. This substitutes the word 1111 11 1111 for the 
results of the current set of data and starts reading the 
next set of data. The output command is 0020 06 PWR. 
Running time for the program is approximately 3 seconds for 
each set of data. 
2. Meecham Calculation Program 
The mathematical background of this oalculation has 
been discussed in Section III of the thesis. The program 
uses 2500 words of memory. While it is in re-locatable 
form, the program should be located in the first 2500 of 
memory because of the use of the (OOOO) location in con-
nection with the reset-and-transfer switch for initiating 
the program and correcting errors. 
-214-
After the program is placed in memory, the data for 
the particular grat1ng are entered as follows: The value 
of the grat1ng spacing 1n m1crons 1s entered in memory 
location (0959). The tangent of the left-hand (when viewed 
from the col11mator) groove angle 1s placed in (0960) and 
that of the right-hand angle 1n (0961). This is best done 
manually at the console. All numbers are 1n floating point 
notation. The proper oontrol switches are next selected 
acoord1ng to their funct10n as desoribed below. In particu-
lar, either CSl or CS2 must be down, and CS9 must be up. 
The program 1s started by depress1ng the reset-and-
transfer switch. The machine w1ll almost immediately stop 
with 7427 00 7427 in the C register. If a previous com-
putation has been made the value of N, the number of terms 
to be included 1n the ser1es, will appear in the A register. 
N is in fixed po1nt notation. If this 1s the first compu-
tation the A register will be blank. The desired value of 
N E~1MF is inserted in the A register in fixed pOint and 
the start switch 1s depressed. The machine will stop on 
7447 00 7447 w1th the previous value of the ~qating order. 
if any, in the A register in float1ng po1nt. This is 
modified, if deSired, and the start switch depressed. A 
halt on 8521 00 8521 will occur with the prev10us value of 
the wavelength in microns in the A register. This 1s changed. 
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as desired, and the start switch again depressed. The 
purpose of this procedure is to allow the operator to make 
only those changes in the input data that he may desire 
and to retain all others. 
From this point, the program w1ll proceed w1th the 
calculation as descr1bed 1n Section III. If it should be 
desirable to replace the crOBS product in order to treat 
another groove shape, this can be done as follows: Loca-
t10n (0054) contains a conditional branch command to (1298), 
the location of the beginn1ng of the port1on of the program 
which calculates the cross products. This port1on of the 
procram exits to (0085) on its completion. If this portion 
is eliminated, and another set of cross products subst1tuted, 
a grating of some other groove shape can be treated. The 
calculated cross products (Fi,F j ) are stored in memory with 
real parts in (2258)-(2357) and 1maginary parts in (2358)-
(2457)' The order is (Fl,F1).(F2,F1).··(F10,F1)' (F1,F2 ), 
(F2 ,F2 ), (F3,F2) ••• (F10,F10)' The (Fi , ~~F are stored in 
(2478)-(2487) (real parts) and (2488)-(2497) (imaginary parts). 
The values of sin Hi' and the real and imaginary parts of 
cos Hi can be found in (1658)-(1667), (1668)-(1677). and 
(1676)-(1687), respectively. In all cases i increases with 
1ncreas1ng memory cell number. The value of sin I 1s 1n 
(0060). 
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The console control switches have the following funo-
tions: CSl causes the program to make the computat1on using 
the boundary conditions for radiation polarized with the 
electric vector parallel to the grooves of the grating. eS2 
is used for perpendicular polarization. If both control 
switches are depressed, the calculation w1ll be for the 
perpendicular polarization. If neither control switch is 
dppressed, a halt with He=3333 00 3333 will occur. In 
this event, the proper control switch can be selected, and 
the program resumed by pressing the start switch. eS4 and 
eS5 cause the values of L/8./ 2 and 2,.ct:>s R· IA ./2 for 
.k:'" / J:; 
all real Hj , respectively, to be calculated. These are for 
a check of the error in matching boundary conditions and for 
a check of the balanoe between incoming and outgoing energy. 
eS8 modifles the oross product routines to exclude reglons 
in the geometriCal shadow of any order from the range of 
integratlon. The word "ECHELLEtt w111 be prlnted before 
the output data. This procedure dld not appear to have any 
real value, and lts use 1s not recom~endedK 
~he remaining control switches select d1agnostio 
routines whioh were used in the de-buggir~ of the .program. 
These routines oan be extremely wasteful of computer time 
and should not be used exoept when necessary. CS3 causes 
a monitor routine to print out the words "P*F" and 1,J 
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when the program calls for the value of (F l ,F ., ) and "F*O" J 
and i when Ec~ 9 ¢) is called for. In addition, the 
... ... 
numerical values of the cross products can be obtained by 
depressing CS7. CS6 causes the matrix (G1 ,G j )to be cal-
culated and printed out as a check on the orthogonality 
of these fLmctions. Actuating the reset-and-transfer 
switch with CS9 depressed places the program in an error 
halt-correction rout1ne. During the de-bugg1ng of the 
program error halts often occurred 1n the square root and 
exponential subrout1nes undercond1t1ons wh1ch suggested 
that the value of tte funct10n should be zero. ~he cor-
rectlon routine tests the contents of (0000) for the value 
wh1ch the P reg1ster would have at either of these halts. 
If the halt is recogn1zed as belonglng to either of these 
subroutines, the value zero 1s placed in the A register, 
and the program 1s transferred to the ex1t command of the 
appropr1ate subrout1ne. If the appropr1ate value of the 
P reg1ster 1s not recogn1zed. the mach1ne stops on 5555 
00 5555. It 1s doubtful that th1s rout1ne w11l be useful 
with the program runn1ng properly. Any occurrence of an 
error halt should be regarded with extreme suspicion. 
CS10 causes the machine to vary the number of terms 
1ncluned in the series unt1l a m1n1mum for the value of the 
mean square error of tbe boundary cond1t1ons is reached. 
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The data for each calcul ation are printed out. One addi-
tional term ls added with each calculat10n until either 
ten terms are reached or the value of the mean square 
error passes a minimum. In the latter event, one more 
calculation w1l1 be made w1th one less term, and the 
machine will halt on 7427 00 7427. If th1s mode is used, 
the init1al value (usually one) of N must still be inserted 
as in the standard mode. 
~wo printout oommands are used--the 09 SPO oommand for 
the calculated data, and several 1000 06 PWR commands for 
the monltor and certain other printouts. The output format 
contains the five letter word describing the polarization 
(PARAL or PERPR) followed by the wavelength and grating 
order in the first line. Follow1ng this l1ne are OOS Ri , 
the real part of A1 , and the imaginary part of A1 for all 
i from 1 to N. Following this, 1f cs4 is depressed, is 
the word "ERROR CHECK" followed by the value of Z. IBIC f~ D 
x 
Next, 1f CS5 is depressed, come the words "IDiEHGY CHECK" 
followed by the real part of ~ gAj/~cMU R , and the real J ~ j . 
part of cos I. These data all are printed using the SPO 
command. All other output data come out on a 1000 06 m~o 
command. These include mon1tor data, cross product values, 
and G matr1x. 
Runn1ng time for the program 1s approximately 6 minutes. 
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PROPOSITION 
It is proposed that, of the automatic diffractometers 
described in the literature, only the type described by 
Furnas and Harker(l) is capable of the wide range of 
possible uses of this instrument. 
The diffractometers described in the literature can be 
grouped into three classes according to the manner in which 
they examine reciprocal space. In this discussion, the 
nomenclature recommended by Arndt and Phillips(2) will be 
used. The first class is based on the same geometry as the 
rotational film technique. It thus can conveniently ex-
amine an entire plane in reciprocal space with a given 
setting. The second class is designed with a mechanical 
linkage which causes it to examine a line in reciprocal 
space. The third class is based on spherical coordinates 
which make it most convenient to examine single points in 
reciprocal space. 
A diffractometer can examine only one reflection at a 
time. This limitation makes it highly desirable to develop 
an automatic diffractometer -- one which would automatical-
ly scan through reciprocal space, collecting and recording 
- 2 -
data on the reflections observed there. It was the reali-
zation that an automatic diffractometer was needed that 
led to the design of the instruments in the second class, 
but automatic instruments of each group have been described 
in the literature. 
The means by which each of the three types of instrument 
investigates reflections serves to classify the functions 
of the ideal diffractometer. The first class, in the one 
application to automation described in the literature(3), 
investigates a net by scanning in a spiral path covering 
the entire net. The scan is done quite rapidly until a 
reflection is reached. Then the scan is slowed and the 
reflection examined to obtain the intensity, after which the 
speed is again increased. All of reciprocal space in a 
given plane is covered, and no reflection can be omitted 
because of inaccurate knowledge of the unit cell. One dis-
advantage of this type of instrument is that it is necessary 
to expose the crystal to a great deal of radiation in order 
to examine it. This radiation can be harmful to crystals 
of many molecules. Another disadvantage is that with the 
two-speed scan, which is necessary in order to cover a net 
- 3 -
in a reasonable length of time, faint reflections could 
easily be overlooked. 
The second class of instrument scans along a given 
line in reciprocal space(4,5,6). This line is adjusted to 
correspond to those rows in the reciprocal lattice on which 
the number of reflections is large. It thus can omit large 
portions of reciprocal space with a significant improvement 
in the time required to collect data. An accurate knowledge 
of the reciprocal lattice is presupposed with this type of 
instrument, since it will examine only those points exactly 
on the given path. This exact knowledge allows one to be 
confident that no reflection will be overlooked because of 
its low intensity. A reflection is scanned, in general, 
with a speed which is a complicated function of its position 
along the line. This fact must be taken into consideration 
when calculating integrated intensities(5). 
In the automatic applications which have been described 
in the literature, the third type of instrument has been 
programmed to examine a set of reflections whose coordinates 
are fed into the instrument by some means such as punched 
paper tape(7,8). This presupposes again an accurate knowledge 
- 4 -
of the reciprocal lattice in order to make the calculations 
of the input angles. These calculations are typically done 
on a computer. This requirement of a computer should not 
be difficult to meet since the type of data collection 
being done requires a computer for its analysis. 
Each of the three types of instruments has its own 
special capability. The net-scanning instrument can con-
veniently cover an entire plane of reciprocal space. The 
line-scanning instrument covers only a single line, but 
this can be made to correspond to an important line in the 
reciprocal lattice. Finally the point-examining instrument 
examines only specific points in reciprocal space. 
It is the purpose here to propose that the third type 
of instrument can be conveniently made to do all three 
functions as well as to correct small errors in the location 
of reflections. By the use of a simple analogue computer, 
the instrument could be made to scan either an entire net 
or a line. The output of the analogue computer would be 
fed into the orienter by servo motors. For the case of 
the net, the computer would be designed to compute either 
chi or 28 as a function of the other. Phi would be continu-
- ) -
ously varied and one or the other of the two other angles 
varied slowly. The computer would supply the third angle. 
The mechanism required for the computer is simply a right 
triangle linkage. The hypotenuse represents the value of 
2Bj the base represents the radial distance in the net; 
and the included angle represents the value of psi. For 
the case of the path through reciprocal space, it is 
pointed out that any of the linkages described in the liter-
ature could be directly made into analogue computers which 
would generate input angles for the instrument. 
Finally, it is pointed out that the shutter device 
described by Furnas(9) could usefully be adapted to cause 
the instrument to correct itself. This device consists of 
four shutters covering the end of a collimator placed in 
the diffracted beam. One set of two shutters can be made 
to cover either the top or bottom half of the beam, while 
the other set can be made to cover either the right or 
left half of the beam. If a reflection is centered in the 
collimator, the effect on intensity of either of the two 
shutters in a set will be the same. If the reflection is 
not centered, there will be a difference between the intens i-
- 0 -
ties when the two shutters are alternately closed. If the 
crystal has been accurately centered to begin with, this 
difference can be interpreted in terms of the change neces-
sary in psi or omega to center the reflection. This in-
terpretation could be made to take place automatically, 
thus allowing the instrument to correct small errors in 
input angles. 
p~:~ 
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PROPOSITION 
An improvement is proposed for Ito's method of indexing 
reflections from X-ray powder techniques. This improvement 
is particularly useful in the application of digital com-
puters to the indexing problem. 
Two programs for the computer indexing of X-ray powder 
data have appeared in the literature(1,2). These programs 
employ methods such as Hesse's(3), which are devoted to the 
higher crystal symmetries, and thus are not useful for all 
crystals. The single method of indexing a set of powder 
data for monoclinic and triclinic crystals is the method 
of Ito(4). 
Ito assumed the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice 
to be determined to be triclinic. He recognized that each 
x-ray reflection corresponds to a vector in the reciprocal 
lattice of the crystal producing the pattern. In the case 
of the powder technique, only the length of each vector is 
known. He selected three low-order reflections as corre-
sponding to the lengths of the three sides of a unit cell. 
Having thus determined the lengths of the three unit vectors, 
he found their inter axial angles by searching the observed 
reflections for reflections fulfilling certain equations 
which could then be solved for the interaxial angles. 
Instead of characterizing each reflection by its D ~ 
value", or the spacing between the planes producing the 
Bragg reflection, it is convenient to characterize it by 
the''Q value" , or 1/d2 . If the six reciprocal cell parame-
ters are defined as 
Qa = 1/a
2 
= a*2 
Qb = 1/b
2 
= b*2 
Qc = 1/ c
2 
= c* 
2 
Qa = 2b*c*cosa* 
Q(3 = 2a*c*cos(3* 
Qa = Oa*b*cos~* 
then the Q value of a reflection is 
2 2 + £2Q +ktQ + htQ(3 + hkQ r Qhkt = h Qa + k Qb c a 
One of the relations sought in applying Ito's method can now 
be written as 
( 1) 
If such a relation is found among the observed data, n~ is 
- 3 
If sufficient relations are found, the unit cell is de-
termined. In general such a unit cell will not show the 
symmetry of the lattice in question, but by suitable 
methods, it can be reduced to a cell showing this charac-
teristic symmetry. 
Ito's method can be easily applied to a digital com-
puter. A digital computer is able to do a large amount of 
arithmetic in a short time, so is well adapted to searching 
for data fulfilling a given equation or set of equations. 
Two difficulties, however, exist. If an observed re-
flection is selected as corresponding to the unit vector 
for a lattice, the chances are not good taat the lattice 
defined by that unit vector will be primitive. The 
reduction methods referred to above depend on obtaining a 
primative unit cell. Also, if a primative lattice is not . 
found, all of the observed reflections will not be indexed 
by the provisional lattice. Second, the reflections se-
lected for unit vectors are the low-order reflections, and 
thus the least accurate ones. It is important that the 
lengths of the unit vectors be quite accurate, or relations 
such as equation 1 will not be found. 
- ~ -
It seems likely that in a computer program devoted 
to the problem of indexing powder data for an arb itrary 
crystal, methods such as Hesse's will be used first to 
attempt to index the data in a crystal system of higher 
symmetry. Only after the failure of these methods, would 
Ito's method be applied. The reason for this is that Ito's 
method neglects the symmetry of the crystal, and thus loses 
a great deal of useful information. 
It is proposed here that, upon the failure of attempts 
to index the data in the cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, or 
orthorhombic systems, the set of all differences between 
the observed Q values be computed. If N reflections are 
observed for a given crystal, the set of differences can 
be regarded as an NxN square matrix. Each term of this 
matrix is to be divided by the set of integers (h2 - h,2) 
such that h + h' is a constant. For example, the set for 
h + h' = 10 is 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 for 0 < h,h' < 10. 
If a set has n members and there are N reflections, there 
will result n NxN matrixes of dividends for each set. 
2 These nN values are searched for members equal to each 
other within the limit of experimental error. Each equali-
- ? -
ty found is assumed to correspond to a relation such as 
equation 2. Equation 2 is solved for the apparent value 
of Q , and this is stored. This procedure is repeated for 
a 
other sets of integers (h2 - h,2) such that h + h' equals 
other numbers. For the range 0 < h,h' < 10, there are 16 
such sets. The accumulated list of possible Q values is 
a 
then examined and the three most-numerous values are se-
lected as unit vector lengths for use in searching for 
relations such as equation (1). 
In summary, it is proposed that, in a computer program 
devoted to the indexing of powder data, the difference 
matrix described above be examined in order to obtain a 
better set of unit vector lengths for the application of 
Ito's method of indexing a triclinic lattice. 
p~:~ 
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PROPOSITION 
A paper by Newman, Brice, and Wright describes differ -
ential thermal analysis data on the system Ga-Te. A differ -
ent interpretation is proposed. 
° The OTA data in the region 30-50 /0 Te of Newman, Brice, 
and Wright are interpreted in terms of the incongruently 
melting compound Ga3Te2 with peritectic point at 33.5% Te 
o 
and 753 C. This interpretation is supported by the obser-
vation of four Oebye-Scherer lines in the powder pattern 
of a sample of the constitution 40 % Te which was quenched 
from the melt. No lines were observed for a similar sample 
o 
of the composition 33.3 /0 Te. 
A number of comments can be made about this paper. 
For example, the model of the structure of GaTe which is 
pictured does not have the correct stoichiometry as can be 
seen from counting the atoms in the model. The meaning of 
the PT and Px diagrams can be questioned. In particular, 
however, it is recognized that the confidence in the OTA 
data should be regarded as low. However, even on the basis 
of this data, another interpretation is more reasonable. 
It is proposed that the data are more consistent with 
a congruently melting co~~ound Ga2Te. The melting point is 
7620 C, and the eutectic point for G82Te + GaTe near 33.5% Te 
and at 753°C. This compound is obvious l y stable only at 
high temperature, decomposing to Ga+GaTe at room temperature. 
To be consistent with the data the decomposition temperature 
must be within experimental error of 746°C. 
The data supporting this proposition, as opposed to the 
interpretation given in the paper consist of the following: 
1. There is a third arrest in the DTA results for 
the composition 450 /0 Te. This is inconsistent with the 
incongruently melting compound Ga3Te2 . 
2. o The data in the region around 33 /0 Te clearly indi-
cate a peak in the freezing curve corresponding to a congru-
o 
ent melting point with temperature 762 C. 
3. The data at slightly greater Te percentages· indi-
cate a total of three distinct arrests, rather than the two 
that are reported. These three arrests correspond to the 
freezing curve, whose temperature is variable, the eutectic 
o ° temperature 753 C, and the decomposition temperature 746 c. 
It is proposed that the additional arrest point was over-
looked in the original data where only two arrests are 
reported. 
It is proposed that the observation of four powder 
diffraction lines in the sample of 40% Te which was 
quenched is by no means proof that the compound which gave 
o 
the lines has 40 /0 Te concentration. This is particularly 
true in view of the statement that the lines of GaTe were 
also in evidence. An equally good interpretation of this 
data is that the four lines are due to Ga2Te, and that, in 
the sample of this composition, no Ga2Te was left after 
quenching. 
In summary, it 1s proposed that, on the basis of 
probably poor data, a different interpretation is possible. 
This second interpretation makes further work on the Ga-Te 
system necessary. 
PRK:mv 
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PROPOSITION 
It is proposed that the anomalous transmission of X-rays 
in a perfect crystal would be useful in elucidating the 
nature~ Restrahl absorption in the infrared. 
Hardy and Smith(l) have shown that the two-phonon infrared 
spectrum of a crystal can be useful in determining the dis-
persion surface for the various lattice vibration modes. 
By studying the spectrum of diamond, they were able to obtain 
a semi-quantitative picture of the dispersion surface, both 
of acoustical and optical modes. They did experience certain 
difficulties in making an unambiguous assignment of certain 
absorption bands which they observed. 
The absorption bands which Hardy and Smith studied 
represented the interaction of an infrared photon with two 
phonons. The selection rules for such interactions are 
such that they are allowed, but of low intensity. After an 
accurate assignment is made, a consideration of the sums and 
differences between different energies allows one to plot 
the dispersion surface. The difficulty is in making the 
assignments. 
) -~ 
Qualitatively, the anomalous transmission of X-rays in 
a perfect crystal can be regarded as taking place because 
the nodes of the electromagnetic wave occur at the atomic 
planes for the anomalously transmitted component, and it 
is only at the atomic plaaes that absorption takes place. 
The exact theory does not c bange this picture, except to 
predict some absorption taking place elsewhere. 
It is proposed here that the disturbance of the po-
sition of an atom by a l a ttice vibration would decrease 
the intensity of anomalously transmitted X-radiation in a 
cooled perfect crystal. With a knowledge of the polari-
zation and direction of transmission of the infrared ab-
sorption which gave rise to the lattice vibration, one 
could identify the mode, or modes involved. 
For example, a transverse mode could be distinguished 
from a longitudinal mode in the [100] direction by adj~sting 
the crystal for Bragg reflection from the (100) planes and 
infrared absorption in the (100) direction. A decrease in 
intensity of the anomalously-transmitted component of the 
X-radiation would indicate the presence of a longitudinal 
mode, while a transverse mode would have little or no effect. 
- 3 -
The first step in the application of this proposal 
would be to derive an adequate theory for the interaction 
of X-radiation with infrared radiation in a perfect crystal. 
Such a theory would have to take into account the multiple 
scattering of X-radiation in the crystal in order to predict 
anomalous transmission. An adequate theory would also have 
to treat the infrared radiation field as a traveling wave in 
the crystal, since only in this way could an accurate picture 
be obtained of scattering due to the lattice vibrations. 
One result of such a theory would be a clear idea of the 
difference in effect on the anomalous transmission between 
acoustical modes and optical modes. This is by no means 
clear with present theories. 
While the theory which would predict the effect pro-
posed here does not exist, certain experimental evidence can 
be proposed to support it. It is pointed out that anomalous 
transmission has been observed in silicon with a Debye temper-
o 0 
ature of 658 K and in Germanium with a temperature of 366 K. 
The lattice vibrations are certainly well-excited in these 
crystals at room temperature. Thus there is an anomalously 
transmitted component in the presence of lattice vibrations. 
- 4 -
Batterman(2) has observed the change in intensity of this 
component with changing temperature, so it can be concluded 
that the effect of lattice vibrations on the X-ray intensity 
does exist. 
In summary, it is proposed that the effect of a lattice 
vibration on the anomalously transmitted component of X-
radiation in a perfect crystal be used to study the nature 
of the lattice vibration. This effect is not adequately 
discussed by existing theories, and a new theory would have 
to be advanced in order to discuss the results of the experi-
ments proposed here. 
PRK:mv 
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PROPOSITION 
An explanation is proposed for a discrepancy noted in 
a paper by Penning and polder(l). 
In a recent paper, Penning and Polder attempt to extend 
the dynamic theory of x-ray scattering to deformed crystals. 
This extension is made by assuming that, the deformation 
being small, the electromagnetic field within the crystal 
can be broken up into regions such that, in a single region, 
a modified dynamic theory holds. This modified theory 
assumes the same intensity dependence on the absorption 
coefficient of the crystal as for an unde£ormed crystal, 
but assumes a slowly varying reflection vector, and thus 
a slowly varying wave vector, in the crystal. Implicit in 
this assumption is the assumption that energy is not scattered 
into modes into which it would not be scattered in a perfec t 
crystal. 
The theory predicts qualitatively the results of experi-
ments done on both mechanically and thermally deformed 
crystals. In particular, it predicts a curved path for the 
transmitted and the reflected beams in the crystal. It does 
not, however, predict accurately the intensities of the two 
emerging beams. The experimental beam is much less intense 
than calculated. 
The difficulty here is that a kinematic scattering 
theory is really being used. The power of the dynamic 
scattering theory is that it takes into account mUltiple 
scattering. This mUltiple scattering is explicitly elimi-
nated in the Penning-Polder theory by the assumption that 
no new modes are excited in the deformed crystal. In e-
liminating all new modes, one has a single-scattering 
theory. This single-scattering theory is equivalent to the 
Kirchoff theory used in the first theoretical treatment of 
the Echelle grating. This type of theory gives the direction 
of propagation quite accurately, but is restricted in its 
validity when applied to intensity calculations. 
If the Penning-Polder theory is to have validity in 
any restricted sense, two things must be done. In deriving 
the theory for an undeformed crystal, a result of wagner(2) 
is quoted expressing the relationship between Poynting's 
vector in the crystal and the gradient in K space of the 
- 3 -
frequency dispersion surface. Wagner specifies that this 
result is valid in the absence of absorption. Penning and 
Polder make no such restriction in their use of the ex-
pression. Further, these authors must now justify the 
application of an approximate theory, which neglects 
multiple scattering, to the problem of a deformed crystal. 
The correct solution to the problem is suggested, 
among other places, in a paper by Slater(3). In his dis-
cussion of the interaction of waves in crystals, Slater 
gives the solution of Maxwell's equations for a dielectric 
constant which is periodic in space and in time. The 
correct solution to the problem of the deformed crystal is 
the solution to the same equation except that a term is to 
be added to the dielectric constant which gives the effect 
of the deformation. 
In summary, it is proposed that the theory applied by 
Penning and Polder is not a dynamic theory and that this is 
responsible for the lack of agreement between theory and ex-
periment. If this theory is to be applied to the problem at 
all, it must be shown that the approximation of neglecting 
multiple scattering is justified. Finally, it must be 
sho\ffl that the use of Wagner's result is justified. 
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